
313 CAMPUS STREET 
CELEBRATION, FLORIDA 34747 

(407) 566-1935

HARMONY 
 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

AGENDA PACKAGE 

Thursday, October 26, 2023 

Remote Participation: 
Zoom: https://zoom.us/j/4276669233 

--or-- 
Call in (audio only) 929-205-6099, ID 4276669233 

https://zoom.us/j/4276669233


Harmony Community Development District 
Board of Supervisors 
Teresa Kramer, Chair 
Daniel Leet, Vice Chair 
Kerul Kassel, Assistant Secretary 
Jo Phillips, Assistant Secretary 

Staff: 
Angel Montagna, District Manager 

Lynn Hayes, District Manager 
Michael Eckert, District Counsel 
David Hamstra, District Engineer

Jorge Baez, Field Supervisor Lucas Chokanis, Secretary 

District Office: Meeting Location: 
313 Campus Street 3285 Songbird Circle 
Celebration FL 34747 St. Cloud, FL 34773 
407-566-1935 Participate Remotely: Zoom https://zoom.us/j/4276669233        
www.harmonycdd.org OR dial 929-205-6099, ID 4276669233 

Meeting Agenda 
Thursday, October 26, 2023 – 6:00 p.m. 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call
2. Audience Comments – Three (3) Minute Time Limit
3. Staff Reports

A. Landscaping-Benchmark
1. Consideration of Sycamores Treatment Proposal ........................................................................... P.3 
2. Update on Park Projects .................................................................................................................. P.4 
3. Consideration of Tree Pruning Proposal ....................................................................................... P.38 

B. Field Manager-Inframark
1. Review of the Field Manager’s Report
2. Discussion of Splash Pad .............................................................................................................. P.40 
3. Consideration of Pool Heater Proposals ....................................................................................... P.65 
4. Consideration of Removal of Cattails in Golf Course Ponds Proposal ........................................ P.97 

C. District Engineer- Pegasus
1. Discussion Regarding the Buck Lake Community Maintenance
2. Discussion Regarding the Five Oaks Drive Storm Sewer Pipe Inspection and Cleaning
3. Discussion Regarding the Cat Brier Trail Storm Sewer System Evaluation

D. District Counsel-Kutak Rock
1. Discussion Regarding the Action on Parcel VC-1 Debt Service
2. Discussion Regarding the Potential Spending Authorization Resolution to Supplement

Procurement Policy
E. District Manager

1. Update on the Website
2. Update on the Garden Shed .......................................................................................................... P.98 
3. Current Financial Status ...............................................................................................................P.100 
4. Event Applications .......................................................................................................................P.101 
5. Update on District Records/ Storage Boxes

4. Business Items
A.  Consideration of Resolution 2024-01, Appointment of Record Management Liaison Officer ........P.117 
B. Discussion Regarding Advanced Development Team Harmony Cove Request to

Issue Additional Bonds for Infrastructure Costs ..............................................................................P.122 
C. Discussion Regarding Operations and Maintenance Assessment Methodology .............................P.124 
D. Discussion Regarding the Street Parking
E. Consideration of Resolution 2024-02, Recognizing Marylin Ash-Mower  .....................................P.125 
F. Consideration of Motion to Assign Fund Balance ...........................................................................P.126 

5. Consent Agenda
A. Approval of Meeting Minutes from September 28, 2023 ................................................................P.127 
B. Review of the September 2023 Financial Statements ......................................................................P.233 
C. Approval of #281 Invoices and Check Register ..............................................................................P.246 

6. Supervisor Requests
7. Adjournment

The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, November 16, 2023 

https://zoom.us/j/4276669233
http://www.harmonycdd.org/


Proposal #1531

Date: 10/19/2023

Customer: Property:

Harmony CDD
Harmony CDD
3500 Harmony Sq Dr W
Harmony, FL 34773

lynn.hayes@inframark.com

Insecticed and Fungicide Treatment for 150 trees. Benchmarks recommendation is to treat the Sycamore 
trees property wide with the systemic insecticide for better control moving forward. 

Service Details

Sycamore Treatments

Items Quantity Price/Unit Price

Insecticide and Fungicide Treatment 150.00 $28.00 $4,200.00

Sycamore Treatments: $4,200.00

PROJECT TOTAL: $4,200.00

Terms & Conditions

Final payment shall be made within thirty (30) days upon completion. After thirty (30) days post-
completion, Benchmark Landscaping reserves the right to apply a late fee of three-percent (3%) of the 
outstanding balance charged every thirty (30) days that the invoice remains outstanding.

By By

Jacob Mootz

10/19/2023Date Date

Benchmark Landscaping Harmony CDD

www.benchmarklandscapingfl.com
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Benchmark Pocket Park Proposals October 2023

Total proposals $127,750.00
Soccer field re-sod $49,250.00
Total without re-sod $78,500.00

Selected Proposals Pages
Dahoon Holly $2,705.00 3 to 5
Dog Parks $2,665.00 6 to 10 Remove dead crepe myrtle
Beargrass $1,980.00 11 to 13
Buck Lake Park $4,000.00 14 to 16
Sundrop $1,530.00 20 to 21
Estates $3,500.00 22 to 23
Town Square $11,305.00 28 to 31
Total $27,685.00

Possible additions
Sedges $750.00 26 to 27 Remove/replace dead shru
Gopher Apple $1,565.00 17 to 19 Remove/ replace dead cre

TOTAL $30,000.00



   es, gold mound; transplant liriope from town center 



Proposal #1421

Date: 10/19/2023

Customer: Property:

Harmony CDD
Harmony CDD
3500 Harmony Sq Dr W
Harmony, FL 34773

lynn.hayes@inframark.com

Trees to be pruned are all oak species per the September 2023 Inframark Field Inspection Report. 
Locations are referenced below as the items in the report.

Item 29- Ashley Park Pool

Item 30- Ashley Park Pool

Item 32- Ashley Park Pool

Item 35- Ashley Park Pool

Item 37- Ashley Park Pool

Item 42- Swim Club Pool

Service Details

Tree Pruning

Items Quantity Price/Unit Price
Pruning for Building Clearance Per 9/2023
Field Inspection

1.00 $3,125.00 $3,125.00

Tree Pruning: $3,125.00

PROJECT TOTAL: $3,125.00

www.benchmarklandscapingfl.com
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Terms & Conditions

Final payment shall be made within thirty (30) days upon completion. After thirty (30) days post-
completion, Benchmark Landscaping reserves the right to apply a late fee of three-percent (3%) of the 
outstanding balance charged every thirty (30) days that the invoice remains outstanding.

By By

Jacob Mootz

10/19/2023Date Date

Benchmark Landscaping Harmony CDD

www.benchmarklandscapingfl.com
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Invoice Summary

Invoice No Supplier Invoice Date Property Invoice
Amount

1546 PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN
SERVICES LLC (HARMONY)

01/31/2020 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 4,531.12

1560 PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN
SERVICES LLC (HARMONY)

02/17/2020 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 3,185.80

2272 PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN
SERVICES LLC (HARMONY)

03/10/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 2,300.00

2292 PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN
SERVICES LLC (HARMONY)

04/24/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 12,308.03

2339 PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN
SERVICES LLC (HARMONY)

07/09/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 12,638.34

Total: 34,963.29



PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN SERVICES LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 1546

Invoice Number: 1546 Invoice Amount: 4,531.12
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 01/31/2020
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 01/31/2020
Supplier: V00279 WorkFlow: SP-Priority
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 02/26/2020 pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Professional Fountain Services LLC
2227 stratford dr.
sarasota, FL  34232
(941) 320-8279
PFS@Professionalfountainservices.com

BILL TO
Gerhard van der snel
Harmony CDD
7360 Five Oaks Dr
Harmony fl 34773

INVOICE 1546

DATE 01/31/2020    TERMS Net 30

DUE DATE 03/01/2020

DESCRIPTION QTY RATE AMOUNT

service/repair:service repair
ARCHITECTURAL FOUNTAIN: SPLASH 
PAD/PARTS ONLY
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC TOUCHSCREEN
TWO SQUARE D OUT RELAYS
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC CONTROLLER

1 2,931.12 2,931.12

service/repair:service
COMPLETE PROGRAMMING ON CONTOLLER 
AND TOUCHSCREEN
COMPLETE REMOVAL OF OBSOLETE 
SNEIDER ELECTRIC CONTROLLER AND 
TOUCHSCREEN
COMPLETE  INSTALLATION OF NEW PARTS

1 1,600.00 1,600.00

Harmony site was visited 01/31/2020. All of the above was 
serviced on one Architectural Fountain.

*There is a six month warranty on new parts.
*VFD system needs to be replaced. 

If you have any questions or concerns please call or email us.

Thank you,

TOTAL DUE $4,531.12

           Approved G v/d Snel 02/20/2020



PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN SERVICES LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 1560

Invoice Number: 1560 Invoice Amount: 3,185.80
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 02/17/2020
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 02/17/2020
Supplier: V00279 WorkFlow: SP-Priority
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 02/26/2020 pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Professional Fountain Services LLC
2227 stratford dr.
sarasota, FL  34232
(941) 320-8279
PFS@Professionalfountainservices.com

BILL TO
Gerhard van der snel
Harmony Community CDD
7360 Five Oaks Dr
Harmony, FL  34773

INVOICE 1560

DATE 02/17/2020    TERMS Net 30

DUE DATE 03/18/2020

DESCRIPTION QTY RATE AMOUNT

service/repair:service
ARCHITECTURAL FOUNTAIN SYSTEM:
COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF ONE 
DURAPULSE 5HP VFD W MOUNTING KIT

1 2,385.80 2,385.80

service/repair:service
COMPLETE PROGRAMMING AND 
INSTALLATION OF ONE SHNEIDER ELECTRIC 
VFD

1 800.00 800.00

All of the above was serviced on one Architectural fountain 
system.

If you  have any questions or concerns please call or email us.

Thank you,

TOTAL DUE $3,185.80

           Approved G v/d Snel 02/20/2020



PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN SERVICES LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 2272

Invoice Number: 2272 Invoice Amount: 2,300.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 03/10/2023
Original PO#: SPLASH PAD Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 03/10/2023
Supplier: V00279 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 03.24.23 AM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Professional Fountain Services LLC
2227 Stratford Dr
Sarasota, FL  34232
(941) 320-8279
PFS@Professionalfountainservices.com

BILL TO
Harmony Community CDD
7360 Five Oaks Dr.
Harmony, FL  34773

INVOICE 2272

DATE 03/10/2023    TERMS Net 30

DUE DATE 04/09/2023

ACTIVITY QTY RATE AMOUNT

Service Call
ARCHITECTURAL FOUNTAIN SYSTEM:
FULL DIAGNOSTIC ON FOUNTAIN SYSTEM 
INCLUDES 
TESTING ALL ELECTRICAL, MOTORS, PUMPS & 
PROGRAM
TEST SOLENOIDS FOR NOZZLES
COMPLETE RESET ON PROGRAMMING ON 
CONTOLLER AND TOUCHSCREEN

1 2,300.00 2,300.00

All of the above was serviced on one splash pad. 

*Needs fourteen new solenoids
*All Discharge lines need to be unclogged

If you have any questions please call or email us.

Thank you,

TOTAL DUE $2,300.00



PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN SERVICES LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 2292

Invoice Number: 2292 Invoice Amount: 12,308.03
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 04/24/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 04/24/2023
Supplier: V00279 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 05/03/2023 pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Professional Fountain Services LLC
2227 Stratford Dr
Sarasota, FL  34232
(941) 320-8279
PFS@Professionalfountainservices.com

BILL TO
Brett Perez
Harmony Community CDD
7360 Five Oaks Dr
Harmony, FL  34773

INVOICE 2292

DATE 04/24/2023    TERMS Net 30

DUE DATE 05/24/2023

ACTIVITY QTY RATE AMOUNT

Repair Service
ARCHITECTURAL FOUNTAIN:SPLASH PAD
REMOVE FOURTEEN SOLENOIDS
COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF TWELVE 3/4 INCH 
SOLENOIDS
COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF TWO 1 1/2 INCH 
SOLENOIDS
LABOR INCLUDED

1 8,808.03 8,808.03

Repair Service
ARCHITECTURAL FOUNTAIN: SPLASH PAD
REMOVE NOZZLES 
CHECK ALL LINES & UNCLOG/CLEAN 
CLEAN WATER TANK
FOUNTAIN STARTUP

1 3,500.00 3,500.00

All of the above was serviced on one Architectural Fountain 
system.

*Mo needs to clean the manifold on the fountain. All lines have 
been unclogged.

If you have any questions please call or email us.

Thank you,

TOTAL DUE $12,308.03



PROFESSIONAL FOUNTAIN SERVICES LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 2339

Invoice Number: 2339 Invoice Amount: 12,638.34
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 07/09/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 07/09/2023
Supplier: V00279 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 08/09/2023 pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Professional Fountain Services LLC
2227 Stratford Dr
Sarasota, FL  34232
(941) 320-8279
PFS@Professionalfountainservices.com

BILL TO
Harmony Community CDD
7360 Five Oaks Dr
Harmony, FL  34773

INVOICE 2339

DATE 07/09/2023    TERMS Net 30

DUE DATE 08/08/2023

ACTIVITY QTY RATE AMOUNT

Motor installation
SPLASH PAD SYSTEM:
COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF ONE TECHTOP 5HP 
MOTOR ONLY INCLUDES 
SLEEVE, SEAL GASKET KIT
LABOR INCLUDED

1 3,358.29 3,358.29

Fountain Service
REPLACE PLUMBING FROM STRAINERS TO 
DISCHARGE INCLUDES
24 1" UNIONS
FOUR 2" UNIONS  
INCLUDES ALL FITTING
LABOR INCLUDED

1 4,300.00 4,300.00

Fountain Service
REPLACE ONE DURAPULSE VFD 5HP WITH 
SINGAL PHASE IMPUT
COMPLETE PROGRAMMING INCLUDED

1 4,135.05 4,135.05

Fountain Service
COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF ONE SUMP PUMP

1 845.00 845.00

All of the above was serviced on one Splash pad.

If you have any questions please call or email us.

Thank you,

TOTAL DUE $12,638.34



Invoice Summary

Invoice No Supplier Invoice Date Property Invoice
Amount

INV-000258 FLORIDA AQUA GROUP LLC
(HARMONY)

08/01/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 469.00

Total: 469.00



FLORIDA AQUA GROUP LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: INV-000258

Invoice Number: INV-000258 Invoice Amount: 469.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 08/01/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 08/01/2023
Supplier: V00356 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 08/10/2023 pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



1

Sub Total 469.00

State Tax (7%) 0.00

Total $469.00

Balance Due $469.00

Invoice# INV-000258

Invoice Date 08-01-2023

Terms Due On Receipt

Due Date 08-01-2023

Florida Aqua Group, LLC
PO BOX 637

Mascotte Florida 34753
U.S.A

888-575-7665

Bill To

Harmony CDD
3500 Harmony Square Dr W
Harmony
34773 Florida
U.S.A

Subject :

Splash pad motor

# Item & Description Qty Rate Amount

1 Century ODP Square Flange Motor 1HP 115/230V UR
SKU : MGT-60-2987
Century® B2853V1 Motor 1HP, 115/230V,P56Y, Square Flange

1.00
1

304.00 304.00

2 PUREX WHISPERFLO PUMP SEAL KIT
SKU : SPG-601-5032
Super-Pro, GO-KIT32-9 Gasket & O-Ring Kit 32 for Purex 
Whisperflo® Pumps

1.00
pcs

30.00 30.00

3 Labor
Labor is estimated per hour of the scope of work. The quoted 
labor is an estimate only; any time not in the estimate will be 
noted and reported to the chain of command of the property.

1.00
pcs

135.00 135.00

 Payment Options

Terms & Conditions

INVOICEINVOICE



2

A retainer fee of 50% required for projects over $3,000.00



Invoice Summary

Invoice No Supplier Invoice Date Property Invoice
Amount

381811 SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) 03/25/2022 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 395.00
385882 SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) 06/15/2022 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 150.00
390579 SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) 09/12/2022 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 495.00
395532 SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) 01/12/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 8,992.00

Total: 10,032.00



SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 381811

Invoice Number: 381811 Invoice Amount: 395.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 03/25/2022
Original PO#: Sales Representative Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 03/25/2022
Supplier: 67 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 04.13.22pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



 381811

Invoice
Spies Pool, LLC

801 Sawdust Tr

Kissimmee, FL  34744

Phone: (407) 847-2771

Fax:  (407) 847-8242

Email: lauren@spiespool.com

Web:  www.spiespool.com

Printed 4/6/2022

3/25/2022

Bill To: Work Location:

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

Attn: GERHARD-MS

3500 HARMONY SQUARE DR WEST

Saint Cloud, FL  34773

HARMONY CDD

C/O INFRAMARK

210 NORTH UNIVERSITY DR, STE 710

CORAL SPRINGS FL 33071

WHY WAIT FOR YOUR MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS) THEY ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR FAST PRINTING FROM OUR WEBSITE.

Terms
ANDREW VAUGHN
Sales RepresentativeP.O.#

Product/Service DescriptionQty

WO

Special instructions:

BULK SIZE & LOCATION

 0.00 Description Of Work Completed

Performed detailed inspection of the Splash Pad Feature controller, solenoid 

and spray feature, per approved bid of $395.00.

 3.60 SPI-L00-0010

LABOR

Total:

Subtotal:

Tax:

$395.00 

Paid:

$395.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

***FOR CHEMICAL EMERGENCY CALL INFOTRAC 1-800-535-5053 24HRS***

       ***WE CANNOT WARRANTY PARTS THAT WE DO NOT INSTALL***

PLEASE NOTE:  THERE IS A 3% CONVENIENCE SURCHARGE FOR ALL CREDIT CARD 

TRANSACTIONS.  TO AVOID THIS CHARGE, PLEASE PAY WITH CASH (ACH) OR 

CHECK.

I hereby acknowledge I have received the merchandise specified above in satisfactory  condition.

Customer Signature___________________________  Date___________________

Print Customer Name__________________________

Please call or email the office for a hard copy of this invoice.
Page 1 of 1 381811



SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 385882

Invoice Number: 385882 Invoice Amount: 150.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 06/15/2022
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 06/15/2022
Supplier: 67 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 07.07.22pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



 385882

Invoice
Spies Pool, LLC

801 Sawdust Tr

Kissimmee, FL  34744

Phone: (407) 847-2771

Fax:  (407) 847-8242

Email: lauren@spiespool.com

Web:  www.spiespool.com

6/15/2022

Bill To: Work Location:

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

Attn: GERHARD-MS

3500 HARMONY SQUARE DR WEST

Saint Cloud, FL  34773

HARMONY CDD

C/O INFRAMARK

210 NORTH UNIVERSITY DR, STE 710

CORAL SPRINGS FL 33071

WHY WAIT FOR YOUR MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS) THEY ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR FAST PRINTING FROM OUR WEBSITE.

Terms
ANDREW VAUGHN
Sales RepresentativeP.O.#

Product/Service DescriptionQty

WO

Special instructions:

BULK SIZE & LOCATION

 1.50 SPI-L00-0010

LABOR

 0.00 Description Of Work Completed

Inspected splash pad equipment per customer's request.

Total:

Subtotal:

Tax:

$150.00 

Paid:

$150.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

***FOR CHEMICAL EMERGENCY CALL INFOTRAC 1-800-535-5053 24HRS***

       ***WE CANNOT WARRANTY PARTS THAT WE DO NOT INSTALL***

PLEASE NOTE:  THERE IS A 3% CONVENIENCE SURCHARGE FOR ALL CREDIT CARD 

TRANSACTIONS.  TO AVOID THIS CHARGE, PLEASE PAY WITH CASH (ACH) OR 

CHECK.

I hereby acknowledge I have received the merchandise specified above in satisfactory  condition.

Customer Signature___________________________  Date___________________

Print Customer Name__________________________

Please call or email the office for a hard copy of this invoice.
Page 1 of 1 385882



SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 390579

Invoice Number: 390579 Invoice Amount: 495.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 09/12/2022
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 09/12/2022
Supplier: 67 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 10.10.22am
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



 390579

Invoice
Spies Pool, LLC

801 Sawdust Tr

Kissimmee, FL  34744

Phone: (407) 847-2771

Fax:  (407) 847-8242

Email: lauren@spiespool.com

Web:  www.spiespool.com

9/12/2022

Bill To: Work Location:

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

Attn: GERHARD-MS

3500 HARMONY SQUARE DR WEST

Saint Cloud, FL  34773

HARMONY CDD

C/O INFRAMARK

210 NORTH UNIVERSITY DR, STE 710

CORAL SPRINGS FL 33071

WHY WAIT FOR YOUR MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS) THEY ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR FAST PRINTING FROM OUR WEBSITE.

Terms
ANDREW VAUGHN
Sales RepresentativeP.O.#

Product/Service DescriptionQty

WO

Special instructions:

BULK SIZE & LOCATION

 2.00 SPI-L00-0010

LABOR

 0.00 Description Of Work Completed

Removed the motor, seal plate and impeller from the pump housing on the 

feature pump and vault to allow for inspection per approved bid of $495.00. 

Provided customer with bid to install new pump.

Total:

Subtotal:

Tax:

$495.00 

Paid:

$495.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

***FOR CHEMICAL EMERGENCY CALL INFOTRAC 1-800-535-5053 24HRS***

       ***WE CANNOT WARRANTY PARTS THAT WE DO NOT INSTALL***

PLEASE NOTE:  THERE IS A 3% CONVENIENCE SURCHARGE FOR ALL CREDIT CARD 

TRANSACTIONS.  TO AVOID THIS CHARGE, PLEASE PAY WITH CASH (ACH) OR 

CHECK.

I hereby acknowledge I have received the merchandise specified above in satisfactory  condition.

Customer Signature___________________________  Date___________________

Print Customer Name__________________________

Please call or email the office for a hard copy of this invoice.
Page 1 of 1 390579



SPIES POOL LLC (HARMONY) Invoice#: 395532

Invoice Number: 395532 Invoice Amount: 8,992.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 01/12/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 01/12/2023
Supplier: 67 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 02.03.23AM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



 395532

Invoice
Spies Pool, LLC

801 Sawdust Tr

Kissimmee, FL  34744

Phone: (407) 847-2771

Fax:  (407) 847-8242

Email: lauren@spiespool.com

Web:  www.spiespool.com

1/12/2023

Bill To: Work Location:

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

HARMONY SPLASH PAD

Attn: GERHARD-MS

3500 HARMONY SQUARE DR WEST

Saint Cloud, FL  34773

HARMONY CDD

C/O INFRAMARK

210 NORTH UNIVERSITY DR, STE 710

CORAL SPRINGS FL 33071

WHY WAIT FOR YOUR MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS) THEY ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR FAST PRINTING FROM OUR WEBSITE.

Terms
ANDREW VAUGHN
Sales RepresentativeP.O.#

Product/Service DescriptionQty

WO

Special instructions:

BULK SIZE & LOCATION

 1.00 GOU-60-0282 5HP 3PH GOULDS COMPLETE PUMP

 1.00 LAS-56-6006 6" FLANGE V/S SCH80 854-060 206080

*          (1)          854-060

 1.00 LAS-56-6005 5" FLANGE V/S SCH80 854-050

854-050

 1.00 AAA-56-0066 6"  FLANGE GASKET (RED OR BLACK)

*          (2)          154700060

 1.00 AAA-56-0756 5" FLANGE GASKET EPDM 780.12756

5" FLANGE GASKET

 4.00 WIR-151-0001 WIRE NUT (YELLOW, RED & BLUE)

*          (12 EA COLOR)          6VG14

 1.00 LAS-56-0009 6"X5" RED BUSHING SLIP SCH40 437-534

437-534

 10.00 SPI-L00-0010

LABOR

Description Of Work Completed

Installed one new 5HP 3PH complete Goulds pump connected to existing 

piping with new 5" and 6" SCH80 fittings at the Splash Pad per approved bid of 

$8,992.00.

SPI-LRS-0010

LABOR

Please call or email the office for a hard copy of this invoice.
Page 1 of 2 395532



Total:

Subtotal:

Tax:

$8,992.00 

Paid:

$8,992.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

***FOR CHEMICAL EMERGENCY CALL INFOTRAC 1-800-535-5053 24HRS***

       ***WE CANNOT WARRANTY PARTS THAT WE DO NOT INSTALL***

PLEASE NOTE:  THERE IS A 3% CONVENIENCE SURCHARGE FOR ALL CREDIT CARD 

TRANSACTIONS.  TO AVOID THIS CHARGE, PLEASE PAY WITH CASH (ACH) OR 

CHECK.

I hereby acknowledge I have received the merchandise specified above in satisfactory  condition.

Customer Signature___________________________  Date___________________

Print Customer Name__________________________

Please call or email the office for a hard copy of this invoice.
Page 2 of 2 395532



Harmony CDD Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive 7255 Five Oaks Drive
Coral Springs, Florida 33071 Harmony, Florida 34773

Replace Both PHH215 with new Symbiont Pool Heaters:

2 Symbiont Model GeoThermal Pool Heat/Cool Units
Includes titanium condenser and evaporator heat exchangers

Source Water: From existing well pump & piping, if adequate

Install new heaters facing pool Vak-pak and install new manifold

Customer responsible for removing clutter/storage bins around heaters

Electric: Upgrade both heater disconnects and wire new heaters

Complete* installation 56,672.00$    
 * Local permits additional as required.

Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty:
One year Symbiont Service Corp. all parts and labor on the installation.
Five year manufacturer's labor on the new Symbiont units.
Seven year manufacturer's all parts only on the new Symbiont units.
Lifetime parts on titanium tube portion of the condenser and evaporator heat exchangers in new units.

Not responsible for any damage to private or public unmarked underground lines, or repairs of landscape,

painted or finished surfaces.  All work done to code.  All current discounts and promotions have been applied.

October 12, 2023

PH215BRGSWPM

Date:

We hereby submit specifications and estimates for:

Proposal Submitted To: Job Name:

Lic #: CAC035549  •  EC0002946
CBC1258380  •  CPC1456477

FIfty-six thousand six hundred seventy-two dollars and no/100 ------------------------------------- $56,672.00
$18,852.00 Deposit With Order - Balance Billed Progressively

The labor, material and equipment required for this job will be furnished by Symbiont Service Corporation ("Symbiont") for a total of:

Customer:______________________________________  
(print name)

Signature: _____________________________________  

Date: _________________________________________  

Respectfully submitted,

SYMBIONT SERVICE CORPORATION

By: __________________________________________

Any alteration or deviation from the above scope of work involving extra costs will become an extra charge in addition to the quoted price based on time 
and materials pricing. Symbiont Service maintains all required insurances, certificates are available upon request. This contract consists of this proposal 
as well as the terms and conditions, all documents and exhibits referenced therein and the Limited Workmanship Warranty, all of which are hereby 
incorporated by reference. This proposal will be subject to withdrawal if not accepted within 30  days. Please make checks payable to "Symbiont 
Service Corporation".

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THIS PROPOSAL, THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND ALL DOCUMENTS AND EXHIBITS REFERENCED 
THEREIN AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THEIR TERMS.
ACCEPTANCE OF PROPOSAL: The above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. Symbiont is authorized to do the work as 
specified. By signing below, Customer acknowledges that Customer is the owner of the property where work is to be performed.



 
 

https://symbiontservice.sharepoint.com/sites/CompanyT/Shared Documents/Operations Manual/Marketing&Sales (MK)/SALES/Terms & Conditions - short form.docx 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
1. This proposal is subject to change without notice and is automatically withdrawn on the 30th day following its date of issue if not accepted in writing and a copy of this proposal 

returned to Symbiont Service Corporation (“Contractor”).  If Customer cancels the Agreement prior to the start of work, Customer shall be liable for 10% of the total 
Agreement price as liquidated damages, because Contractor is unable to accurately measure its damages for the cancellation of the Agreement.  Customer and Contractor 
agree that this amount is not a penalty.  Contractor reserves the right to withdraw this proposal at any time prior to its acceptance or cancel this Agreement prior to the start of 
the work to be performed in the event the cost to complete the work varies from the initial standard pricing due to a typographical or mathematical error.  As used in this 
Agreement, (a) the word “or” is not exclusive, (b) the word “including” is always without limitation, (c) “days” means calendar days and (c) singular words include plural and vice 
versa.  Customer shall allow Contractor to post its sign and advertise at the project location during construction. 

2. Customer agrees to provide Contractor with adequate access to electricity and other utilities as needed, the work site, and the work area adjacent to the structure.  Contractor 
is not liable and Customer is solely liable for work installed by any person other than Contractor, unless otherwise specified by Contractor in this Agreement. 

3. Contractor will not perform service, warranty and/or punch list work if Customer fails to timely pay Contractor, and Contractor may cease all work or terminate the Agreement if 
Customer fails to timely pay Contractor. Contractor customarily requires a deposit of 30% upon acceptance of the proposal.  Customer agrees to pay interest of 1 1/2 % per 
month (ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE OF 18%), unless otherwise required by law, on the balance of any unpaid amounts.  Payments received shall be applied first to 
interest on all outstanding invoices and then to the principal amount of the oldest outstanding invoices. 

4. Materials Price Increase: When the price for any item of materials to be used on the Project increases five percent (5%) or more between Contract signing and materials 
purchase, Customer shall pay to Contractor, on request, all sums by which the cost to Contractor for any materials item has increased beyond 5%, as demonstrated by 
Contractor.  This includes but is not limited to price increases in metal and PVC, materials, fuel, manufactured products and equipment. 

5. Should concealed or unknown conditions be at variance with conditions indicated in the description of the work to be performed from those ordinarily encountered and 
generally recognized as inherent in work of the character provided for in this Agreement, the Agreement price shall be equitably adjusted upon notice thereof from the 
Contractor to the Customer. Contractor will submit written documentation of the increased charges to the Customer. 

6. In the event that Federal, state, county, or municipal codes, regulations or permitting authorities require work not expressly set forth in this Agreement or differ materially from 
that generally recognized as inherent in work provided for in this Agreement, Customer shall pay for all extra costs incurred by Contractor in addition to the contract price. 

7. Contractor is not responsible for any damage to private or public unmarked underground lines, or repairs of landscape, painted or finished surfaces. 
8. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Florida.  Venue of any dispute arising out of this Agreement shall be in the county where the work is being 

performed unless the parties hereto mutually agree otherwise.  Should Contractor employ an attorney to institute litigation or arbitration to enforce any of the provisions hereof, 
to protect its interest in any matter arising out of or related to this Agreement, the Prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover all of its attorney’s fees, costs and expenses 
incurred therein, including attorney’s fees, costs, and expenses incurred at mediation, administrative, appellate or bankruptcy proceedings. 

9. WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL.  THE PARTIES KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY, IRREVOCABLY AND INTENTIONALLY WAIVE THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN 
RESPECT TO ANY LITIGATION ARISING OUT OF OR PERTAINING TO THE AGREEMENT, OR ANY COURSE OF CONDUCT, COURSE OF DEALINGS, STATEMENTS 
(WHETHER VERBAL OR WRITTEN) OR ACTIONS OF ANY PERSON OR PARTY RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT; THIS IRREVOCABLE WAIVER OF THE RIGHT TO 
A JURY TRIAL BEING A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR THE PARTIES TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT. 

10. Unless otherwise provided: THERE ARE NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  All warranties provided by Contractor shall be deemed null and void if Customer fails to adhere to the 
payment terms.  All warranties are non-transferable, unless otherwise agreed to by Customer and Contractor in writing.  Any express warranty provided, if any, by Contractor is 
the sole and exclusive remedy for alleged construction defects, in lieu of all other remedies, implied or statutory. 

11. Contractor makes no warranty of the cost-savings or efficiency of any of its systems.  Customer understands that any cost-savings or efficiency effect of 
geothermal pool heating and air conditioning is dependent on multiple factors that are not within Contractor’s control. 

12. In no event, whether based on contract, warranty (express or implied), tort, federal or state statute or otherwise arising from or relating to the work and services performed 
under the Agreement, shall Contractor be liable for special, consequential, or indirect damages, including loss of use, loss of profits, or actions by third parties. 

13. Unless otherwise specified, there is no specific completion date.  However, Contractor will perform the work hereunder within a reasonable time and in a workmanlike manner. 
Contractor shall not be liable for any damages, and Customer waives all damages associated with delays in the completion of the work due to permitting or inspection issues, 
delays in obtaining materials or the transportation of materials, or delays caused by Customer or any person other than Contractor.  Payment to Contractor is an absolute and 
independent obligation, and Customer shall not withhold any part of the Agreement amount for which payment is due under the Agreement as retainage or on account of 
alleged charge backs or set offs unless previously authorized by Contractor in writing.  The total Agreement price, including the charges for changes/extras, shall be payable to 
Contractor in accordance with the agreed upon terms. 

14. Contractor shall not be liable for any damage, whether actual or consequential, or claim arising out of or relating to Acts of God, accidents, civil disturbances, fires, weather 
conditions, strikes, war or other causes beyond Contractor’s reasonable control. It is understood that the Customer maintains all necessary insurances for the property. 

15. It is Customer’s duty to notify Contractor in writing within 7 days of the occurrence of any claim, defect, default or deficiency arising out of work, services or materials provided 
by Contractor under this Agreement (“Occurrence”). Failure of the Customer to provide written notice of the Occurrence shall result in the Customer waiving all claims that may 
be brought against Contractor arising out of or relating to the Occurrence, including claims arising in law, equity, contract, warranty (express or implied), tort or federal or state 
statutory claims.  Upon notification, Customer shall provide Contractor with a reasonable time of not less than 10 business days to cure or correct the Occurrence before 
terminating the Agreement, hiring a replacement contractor or taking any adverse or legal action against Contractor.  Under this agreement, notice is proper if served on an 
officer of Symbiont and an officer of Customer or Customer individually. 

16. The actual start-up and balance of the equipment will be completed upon satisfactorily passing all permitting inspections and completion of electrical supply provided by the 
power company. Your final payment is due the day of equipment start-up. Any additional charges for permits may be billed to you separately. 

17. Within a week of completion and start-up a Symbiont Service representative will perform a walk-through inspection with your Management and/or Maintenance staff to verify 
that your new System is in working order, and to answer any questions or concerns that you may have. If needed, we will also create a punch list of items needing correction 
which will be signed by the parties and will include an estimated completion date for each item. The existence of a punch list does not and shall not constitute a basis for 
delaying any payment including final payment if all other conditions for final payment have been satisfied.  Customer acknowledges that the punch list is to include only those 
items that are required pursuant to the contract, but which have yet to be completed at the time of the walk-through inspection.  Only one punch list shall be prepared for the 
Project.  Extra or additional work that is outside the terms of the written contract will not be considered punch list items. 

18. Each provision of the Agreement shall be construed as if both parties mutually drafted this Agreement.  If a provision of this Agreement (or the application of it) is held by a 
court or arbitrator to be invalid or unenforceable, that provision will be deemed separable from the remaining provisions of the Agreement, will be reformed/enforced to the 
extent that it is valid and enforceable, and will not affect the validity or interpretation of the other provisions or the application of that provision to a person or circumstance to 
which it is valid and enforceable. This Agreement records the entire agreement of the parties and supersedes any previous or contemporaneous agreement, understanding, or 
representation, oral or written, by the parties.  All documents/exhibits referred to in this Agreement are an integral part of the Agreement and are incorporated by reference.  
This Agreement incorporates the documents entitled “Limited Workmanship Warranty” and “Statutory Warnings.” Customer acknowledges that it has read/agreed to all 
incorporated documents and exhibits. 
 

Customer Initials:    
 

Contractor Initials:    



If you have any questions please give us a call at 904-868-4660!
Zach Sullivan

Big Z Pool Service, LLC 
Licensed & Insured CPC#1459355

Big Z Pool Service, LLC
172 Stokes Landing Rd
Saint Augustine, FL  32095

office@bigzpoolservice.com
bigzpoolservice.com

Estimate  3959

ADDRESS

Harmony CDD Swim Club
7255 Five oaks Drive
Harmony, Florida  34773

DATE
10/16/2023

TOTAL
$46,537.00

EXPIRATION 
DATE

11/16/2023

PRODUCT/SERVICE QTY RATE AMOUNT

RE: Pool heat pump replacement

Job Material:Materials
AquaCal SuperQuiet SQ225 Heat Pump
-heat and cool air to water heat exchanger 
-143,000 BTUs per unit 
-The manufacturer's warranty covers the 
following from the date of installation: 
 7 years on heat exchanger 
 7 years on parts 
 5 years on labor

NOTE: as a licensed contractor, we will be 
installing these units ourselves and we can 
also do the warranty work, as we are a 
warranty center for AquaCal, but, AquaCal 
has a very good in-house warranty team 
that will come out to the property typically 
within a 3-day working period and they 
typically stock all the heat pump 
components on their vehicles.

4 8,125.00 32,500.00

Job Material:Materials
Plumbing materials, used to install heaters 
include 3"pipe,fittings,bushings,2"pipe,and 
fittings

1 1,287.00 1,287.00

Job Material:Materials
Electrical materials for the job, include 
rewiring for the first 2 heaters from the 
quick disconnect and also install new 
quick disconnects and getting power from 
the pool compac electrical panel for 
heaters 3 and 4 including new breakers, 
wires, conduit, quick disconnect boxes 
and bonding wire materials.

1 1,864.00 1,864.00



If you have any questions please give us a call at 904-868-4660!
Zach Sullivan

Big Z Pool Service, LLC 
Licensed & Insured CPC#1459355

PRODUCT/SERVICE QTY RATE AMOUNT

Labor Rates:Labor
Labor, to remove and dispose of old units 
labor 
including the wiring and plumbing of the 
new heaters

1 10,886.00 10,886.00

Deposit and Approval Notice: a signed 
copy of this estimate is required along with 
a 50% deposit in order to secure the 
heaters from the warehouse. The final 
payment is due on site upon completion of 
installation via check. We will schedule the 
install date/time after approval. 

Deposit: $23268.50

NOTE: the energy calculator states that 3 
heat pumps will get you what you need, 
however a 4th heater we fill as though 
would more energy efficient as it will 
reduce the time of heating the pool to the 
desired temp and in turn will reduce your 
electrical operating cost in the long run. 
The AquaCal unit is preferred as they 
have an industry leading warranty on their 
products, and it is not proprietary for any 
service work to be done to them or to 
install them as long as the installer is a 
licensed Florida pool contractor.

TOTAL $46,537.00

THANK YOU.

Accepted By Accepted Date



From: Patrick Morse
To: Hayes, Lynn
Cc: Montagna, Angel; David Ballard
Subject: Harmony Swim Club - Heater Replacement
Date: Thursday, October 12, 2023 5:31:44 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
Harmony Swim Club system proposal.pdf

 
WARNING: This email originated outside of Inframark. Take caution when clicking on links

and opening attachments.

Lynn,
 
It was nice speaking with you today and I understand the protocol on receiving other bids. We value
you as our customer and we want to keep our working relationship.
 
I have attached the proposal to replace the (2) Symbiont GeoThermal units. Included in this proposal
is to re-do the manifold for the units, install new heater disconnects & install the units facing the
Vak-Pak for easier access and service.
 
Our company has been installing these GeoThermal systems for 40 years and we are the
professionals in the industry. Every heater Symbiont installs it is installed by a “lead install
technician”, who had to pass many tests and has been with the company for many years. Most of
our “lead install technicians” have been with us from 8 to 19 years and they have countless hours
installing just our heaters. When we replace our units, we don’t just slap the new unit(s) in and call it
a day. We look at the whole system and make sure that it meets all up to date building codes and
inform you of any deficiencies. This is why you hire a company like ours to make sure that your
system is working properly and installed the correct way. We service not only the heaters, but
everything associated with our system.  
 
Per our conversation, the other vendors will subcontract out all of their work and will not service
the heaters after the installation. The manufacturer (AquaCal) will service just the heaters and they
will not look at anything else on the system (wells, well pump, electrical & plumbing). We will do
everything in-house for this project and will not sub contract out any work. We have all in-house
service technicians, electricians and master plumbers. This is beneficial because it will be done the
right way and will not be installed by the least expensive subcontract bidder.
 
Please take a look at our 4.8 star Google reviews as we have dealt with communities like yours all
around the state. I would highly recommend doing your due diligence on any other company
proposing this project because of the complexity of the job, servicing the system afterwards and

mailto:patrickm@symbiontservice.com
mailto:Lynn.Hayes@inframark.com
mailto:Angel.Montagna@inframark.com
mailto:daveb@symbiontservice.com






Harmony CDD Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive 7255 Five Oaks Drive
Coral Springs, Florida 33071 Harmony, Florida 34773


Replace Both PHH215 with new Symbiont Pool Heaters:


2 Symbiont Model GeoThermal Pool Heat/Cool Units
Includes titanium condenser and evaporator heat exchangers


Source Water: From existing well pump & piping, if adequate


Install new heaters facing pool Vak-pak and install new manifold


Customer responsible for removing clutter/storage bins around heaters


Electric: Upgrade both heater disconnects and wire new heaters


Complete* installation 56,672.00$    
 * Local permits additional as required.


Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty:
One year Symbiont Service Corp. all parts and labor on the installation.
Five year manufacturer's labor on the new Symbiont units.
Seven year manufacturer's all parts only on the new Symbiont units.
Lifetime parts on titanium tube portion of the condenser and evaporator heat exchangers in new units.


Not responsible for any damage to private or public unmarked underground lines, or repairs of landscape,


painted or finished surfaces.  All work done to code.  All current discounts and promotions have been applied.


October 12, 2023


PH215BRGSWPM


Date:


We hereby submit specifications and estimates for:


Proposal Submitted To: Job Name:


Lic #: CAC035549  •  EC0002946
CBC1258380  •  CPC1456477


FIfty-six thousand six hundred seventy-two dollars and no/100 ------------------------------------- $56,672.00
$18,852.00 Deposit With Order - Balance Billed Progressively


The labor, material and equipment required for this job will be furnished by Symbiont Service Corporation ("Symbiont") for a total of:


Customer:______________________________________  
(print name)


Signature: _____________________________________  


Date: _________________________________________  


Respectfully submitted,


SYMBIONT SERVICE CORPORATION


By: __________________________________________


Any alteration or deviation from the above scope of work involving extra costs will become an extra charge in addition to the quoted price based on time 
and materials pricing. Symbiont Service maintains all required insurances, certificates are available upon request. This contract consists of this proposal 
as well as the terms and conditions, all documents and exhibits referenced therein and the Limited Workmanship Warranty, all of which are hereby 
incorporated by reference. This proposal will be subject to withdrawal if not accepted within 30  days. Please make checks payable to "Symbiont 
Service Corporation".


I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THIS PROPOSAL, THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND ALL DOCUMENTS AND EXHIBITS REFERENCED 
THEREIN AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THEIR TERMS.
ACCEPTANCE OF PROPOSAL: The above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. Symbiont is authorized to do the work as 
specified. By signing below, Customer acknowledges that Customer is the owner of the property where work is to be performed.







 
 


https://symbiontservice.sharepoint.com/sites/CompanyT/Shared Documents/Operations Manual/Marketing&Sales (MK)/SALES/Terms & Conditions - short form.docx 


TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
1. This proposal is subject to change without notice and is automatically withdrawn on the 30th day following its date of issue if not accepted in writing and a copy of this proposal 


returned to Symbiont Service Corporation (“Contractor”).  If Customer cancels the Agreement prior to the start of work, Customer shall be liable for 10% of the total 
Agreement price as liquidated damages, because Contractor is unable to accurately measure its damages for the cancellation of the Agreement.  Customer and Contractor 
agree that this amount is not a penalty.  Contractor reserves the right to withdraw this proposal at any time prior to its acceptance or cancel this Agreement prior to the start of 
the work to be performed in the event the cost to complete the work varies from the initial standard pricing due to a typographical or mathematical error.  As used in this 
Agreement, (a) the word “or” is not exclusive, (b) the word “including” is always without limitation, (c) “days” means calendar days and (c) singular words include plural and vice 
versa.  Customer shall allow Contractor to post its sign and advertise at the project location during construction. 


2. Customer agrees to provide Contractor with adequate access to electricity and other utilities as needed, the work site, and the work area adjacent to the structure.  Contractor 
is not liable and Customer is solely liable for work installed by any person other than Contractor, unless otherwise specified by Contractor in this Agreement. 


3. Contractor will not perform service, warranty and/or punch list work if Customer fails to timely pay Contractor, and Contractor may cease all work or terminate the Agreement if 
Customer fails to timely pay Contractor. Contractor customarily requires a deposit of 30% upon acceptance of the proposal.  Customer agrees to pay interest of 1 1/2 % per 
month (ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE OF 18%), unless otherwise required by law, on the balance of any unpaid amounts.  Payments received shall be applied first to 
interest on all outstanding invoices and then to the principal amount of the oldest outstanding invoices. 


4. Materials Price Increase: When the price for any item of materials to be used on the Project increases five percent (5%) or more between Contract signing and materials 
purchase, Customer shall pay to Contractor, on request, all sums by which the cost to Contractor for any materials item has increased beyond 5%, as demonstrated by 
Contractor.  This includes but is not limited to price increases in metal and PVC, materials, fuel, manufactured products and equipment. 


5. Should concealed or unknown conditions be at variance with conditions indicated in the description of the work to be performed from those ordinarily encountered and 
generally recognized as inherent in work of the character provided for in this Agreement, the Agreement price shall be equitably adjusted upon notice thereof from the 
Contractor to the Customer. Contractor will submit written documentation of the increased charges to the Customer. 


6. In the event that Federal, state, county, or municipal codes, regulations or permitting authorities require work not expressly set forth in this Agreement or differ materially from 
that generally recognized as inherent in work provided for in this Agreement, Customer shall pay for all extra costs incurred by Contractor in addition to the contract price. 


7. Contractor is not responsible for any damage to private or public unmarked underground lines, or repairs of landscape, painted or finished surfaces. 
8. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Florida.  Venue of any dispute arising out of this Agreement shall be in the county where the work is being 


performed unless the parties hereto mutually agree otherwise.  Should Contractor employ an attorney to institute litigation or arbitration to enforce any of the provisions hereof, 
to protect its interest in any matter arising out of or related to this Agreement, the Prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover all of its attorney’s fees, costs and expenses 
incurred therein, including attorney’s fees, costs, and expenses incurred at mediation, administrative, appellate or bankruptcy proceedings. 


9. WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL.  THE PARTIES KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY, IRREVOCABLY AND INTENTIONALLY WAIVE THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN 
RESPECT TO ANY LITIGATION ARISING OUT OF OR PERTAINING TO THE AGREEMENT, OR ANY COURSE OF CONDUCT, COURSE OF DEALINGS, STATEMENTS 
(WHETHER VERBAL OR WRITTEN) OR ACTIONS OF ANY PERSON OR PARTY RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT; THIS IRREVOCABLE WAIVER OF THE RIGHT TO 
A JURY TRIAL BEING A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR THE PARTIES TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT. 


10. Unless otherwise provided: THERE ARE NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  All warranties provided by Contractor shall be deemed null and void if Customer fails to adhere to the 
payment terms.  All warranties are non-transferable, unless otherwise agreed to by Customer and Contractor in writing.  Any express warranty provided, if any, by Contractor is 
the sole and exclusive remedy for alleged construction defects, in lieu of all other remedies, implied or statutory. 


11. Contractor makes no warranty of the cost-savings or efficiency of any of its systems.  Customer understands that any cost-savings or efficiency effect of 
geothermal pool heating and air conditioning is dependent on multiple factors that are not within Contractor’s control. 


12. In no event, whether based on contract, warranty (express or implied), tort, federal or state statute or otherwise arising from or relating to the work and services performed 
under the Agreement, shall Contractor be liable for special, consequential, or indirect damages, including loss of use, loss of profits, or actions by third parties. 


13. Unless otherwise specified, there is no specific completion date.  However, Contractor will perform the work hereunder within a reasonable time and in a workmanlike manner. 
Contractor shall not be liable for any damages, and Customer waives all damages associated with delays in the completion of the work due to permitting or inspection issues, 
delays in obtaining materials or the transportation of materials, or delays caused by Customer or any person other than Contractor.  Payment to Contractor is an absolute and 
independent obligation, and Customer shall not withhold any part of the Agreement amount for which payment is due under the Agreement as retainage or on account of 
alleged charge backs or set offs unless previously authorized by Contractor in writing.  The total Agreement price, including the charges for changes/extras, shall be payable to 
Contractor in accordance with the agreed upon terms. 


14. Contractor shall not be liable for any damage, whether actual or consequential, or claim arising out of or relating to Acts of God, accidents, civil disturbances, fires, weather 
conditions, strikes, war or other causes beyond Contractor’s reasonable control. It is understood that the Customer maintains all necessary insurances for the property. 


15. It is Customer’s duty to notify Contractor in writing within 7 days of the occurrence of any claim, defect, default or deficiency arising out of work, services or materials provided 
by Contractor under this Agreement (“Occurrence”). Failure of the Customer to provide written notice of the Occurrence shall result in the Customer waiving all claims that may 
be brought against Contractor arising out of or relating to the Occurrence, including claims arising in law, equity, contract, warranty (express or implied), tort or federal or state 
statutory claims.  Upon notification, Customer shall provide Contractor with a reasonable time of not less than 10 business days to cure or correct the Occurrence before 
terminating the Agreement, hiring a replacement contractor or taking any adverse or legal action against Contractor.  Under this agreement, notice is proper if served on an 
officer of Symbiont and an officer of Customer or Customer individually. 


16. The actual start-up and balance of the equipment will be completed upon satisfactorily passing all permitting inspections and completion of electrical supply provided by the 
power company. Your final payment is due the day of equipment start-up. Any additional charges for permits may be billed to you separately. 


17. Within a week of completion and start-up a Symbiont Service representative will perform a walk-through inspection with your Management and/or Maintenance staff to verify 
that your new System is in working order, and to answer any questions or concerns that you may have. If needed, we will also create a punch list of items needing correction 
which will be signed by the parties and will include an estimated completion date for each item. The existence of a punch list does not and shall not constitute a basis for 
delaying any payment including final payment if all other conditions for final payment have been satisfied.  Customer acknowledges that the punch list is to include only those 
items that are required pursuant to the contract, but which have yet to be completed at the time of the walk-through inspection.  Only one punch list shall be prepared for the 
Project.  Extra or additional work that is outside the terms of the written contract will not be considered punch list items. 


18. Each provision of the Agreement shall be construed as if both parties mutually drafted this Agreement.  If a provision of this Agreement (or the application of it) is held by a 
court or arbitrator to be invalid or unenforceable, that provision will be deemed separable from the remaining provisions of the Agreement, will be reformed/enforced to the 
extent that it is valid and enforceable, and will not affect the validity or interpretation of the other provisions or the application of that provision to a person or circumstance to 
which it is valid and enforceable. This Agreement records the entire agreement of the parties and supersedes any previous or contemporaneous agreement, understanding, or 
representation, oral or written, by the parties.  All documents/exhibits referred to in this Agreement are an integral part of the Agreement and are incorporated by reference.  
This Agreement incorporates the documents entitled “Limited Workmanship Warranty” and “Statutory Warnings.” Customer acknowledges that it has read/agreed to all 
incorporated documents and exhibits. 
 


Customer Initials:    
 


Contractor Initials:    







their reviews (Please take a look at any reviews online).
 
The lead time on the units and installation is approximately 4 weeks from the approval date. We are
in the hands of the manufacturer and as soon as we receive your units you will be scheduled.
 
If you have any questions or if I can be of any help, please call me at 941-716-0142.
 
Best regards,
Patrick Morse
Pool Heating Consultant / New Bus. Development

Symbiont Service Corp
Pool Heating · Air Conditioning
GeoThermal Comfort Solutions

 

PatrickM@SymbiontService.com
Office: 941-474-9306 – Cell: 941-
716-0142 - Fax: 941-473-9306 
GeoThermalFlorida.com
Serving the Entire State of Florida
with Offices in
Englewood and Sunrise

 Click here to view our movie

 
 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://symbiontservice.com/about/meet-our-staff/__;!!GqRiWhUXVfE!SJ-iFr2Js5nDjCNXLFUGZCg3TKED30DdrhMdVIsje755ROa1VC8eO51rcP58RYPYk5vyzzGit1ZxtSN5ce4vm4zCZq3R$
mailto:rick@symbiontservice.com
tel:9414749306
tel:941473903
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://geothermalflorida.com/__;!!GqRiWhUXVfE!SJ-iFr2Js5nDjCNXLFUGZCg3TKED30DdrhMdVIsje755ROa1VC8eO51rcP58RYPYk5vyzzGit1ZxtSN5ce4vm7fNhLwM$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.facebook.com/SymbiontService/__;!!GqRiWhUXVfE!SJ-iFr2Js5nDjCNXLFUGZCg3TKED30DdrhMdVIsje755ROa1VC8eO51rcP58RYPYk5vyzzGit1ZxtSN5ce4vm6ZrZxO0$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://youtu.be/0IgZMvbQEWg__;!!GqRiWhUXVfE!SJ-iFr2Js5nDjCNXLFUGZCg3TKED30DdrhMdVIsje755ROa1VC8eO51rcP58RYPYk5vyzzGit1ZxtSN5ce4vm54kRngI$


Invoice Summary

Invoice No Supplier Invoice Date Property Invoice
Amount

I1829 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

10/14/2019 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 412.50

I4265 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

01/28/2020 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 136.63

I9770 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

10/15/2020 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 213.00

I16215 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

06/28/2021 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 143.00

i23434 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

01/26/2022 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 143.00

i33476 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

11/03/2022 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 336.76

i34004 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

11/15/2022 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 150.00

i36719 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

01/31/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 244.88

SA2784 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

03/15/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 410.00

138958 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

07/24/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 3,424.55

i44190 SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP.
(HARMONY)

09/22/2023 Harmony (Harmony CDD) 4,131.66

Total: 9,745.98



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: I1829

Invoice Number: I1829 Invoice Amount: 412.50
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 10/14/2019
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 10/14/2019
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: SP-Priority
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 11.27.19PM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071





SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: I4265

Invoice Number: I4265 Invoice Amount: 136.63
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 01/28/2020
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 01/28/2020
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: SP-Priority
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 02/13/2020 am
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



�

           Approved G van der Snel 02/06/2020



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: I9770

Invoice Number: I9770 Invoice Amount: 213.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 10/15/2020
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 10/15/2020
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: SP-Priority
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 10/20/2020 PM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
SERVICE CALL Service Call - Regular Hours (Zone 1, 2, 3, 6) $98.00 $98.00

DIAG FEE(NO PM) Diagnostic Fee (No PM) $45.00 $45.00

MSCNLR40030 Non-Listed Labor Only Repair (No Parts, Please
Specify).

$70.00 $70.00

INFO Found heater leaking from quest nuts on pool
and source side. Made repair to stop leak and
started heaters. Checked proper functions and
found high head pressure in heating mode.
Found a 22TD and 3#'s of pressure on pool side
coils. Closed valves to force more pool water to
coils. Head pressure went down and I have
14#'s of pressure with a 9/10 TD across coils.
Left heaters set for 88 in heating mode per
customer.

$0.00 $0.00

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony FL 34773

Phone Number: (407) 301-2235

Work Order #: 10620 Transaction Date: 10/15/2020 Terms: Net

Invoice I9770

You could have saved $7.00

Subtotal: $213.00

Total: $213.00

Payments: $0.00

Balance Due: $213.00

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 474-9306
Fax: (941) 473-9306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 1



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: I16215

Invoice Number: I16215 Invoice Amount: 143.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 06/28/2021
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 06/28/2021
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: SP-Priority
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 07.02.21PM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Quantity Price Amount

SERVICE CALL Service Call  Regular Hours (Zone 1, 2,
3, 6)

1 $98.00 $98.00

DIAG FEE(NO PM) Diagnostic Fee (No PM) 1 $45.00 $45.00

INFO Heater #1 is leaking from pool side
coils. Will need to quote to replace both
coils and drier. Left running for now leak
is small. 

M# PH215BRDSWTJ
S# 1146696D13 

1 $0.00 $0.00

Item Description Quantity Price Amount

INFO Heater #1 is leaking from pool side
coils. Will need to quote to replace both
coils and drier. Left running for now leak
is small. 

M# PH215BRDSWTJ
S# 1146696D13 

1 $0.00 $0.00

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony FL 34773

Work Order #: 18444 Transaction Date: 6/28/2021 Terms: Net

Invoice I16215

Subtotal:  $143.00

Tax:  $0.00

Total:  $143.00

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $143.00

Quote Q4014

Subtotal:  $0.00

Tax:  $0.00

Total:  $0.00

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $143.00

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 2  



Item Description Quantity Price Amount

Item Description Quantity Price Amount

SERVICE CALL Service Call  Regular Hours (Zone 1, 2,
3, 6)

1 $98.00 $98.00

DIAG FEE(NO PM) Diagnostic Fee (No PM) 1 $45.00 $45.00

INFO Heater #1 is leaking from pool side
coils. Will need to quote to replace both
coils and drier. Left running for now leak
is small. 

M# PH215BRDSWTJ
S# 1146696D13 

1 $0.00 $0.00

Item Description Quantity Price Amount

INFO Heater #1 is leaking from pool side
coils. Will need to quote to replace both
coils and drier. Left running for now leak
is small. 

M# PH215BRDSWTJ
S# 1146696D13 

1 $0.00 $0.00

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony FL 34773

Work Order #: 18444 Transaction Date: 6/28/2021 Terms: Net

Invoice I16215

Subtotal:  $143.00

Tax:  $0.00

Total:  $143.00

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $143.00

Quote Q4014

Subtotal:  $0.00

Tax:  $0.00

Total:  $0.00

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $143.00

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 2 of 2  



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: i23434

Invoice Number: i23434 Invoice Amount: 143.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 01/26/2022
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 01/26/2022
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: Field manager-AP-Accountant
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 02.15.22am
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
Notes Spoke with Vincent on site and went over

system. Filters are still very dirty from pool
being resurfaced. Pool company will be out later
today to either change plates or perform a
backwash to system. Temperature split during
visit was 26.4 degrees. Will drop when filters get
cleaned. Pool is operational at this time.

$0.00 $0.00

DIAG FEE(NO PM) Diagnostic Fee (No PM) $45.00 $45.00

SERVICE CALL Service Call  Regular Hours (Zone 1, 2, 3, 6) $98.00 $98.00

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (407) 3012235

Work Order #: 26749 Transaction Date: 1/26/2022 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i23434 Assigned Tech: Caleb S.

Subtotal:  $143.00

Total:  $143.00

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $143.00

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 1  



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: i33476

Invoice Number: i33476 Invoice Amount: 336.76
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 11/03/2022
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 11/03/2022
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 03.24.23 AM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
Notes Checked over system and found 40 Amp

contactor for source pump had failed. Replaced
contactor and checked operation of system.
Spoke with Vincent about condition of units.
Unit #1 PH215BRDSWTJ
1146696D13
Unit has moderate corrosion at filter drier and
sight glass that will lead to a refrigerant leak in
the coming months. Created a quote to have
these parts repalced. System is operational at
this time.

$0.00 $0.00

SERVICE CALL Service Call  Regular Hours (Zone 1, 2, 3, 6) $105.00 $105.00

ELBR0230045 Replace 40amp 24v Coil 2 Pole Electrical
Contactor.

$186.76 $186.76

DIAG FEE Diagnostic Fee (No PM) $45.00 $45.00

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (407) 3613559

Work Order #: 39854 Transaction Date: 11/3/2022 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i33476 Assigned Tech: Caleb S.

You could have saved $23.18

Subtotal:  $336.76

Total:  $336.76

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $336.76

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 1  



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: i34004

Invoice Number: i34004 Invoice Amount: 150.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 11/15/2022
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 11/15/2022
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 03.24.23 AM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
Notes Found bypass valves open. Closed down valves

and got proper temp split on pool side. Spoke to
pool guy and showed him.

PH215BRAEWNE #2
1107877K09
This unit has not operated in a very long time.
Spoke with Vincent and he would like a proposal
to swap this unit out.

$0.00 $0.00

SERVICE CALL Service Call  Regular Hours (Zone 1, 2, 3, 6) $105.00 $105.00

DIAG FEE Diagnostic Fee (No PM) $45.00 $45.00

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (407) 3613559

Work Order #: 40402 Transaction Date: 11/15/2022 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i34004 Assigned Tech: Caleb S.

You could have saved $4.50

Subtotal:  $150.00

Total:  $150.00

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $150.00

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 1  



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: i36719

Invoice Number: i36719 Invoice Amount: 244.88
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 01/31/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 01/31/2023
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 02.10.23pm
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
Notes PH215BRARWNE #2

1107877K09
Found unit leaking water from barb fitting.
Replaced barb fitting. 

Inspected heater and found major corrosion and
electrical damage. Spoke with Vincent on site.
Created a quote to make all repairs needed
versus changing out the unit. Called Patrick M
about change out.

$0.00 $0.00

PAPB0010015 Replace Barb Fitting $84.88 $84.88

DIAG FEE Diagnostic Fee (No PM) $45.00 $45.00

SERVICE CALL Service Call  Regular Hours (Zone 1, 2, 3, 6) $115.00 $115.00

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (407) 3613559

Work Order #: 42627 Transaction Date: 1/31/2023 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i36719 Assigned Tech: Caleb S.

You could have saved $8.49

Subtotal:  $244.88

Total:  $244.88

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $244.88

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 1  



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: SA2784

Invoice Number: SA2784 Invoice Amount: 410.00
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 03/15/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 03/15/2023
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: Central Districts  DM-AP-Acct
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 03.24.23 AM
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Quantity Price Amount

000037 PM1 WS PH  PH215/PH250
Agreement  1st Unit

1 $220.00 $220.00

000038 PM1 WS PH  PH215/PH250
Agreement  Additional Units

1 $190.00 $190.00

SA1 SAPayment of this invoice will
continue your planned maintenance you
have with us for your equipment for one
(1) visit per year.

The contract is valid for the term of 1
year with discounts on parts and labor
throughout that year.

*Additional Service Call’s not included
during the term of this year if unrelated
to maintenance contract.
*Filter's are not included in contract
pricing.

1 $0.00 $0.00

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Invoice #: SA 2784 Invoice Due Date: 3/15/2023

Billing Schedule Notes

Subtotal:  $410.00

Tax:  $0.00

Total:  $410.00

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $410.00

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 1  



SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: 138958

Invoice Number: 138958 Invoice Amount: 3,424.55
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 07/24/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 07/24/2023
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: AP Clerk-AP-DM-

ACCOUNTANT
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 09/28/2023 am
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
Notes 7/24/23

recovered refrigerant. replaced and repiped pool
side coils, sight glass and filter drier. pressure
tested with nitrogen and pulled deep vacuum to
280 microns. recharged unit with 410a. reset
unit and checked operations all within
acceptable parameters at this time

$0.00 $0.00 1146696D13

INFO Unit #1

M# PH215BRDSWTJ
S# 1146696D13 

Replace both pool side condenser coils that are
leaking water, sight glass and drier 
Includes 2  G3 condensers, drier, sight glass,
torch, vacuum, freon reclaim/return and labor

Warranty: One year parts and labor on the
above repair

$0.00 $0.00 1146696D13

WARRPL Warranty: One year parts and labor on the
above repair

$0.00 $0.00

TRIP CHARGE Shipping and Handling $25.00 $25.00

Consumables Misc. Shop Supplies $19.95 $19.95

RCBR0280100 Recover, Evac, Return Refrig; 10 Ton System $271.37 $271.37

RCAC1120000 Charge System With Puron R410A $96.00 $96.00

PHR00700240 Add or Replace Ti Evap or Cond Coil (Symbiont
Model 90,115,215 &250)

$1,769.58 $1,769.58

STK0121 85' Titainium Coil $831.24 $831.24

MSCNLR70060 NonListed Labor Only Repair (No Parts, Please
Specify).

$150.00 $150.00

RCCSG110030 Replace/ MoistureLiquid Line Sight Glass 7/8'
ODF Sweat (Nrr*) PH215

$261.41 $261.41

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (813) 5769748

Work Order #: 47012 Transaction Date: 7/24/2023 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i38958 Assigned Tech: Miles M.

Subtotal:  $3,424.55

Total:  $3,424.55

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $3,424.55

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/

Page 1 of 2  



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
Notes 7/24/23

recovered refrigerant. replaced and repiped pool
side coils, sight glass and filter drier. pressure
tested with nitrogen and pulled deep vacuum to
280 microns. recharged unit with 410a. reset
unit and checked operations all within
acceptable parameters at this time

$0.00 $0.00 1146696D13

INFO Unit #1

M# PH215BRDSWTJ
S# 1146696D13 

Replace both pool side condenser coils that are
leaking water, sight glass and drier 
Includes 2  G3 condensers, drier, sight glass,
torch, vacuum, freon reclaim/return and labor

Warranty: One year parts and labor on the
above repair

$0.00 $0.00 1146696D13

WARRPL Warranty: One year parts and labor on the
above repair

$0.00 $0.00

TRIP CHARGE Shipping and Handling $25.00 $25.00

Consumables Misc. Shop Supplies $19.95 $19.95

RCBR0280100 Recover, Evac, Return Refrig; 10 Ton System $271.37 $271.37

RCAC1120000 Charge System With Puron R410A $96.00 $96.00

PHR00700240 Add or Replace Ti Evap or Cond Coil (Symbiont
Model 90,115,215 &250)

$1,769.58 $1,769.58

STK0121 85' Titainium Coil $831.24 $831.24

MSCNLR70060 NonListed Labor Only Repair (No Parts, Please
Specify).

$150.00 $150.00

RCCSG110030 Replace/ MoistureLiquid Line Sight Glass 7/8'
ODF Sweat (Nrr*) PH215

$261.41 $261.41

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (813) 5769748

Work Order #: 47012 Transaction Date: 7/24/2023 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i38958 Assigned Tech: Miles M.

Subtotal:  $3,424.55

Total:  $3,424.55

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $3,424.55

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/
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SYMBIONT SERVICE CORP. (HARMONY) Invoice#: i44190

Invoice Number: i44190 Invoice Amount: 4,131.66
Customer Account #: none Invoice Date: 09/22/2023
Original PO#: N/A Payment Terms: Due Upon Receipt
Ordered by: Invoice Due Date: 09/22/2023
Supplier: V00004 WorkFlow: AP Clerk-AP-DM-

ACCOUNTANT
Property for Processing: Harmony (Harmony CDD) Batch Name: 10/03/2023 am
Invoice Type: Standard Invoice State: Approved
Ship To:
Inframark
210 N University Drive (Harmony)
Suite 702
Coral Springs,  FL  33071



Item Description Price Amount Equipment
INFO Model # PH215BRAEWNG

Serial # 1107877L09

Replace sight glass, drier, 1 1/8 accumulator,
contactor, 75 va transformer, phase monitor, idec
relay, 3 bus fuses, txv and freon
Includes the above parts, torch, vacuum, freon
reclaim/return and labor

* Repair is not recommended due to poor
condition of unit

$0.00 $0.00

RCCA0200180 Replace 1 1/8' suction line Accumulator  (Nrr) $1,260.04 $1,260.04

RCCSG110030 Replace/ MoistureLiquid Line Sight Glass 7/8'
ODF Sweat (Nrr*) PH215

$239.77 $239.77

ELTT0310030 Replace Transformer, 120208240480v, 75va $215.63 $215.63

CMPZM030015 Install Phase Monitor (Icm 450C) $307.44 $307.44

ELBR3000020 Replace 1 Pole Idec Relay 24volt (no base) $62.05 $62.05

ATC3RP 3 Amp Blade Fuse $6.94 $20.82

1015n Txv 11 Ton For Symbionts 215 R22 $277.26 $277.26

MSCNLR74120 NonListed Labor Only Repair (no parts, please
specify)

$288.00 $288.00

RCAC1000000 Charge System With 407C with Additive $76.95 $1,077.30

PRICE $383.35 $383.35

Notes Unit 2 PH215BRAEWNE 1107877K09 

Completed replacement of all listed parts.
Electrical and refrigeration. 

After all repairs were made I pressure tested
system. Found system leaking externally from
coopernickle pool coils and coopernickle source
coils. Compressor does run, but needs to be
treated with rust inhibitor. Unable to start unit
until both pool and source side coils are updated
to TI. Submitted quote for repair.

$0.00 $0.00 1107877K09

WARRP DISCLAIMER: Replacement was strongly
recommend, due to the condition and the age of
pool heater. Customer was provided options for
financing to do replacement over repair, per the
direction of Symbiont. 
Symbiont will not be able to credit any part of
this repair to the replacement cost heater, as it
was recommended highly to replace over repair,
due to the condition of the heater.

$0.00 $0.00

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (813) 5769748

Work Order #: 53334 Transaction Date: 9/22/2023 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i44190 Assigned Tech: Alan C.

Agreement Savings $383.35

Subtotal:  $4,131.66

Total:  $4,131.66

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $4,131.66

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/
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Item Description Price Amount Equipment

Item Description Price Amount Equipment
INFO Model # PH215BRAEWNG

Serial # 1107877L09

Replace sight glass, drier, 1 1/8 accumulator,
contactor, 75 va transformer, phase monitor, idec
relay, 3 bus fuses, txv and freon
Includes the above parts, torch, vacuum, freon
reclaim/return and labor

* Repair is not recommended due to poor
condition of unit

$0.00 $0.00

RCCA0200180 Replace 1 1/8' suction line Accumulator  (Nrr) $1,260.04 $1,260.04

RCCSG110030 Replace/ MoistureLiquid Line Sight Glass 7/8'
ODF Sweat (Nrr*) PH215

$239.77 $239.77

ELTT0310030 Replace Transformer, 120208240480v, 75va $215.63 $215.63

CMPZM030015 Install Phase Monitor (Icm 450C) $307.44 $307.44

ELBR3000020 Replace 1 Pole Idec Relay 24volt (no base) $62.05 $62.05

ATC3RP 3 Amp Blade Fuse $6.94 $20.82

1015n Txv 11 Ton For Symbionts 215 R22 $277.26 $277.26

MSCNLR74120 NonListed Labor Only Repair (no parts, please
specify)

$288.00 $288.00

RCAC1000000 Charge System With 407C with Additive $76.95 $1,077.30

PRICE $383.35 $383.35

Notes Unit 2 PH215BRAEWNE 1107877K09 

Completed replacement of all listed parts.
Electrical and refrigeration. 

After all repairs were made I pressure tested
system. Found system leaking externally from
coopernickle pool coils and coopernickle source
coils. Compressor does run, but needs to be
treated with rust inhibitor. Unable to start unit
until both pool and source side coils are updated
to TI. Submitted quote for repair.

$0.00 $0.00 1107877K09

WARRP DISCLAIMER: Replacement was strongly
recommend, due to the condition and the age of
pool heater. Customer was provided options for
financing to do replacement over repair, per the
direction of Symbiont. 
Symbiont will not be able to credit any part of
this repair to the replacement cost heater, as it
was recommended highly to replace over repair,
due to the condition of the heater.

$0.00 $0.00

Date Auth # Method

Bill to
Harmony CDD
Harmony Swim Club
210 N. University Drive
Coral Springs, FL 33071

Ship to
Harmony Swim Club
7255 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, FL 34773

Phone Number: (813) 5769748

Work Order #: 53334 Transaction Date: 9/22/2023 Terms: Net

Invoice #: i44190 Assigned Tech: Alan C.

Agreement Savings $383.35

Subtotal:  $4,131.66

Total:  $4,131.66

Payments:  $0.00

Balance Due:  $4,131.66

Symbiont Service Corp.
4372 North Access Road
Englewood, FL 34224

Phone: (941) 4749306
Fax: (941) 4739306
https://symbiontservice.com/
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Signature  ___________________________________________________________________________

Name        ___________________________________________________________________________

Title           ___________________________________________________________________________

Date          ___________________________________________________________________________
 

$18,760.00Total PriceTaxes may be applicable

Flush cut to the ground or water all the cattail and primrose willows. Haul all of the cut debris off site.General Cost
Description

Angel MontagnaContact Name

alan.wilson@solitudelake.comEmail

DON (ALAN) WILSONPrepared By

00004714Quote Number

10/19/2023Created Date

This proposal is for the removal of cattail and
primrose willow from the 18 ponds located within
the Harmony CDD. The cattail and primrose will
be flush cut down to the ground and then
removed off site.

Description

Harmony CDDProperty Name

Product Quantity Sales Price Total Price

General Cost 1.00 $18,760.00 $18,760.00

Quote Acceptance Information





DAVID W. HAMSTRA, P.E.
REGISTRATION No. 38652
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State of Florida Board of Professional Engineers 

301 West SR 434, Suite 309
Winter Springs, Florida 32708
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DATE:

DESIGNED BY:
JOB No.:
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Certificate of Authorization No. 27770
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HARMONY           
Community Development District      210 N. University Dr., Suite 702 
                          Coral Springs, Florida 33071 
                              Telephone: (954) 603-0033 
 
  
October 19, 2023 
 
 
Harmony CDD Board 
 
Re: Debt and Operational Assessments  
 
Please allow this communication to serve as confirmation of debt and operational assessments 
securing the properties noted below by Parcel ID.  

 

Debt service assessments are as follows: 

Series 2014 Bonds: 
Parcel ID Product 2014 DS  Par OS 
30-26-32-0000-0022-0000 A-2 $           44,600.88   $ 272,122.86  
30-26-32-2612-000U-0020 

 
$                       -     $               -    

30-26-32-2612-TRAC-00X0 TC 1, TC 2, Retail Center $                       -     $               -    
  
Series 2015 Bonds: 
Parcel ID Product 2015 DS   FY 2024 Par O/S  
30-26-32-0000-0022-0000 A-2  $                    -    
30-26-32-2612-000U-0020 

 
$                   -     $                    -    

30-26-32-2612-TRAC-00X0 TC 1, TC 2, Retail Center $        68,542.69   $      559,053.58  
  
Operations and maintenance assessments are as follows: 

Parcel ID Owner1 O&M  
30-26-32-0000-0022-0000 HARMONY COVE HOLDINGS LLC $              50,139.32  
30-26-32-2612-000U-0020 HARMONY CDD $                         -    
30-26-32-2612-TRAC-00X0 HARMONY COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS LLC $              33,067.21  
 

 

 
Sincerely, 
Leah Popelka 
Director of Finance 



 

Harmony CDD 1  
Facility Usage Application (Individual)  

HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITY USAGE APPLICATION 

PERSONAL/INDIVIDUAL USE APPLICATION 

IMPORTANT:  Please type or print legibly.  All sections must be completed.  Some applications may 
require additional review and approval from the District.  Usage will only be confirmed if all 
appropriate information has been supplied. 

APPLICANT INFORMATION 

Name:  __________________________________________________________________________  

Address:  ________________________________________________________________________  

Home Phone:  __________________________  Cell Phone:  ____________________________  

Fax:  __________________________________  E-mail:  _______________________________  

EVENT INFORMATION 

Type of event:  ____________________________________________________________________  

Requested location:  ________________________________________________________________  

Event date(s):  ____________________________________________________________________  

Times From:  __________________ (a.m./p.m.)  To:  __________________________ (a.m./p.m.) 

Anticipated # of attendees:  ________________  What age group?  ________________________  

NOTE:  If requesting use of a pool area, please be advised the access gates are not to be propped open at any 
time before or during the event.  This is an electronic card reader access system, and propping the gates will 
result in a default that disables the card readers where no one will have access. 

DAMAGE DEPOSIT 

For each event with 10 or more attendees, the District shall collect from the Event Organizer a Damage 
Deposit in the amount $250 at the time the event is scheduled with the District Manager. 

At the conclusion of the event and upon inspection, the District shall either (1) return the Damage 
Deposit to the event organizer if there is no damage to District property, or (2) charge the event 
organizer for any damage to the District property and apply the Damage Deposit to the charge. 

If the damage to the District property is less than the Damage Deposit, the excess amount from the 
deposit shall be returned to the event organizer.  If the damage to the District property exceeds the 
Damage Deposit, the event organizer shall be charged for the property damages.  All damage charges 
must be paid to the District no later than 15 days after invoice date. 

 
  

http://www.harmonycdd.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Facility-Reservation-Form-individual-2015.pdf


 

Harmony CDD 2  
Facility Usage Application (Individual)  

VENDORS/MERCHANDISE 

Any vendor who will sell or give away merchandise must have a vendor agreement, a copy of their 
business license, and insurance on file with the Osceola County Parks and Recreation Department. 

How many vendor/merchandise locations will your event require?  __________________________  

Please describe vendors/type that will occur on day of event:  _______________________________  

 ________________________________________________________________________________  

A complete detailed listing of names must be provided of all vendors. Please attach a list with the 
names, addresses, phone numbers and types of service of any person(s) that you have an 
agreement/contract for any service they will provide for you. 

Attached:     Yes     No 

CATERING 

Will your event require catering?     Yes     No 

Name of Company:  ________________________________________________________________  

Contact Person:  ___________________________________________________________________  

Address:  ________________________________________________________________________  

City:  _________________________________  State:  ______  Zip Code:  ______________  

Work Phone:  ___________________________  Fax:  __________________________________  

Cell/Pager:  ____________________________  Email:  ________________________________  

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Contact information to obtain a County permit or additional waste management services, as required in 
the Harmony Community Development District Parks and Recreation Facilities Policy. 

Osceola County Zoning and Code Enforcement: 
One Courthouse Square, Suite 1200, Kissimmee, FL 34741 
Phone (407) 343-3400 

Osceola County Parks and Recreation Department: 
One Courthouse Square, Suite 1200, Kissimmee, FL 34741 
Phone (407) 343-2380 

County Waste Management:  Phone (407) 847-7370 

 
  



 

Harmony CDD 3  
Facility Usage Application (Individual)  

INDEMNIFICATION AND HOLD HARMLESS 

The EVENT ORGANIZER agrees that this application applies to the individual and all of his or 
her agents, officers, directors, employees, consultants or similar persons. 

UPON SIGNATURE of this application, THE EVENT ORGANIZER AGREES TO BE LIABLE 
for any and all damages, losses and expenses incurred by the District, caused by the acts and/or 
omissions of the event organizer, or any of its agents, officers, directors, employees, consultants or 
similar persons. 

THE EVENT ORGANIZER AGREES TO INDEMNIFY, DEFEND, AND HOLD THE 
DISTRICT HARMLESS for any and all claims, suits, judgments, damages, losses and expenses, 
including but not limited to, court costs, expert witnesses, consultation services and attorney’s 
fees, arising from any and all acts and/or omissions of the organizer, or any of his or her agents, 
officers, directors, employees, consultants or similar persons. 

The State, agency or subdivision of the State shall not be subject to this indemnification clause in 
accordance with Section 768.28(19), FL Statutes. 

None of the indemnification or insurance requirements referenced in the Harmony Community 
Development District Parks and Recreation Facilities Policy or in this Application constitute a 
waiver of sovereign immunity pursuant to Section 768.28, FL Statutes. 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT/EVENT ORGANIZER 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: 
 I understand that this is an application only and does not obligate the Harmony Community 

Development District in any fashion to reserve any facility and/or approve any event. 
 I have read, understand, and agree to abide by the policies set forth by the Harmony Community 

Development District in Chapter 4, Parks and Recreation Facilities Rules. 
 If approved, I understand that I must have a copy of the signed, approved application in my 

possession at the event or I will be denied access for this event. 

Signature:  ________________________________  Date:  ______________________________  

Printed Name:  ____________________________________________________________________  

APPROVAL FROM HARMONY CDD 

Signature:  ________________________________  Date:  ______________________________  

Printed Name:  ____________________________________________________________________  

Title:  ___________________________________________________________________________  

 

NOTE:  The attached Rider page must also be signed. 



 

Harmony CDD 4  
Facility Usage Application (Individual)  

PANDEMIC INDEMNIFICATION 

By utilizing District facilities, there are certain risks arising from or related to possible exposure to 
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES including, but not limited to, the virus “severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)”, which is responsible for the CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 
(also known as COVID-19) and/or any mutation or variation thereof (collectively referred to as 
“Communicable Diseases”).  

The EVENT ORGANIZER represents he or she is fully aware of the hazards associated with such 
Communicable Diseases and knowingly and voluntarily ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY for 
any and all risk of personal injury or other loss that he or she may sustain in connection with such 
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES. 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT/EVENT ORGANIZER 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: 
 I understand that this is an application only and does not obligate the Harmony Community 

Development District in any fashion to reserve any facility and/or approve any event. 
 I have read, understand, and agree to abide by the policies set forth by the Harmony Community 

Development District in Chapter 4, Parks and Recreation Facilities Rules. 
 If approved, I understand that I must have a copy of the signed, approved application in my 

possession at the event or I will be denied access for this event. 

Signature:  ________________________________  Date:  ______________________________  

Printed Name:  ____________________________________________________________________  

APPROVAL FROM HARMONY CDD 

Signature:  ________________________________  Date:  ______________________________  

Printed Name:  ____________________________________________________________________  

Title:  ___________________________________________________________________________  

 

STATE OF EMERGENCY RIDER PAGE 



























  

Kutak Rock LLP 
107 West College Avenue, Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

office 850.692.7300 

Michael C. Eckert 
Michael.Eckert@kutakrock.com 

 

 

MEMORANDUM 
 

TO: HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTIRCT BOARD OF 
SUPERVISORS 

 
FROM: MICHAEL C. ECKERT 
 
DATE:  OCTOBER 3, 2023 
 
RE:  PUBLIC RECORDS RETENTION 
 
 

The purpose of this memorandum and the attached resolution is to update the District’s 
Records Retention Policy.  The resolution adopts the Florida Records Retention Schedules 
(“Schedules”).  The resolution also provides that the District will keep certain records longer than 
is required by the Schedules to ensure the District is retaining the records consistent with federal 
law and the applicable trust indenture.   

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

  

RESOLUTION 2024-01 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE HARMONY 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT PROVIDING FOR THE DESIGNATION OF A 
RECORDS CUSTODIAN; PROVIDING FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF A RECORDS 
MANAGEMENT LIAISON OFFICER; PROVIDING THE DUTIES OF THE RECORDS 
MANAGEMENT LIAISON OFFICER; ADOPTING A RECORDS RETENTION POLICY; 
DETERMINING THE ELECTRONIC RECORD TO BE THE OFFICIAL RECORD; AND 
PROVIDING FOR SEVERABILITY AND AN EFFECTIVE DATE. 

WHEREAS, the Harmony Community Development District (the “District”) is a local unit of 
special-purpose government created and existing pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes; and  

WHEREAS, Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, authorizes the District to adopt rules to govern 
the administration of the District and to adopt resolutions as may be necessary for the conduct 
of District business; and 

WHEREAS, the District desires to designate an officer of the District to be its Records 
Custodian (“Records Custodian”); and 

WHEREAS, Section 257.36(5), Florida Statutes, requires the District to establish and 
maintain an active and continuing program for the economical and efficient management of 
records and to provide for the appointment of a records management liaison officer (“Records 
Management Liaison Officer”); and 

WHEREAS, the District desires for the Records Management Liaison Officer to be an 
employee of the District or an employee of the District Manager; and 

WHEREAS, the District desires to authorize the Records Custodian to appoint a Records 
Management Liaison Officer, which may or may not be the District’s records custodian; and 

WHEREAS, the District desires to prescribe duties of the Records Management Liaison 
Officer and provide for the assignment of additional duties; and 

WHEREAS, the District’s Board of Supervisors (“Board”) finds that it is in the best interests 
of the District to adopt by resolution a Records Retention Policy (the “Policy”) for immediate use 
and application; and 

WHEREAS, the District desires to provide for future amendment of the Records Retention 
Policy. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE 
HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT: 

SECTION 1. The District hereby designates the Secretary of the District as the Records 
Custodian.  The District hereby authorizes the Records Custodian to appoint a Records 



 

  

Management Liaison Officer and report such appointment to the appropriate State of Florida 
agencies.  A Records Management Liaison Officer shall be an employee of the District or the 
District Manager.  The Board and the Records Custodian shall each have the individual power to 
remove the Records Management Liaison Officer at any time for any reason.  Immediately 
following the removal or resignation of a Records Management Liaison Officer, the District’s 
records custodian shall appoint a replacement Records Management Liaison Officer. 

SECTION 2. The duties of the Records Management Liaison Officer shall include the 
following: 

A. Serve as the District’s contact with the Florida Department of State, State Library 
and Archives of Florida; 

B. Coordinate the District’s records inventory;  

C. Maintain records retention and disposition forms;  

D. Coordinate District records management training;  

E. Develop records management procedures consistent with the attached Records 
Retention Policy, as amended;  

F. Participate in the development of the District’s development of electronic record 
keeping systems;  

G. Submit annual compliance statements;  

H. Work with the Florida Department of State, State Library and Archives of Florida to 
establish individual retention schedules for the District, from time to time and as may be 
necessary; and 

I. Such other duties as may be assigned by the Board or the District’s records 
custodian in the future. 

SECTION 3. The District hereby adopts as its Records Retention Policy the applicable 
provisions of Section 257.36(5), Florida Statutes, the rules adopted by the Division of Library and 
Information Services of the Department of State (“Division”) pursuant to Section 257.36, Florida 
Statutes, and the General Records Schedules established by the Division.  However, the District 
will retain certain records longer than required by the General Records Schedules established by 
the Division as set forth in Exhibit A.  To the extent the above statute, rules or schedules are 
amended or supplemented in the future, the District’s Records Retention Policy shall 
automatically incorporate such amendment or supplement provided that such automatic 
amendment shall not reduce the retention times set forth in Exhibit A.  The Records Retention 
Policy shall remain in full force and effect until such time as the Board amends the Policy. 



 

  

SECTION 4. In accordance with section 668.50, Florida Statutes, and section 119.01, 
Florida Statutes, the Board finds that the electronic record shall be considered the official record 
and any paper originals are hereby duplicates which may be disposed of unless required to be 
preserved by any appliable statute, rule or ordinance. 

SECTION 5.   If any provision of this resolution is held to be illegal or invalid, the other 
provisions shall remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 6. This resolution shall become effective upon its passage; shall replace, 
supplant, and supersede any prior policy or resolution of the District regarding records retention; 
and shall remain in effect unless rescinded or repealed.   

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 26th day of October 2023. 

ATTEST:     HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
 
 
_____________________________  ____________________________________ 
Secretary / Assistant Secretary  Chairperson, Board of Supervisors 
 
 
Exhibit A:  District Amendments to General Records Schedules Established by the Division 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

  
Exhibit A 

 
District Amendments to General Records Schedules established by the Division 

 
ADVERTISEMENTS: LEGAL (Item #25) 
The District shall retain mailed and published legal advertisements, and corresponding affidavits, relating to 
proceedings under uniform method of collection of debt assessments permanently.  The District shall retain mailed 
and published legal advertisements, and corresponding affidavits, relating to the levy of assessments securing bonds 
for five (5) fiscal years provided applicable audits have been released, or until three (3) calendar years after related 
bonds are redeemed, whichever is later. 
 
AUDITS: INDEPENDENT (Item #56) 
The District shall retain the record copy of independent audits for ten (10) fiscal years or until three (3) calendar 
years after all related bonds are redeemed, whichever is later. 
 
DISBURSEMENT RECORDS:  DETAIL (Item #340) 
The District shall retain the record copy of disbursement records relating to the use of bonds for five (5) fiscal years 
provided applicable audits have been released or until three (3) calendar years after related bonds are redeemed, 
whichever is later. 
 
DISBURSEMENT RECORDS:  SUMMARY (Item #341) 
The District shall retain the record copy of disbursement records relating to the use of bonds for ten (10) fiscal years 
provided applicable audits have been released or until three (3) calendar years after related bonds are redeemed, 
whichever is later. 
 
FINANCIAL REPORTS:  LOCAL GOVERNMENT ANNUAL REPORTS (Item #107) 
The District shall retain the record copy of disbursement records relating to the use of bonds for ten (10) fiscal years 
provided applicable audits have been released or until three (3) calendar years after all related bonds are redeemed, 
whichever is later. 
 
INCIDENT REPORT FILES (Item #241) 
The District shall retain incident reports for five (5) anniversary years from the date of the incident. 
 
MINUTES:  OFFICIAL MEETINGS (PRELIMINARY/AUDIO RECORDINGS/VIDEO RECORDINGS (Item #4) 
The District shall retain audio recordings of board of supervisor meetings for five (5) calendar years after adoption 
of the official minutes. 
 
PROJECT FILES:  CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT (Item #136) 
The District shall retain the record copy of project files for projects funded with bonds for ten (10) fiscal years after 
completion of the project provided applicable audits have been released or until three (3) calendar years after all 
related bonds are redeemed, whichever is later. 
 
REAL PROPERTY RECORDS:  CONDEMNATION/DEMOLITION (Item #364) 
The District shall retain the record copy of project files for condemnation/demolition projects funded with bonds for 
five (5) anniversary years after final action or until three (3) calendar years after all related bonds are redeemed, 
whichever is later.  The record copy of deeds and easements shall be kept permanently. 
 
REAL PROPERTY RECORDS:  PROPERTY ACQUIRED (Item #172) 
The District shall retain the record copy of documents related to property acquisitions funded with bonds for three 
(3) fiscal years after final disposition of the property provided applicable audits have been released or until three (3) 
calendar years after all related bonds are redeemed, whichever is later.  The record copy of deeds and easements 
shall be kept permanently. 



 
Advanced Development Team 

(305)205-1741 
 
Wednesday, October 4, 2023 
 
 
Mr. Michael Eckert 
Kutak Rock 
850-567-0558 
Michael.Eckert@KutakRock.com 
 
Re: Harmony Cove in Orlando 
 
Dear Mr. Eckert; 
 
We own a parcel of land which is within “Harmony CDD” area called Harmony Cove (see 
attached page). 
 
At this point we are looking to develop the land and place 377 units of apartments to rent. 
 
 Please note the following: 
 
 

1. The development plan including projected monthly rental ranges per unit - $1,800 to  $2,800 
2. Estimated dates for start and finish are from Dec 1 2023 to Dec 1 2025 
3. The type of public infrastructure to be financed with bonds are all horizontal developments 

including and not limited to  Roads, sidewalks, water retention ponds, sewage, electrical, cable, 
internet and Etc. 

4. The dollar value of the public infrastructure to be financed  is around  $8-$10M 
5. The amount of bonds sought to be sold is around $8-$10M 
6. The projected annual assessment for the property owner(s) within your property. Would be 

around $600K  
7. We would  like to have a new debt service assessment in addition to the existing debt service 

assessment.  
 
Please review the above and advise. 
 
 
Regards, 
 
Jacob Shakib P.E. 
305-205-1741 
afssha@hotmail.com 

mailto:Michael.Eckert@KutakRock.com
mailto:afssha@hotmail.com


 
Advanced Development Team 

(305)205-1741 

HARMONY COVE 
 

PARCELS: 30-26-32-2612-TRAC-00X0 
 30-26-32-0000-0022-0000 
 30-26-32-2612-000U-0020 

 
 

 



HARMONY           
Community Development District      210 N. University Dr., Suite 702 
                          Coral Springs, Florida 33071 
                              Telephone: (954) 603-0033 
 
  
October 19, 2023 
 
 
Harmony CDD Board 
 
Re: Debt and Operational Assessments  
 
Please allow this communication to serve as confirmation of debt and operational assessments 
securing the properties noted below by Parcel ID.  

 

Debt service assessments are as follows: 

Series 2014 Bonds: 
Parcel ID Product 2014 DS  Par OS 
30-26-32-0000-0022-0000 A-2 $           44,600.88   $ 272,122.86  
30-26-32-2612-000U-0020 

 
$                       -     $               -    

30-26-32-2612-TRAC-00X0 TC 1, TC 2, Retail Center $                       -     $               -    
  
Series 2015 Bonds: 
Parcel ID Product 2015 DS   FY 2024 Par O/S  
30-26-32-0000-0022-0000 A-2  $                    -    
30-26-32-2612-000U-0020 

 
$                   -     $                    -    

30-26-32-2612-TRAC-00X0 TC 1, TC 2, Retail Center $        68,542.69   $      559,053.58  
  
Operations and maintenance assessments are as follows: 

Parcel ID Owner1 O&M  
30-26-32-0000-0022-0000 HARMONY COVE HOLDINGS LLC $              50,139.32  
30-26-32-2612-000U-0020 HARMONY CDD $                         -    
30-26-32-2612-TRAC-00X0 HARMONY COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS LLC $              33,067.21  
 

 

 
Sincerely, 
Leah Popelka 
Director of Finance 



 

 

 

Resolution 2024-02 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS RECOGNIZING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF MARYLIN ASH-MOWER. 

WHEREAS, the Harmony Community Development District (“District”) is a special-purpose District created by law and 

established by the Board of County Commissioners of Osceola County, pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes; and 

WHEREAS, the District is a special-purpose local government, charged with the sole duty and responsibility of managing 

the works of the District, including designing, financing, constructing, and operating capital infrastructure to support Harmony, a 

planned community in Osceola County, Florida; and 

WHEREAS, the major function of the District was and is the pin-pointed management of the works of the District; and 

WHEREAS, Marylin Ash-Mower invested time and energy in serving the Harmony community in various capacities; and 

WHEREAS, under Ms. Ash-Mower’s vision, leadership, and management, she facilitated the community garden for many 

years, worked with water monitoring in the District’s ponds, and single-handedly refurbished the human sundial sign; and 

WHEREAS, few residents have shown such long-term dedication, effort, and care in the Harmony community; and 

WHEREAS, the Board finds it fitting and proper that official recognition be given to Ms. Ash-Mower for her service and 

dedication to the Harmony community; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the members of the Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community 
Development District, for and on behalf of themselves and on behalf of the District, express their appreciation and gratitude to Ms. 
Ash-Mower for her efforts and contributions to the ongoing success of the Harmony community. 

UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED and EXECUTED this 26th day of October, 2023. 

___________________________________ ___________________________________ _________________________________ 
Daniel Leet, Seat 1, Vice Chair Joellyn Phillips, Seat 2, Assistant Secretary Kerul Kassel, Seat 3, Assistant Secretary 

___________________________________ ___________________________________ _________________________________ 
Lucas Chokanis, Seat 4, Supervisor Teresa Kramer, Seat 5, Chair Angel Montagna, Manager 



HARMONY
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

      

Operating Reserves 

Motion: Assigning Fund Balance as of 9/30/23 

The Board hereby assigns the FY 2023 Reserves per FY 2023 Budget Exhibit A: 

$467,801  



MINUTES OF MEETING 1 

HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 2 

 3 

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community 4 

Development District was held Thursday, September 28, 2023, at 6:00 p.m. at the Jones 5 

Model Home, 3285 Songbird Circle, Saint Cloud, FL 34773. 6 

 7 

Present and constituting a quorum were: 8 

 9 

 Teresa Kramer Chair  10 

 Daniel Leet Vice Chair 11 

 Joellyn Phillips Assistant Secretary 12 

 Lucas Chokanis (via Zoom) Supervisor 13 

 Kerul Kassel Assistant Secretary  14 

  15 

 16 

Also present, either in person or via Zoom Video Communications, were: 17 

 18 

 Angel Montagna District Manager, Inframark 19 

 Kate John (via Zoom) District Legal Counsel, Kutak Rock 20 

 David Hamstra District Engineer, Pegasus Engineering 21 

 Lynn Hayes District Manager, Inframark 22 

  23 

 Nick Mr. LomasneyMr. Lomasney Benchmark Landscaping 24 

 Michael Eckert District Counsel, Kutak Rock 25 

 Brett Perez (via Zoom) Benchmark Landscaping 26 

 Residents and Members of the Public  27 

 28 

This is not a certified or verbatim transcript but rather represents the context of the 29 

meeting. The full meeting recording is available in audio format upon request. Contact the 30 

District Office for any related costs for an audio copy. 31 



 32 

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS Call to Order and Roll Call 33 

 34 

Ms. Kramer called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 35 

Ms. Kramer called the roll and indicated a quorum was present for the meeting. 36 

 37 

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS Audience Comments 38 

 39 

Ms. Kramer, the second item on the agenda is our audience comment. It is at this 40 

time where our members of our audience, both here and on Zoom, can take up any 41 

subject relating to the Harmony CDD, that you would like to bring to our attention. It is 42 

not a time for back and forth, or explanations, or questions. It's a time for you to present 43 

what your concerns are to the Board. Do we have any speaker requests? 44 

A Resident, Yes. 45 

Ms. Kramer, be careful and not talk over each other and not interrupt each other. We 46 

have a new way of doing minutes, and it's really important that we all stay in our lane 47 

and not talk over or finish each other.  48 

A Resident, That sounds good to me. Yes. 49 

A Resident, My name is Clifford Mac Intosh. My address is 7504 Castlewood Court, 50 

in East Lakes. My concern is that the Five Oaks Road water continues to flood. I know 51 

that the city had been out to vacuum out the lines, so it would not flood when it rains, 52 

but it's continuing to still flood. And I am concerned that when we have  hurricane 53 

weather, then it gets so high that we cannot go out to get to higher ground or whatever 54 

we need to do. I am new to Florida period. So, I am not used to the weather as high. 55 

The water gets high here. So, that is the only concern that I have. If we can find a way 56 

to drain, to have that water draining at Five Oaks. 57 



Ms. Kramer, and that will be addressed. So, stay with us, and our Engineer will be 58 

discussing that. 59 

A Resident, Ok. All right. Thank you. 60 

A Resident, I am Todd at 7133 Indian Grass Road, near the Estates, but not in the 61 

Estates. I have two letters here from June Marsowicz and I am going to read this. It 62 

says, we the undersigned oppose the location of the field services maintenance facility 63 

and the dumpster at Buck Lake Park site and urge the Harmony board to rescind their 64 

August 24, 2023, 3 to 1 decision. At the June CDD meeting with all five board members 65 

in attendance. There was a unanimous decision to increase CDD fees to include 66 

$350,000.00 proposal for the Five Oak site with added amenities, unnecessary 67 

bathroom facilities, larger office room for CDD meeting. It was approved by the Zoning 68 

Board. At the August 24, 2023, CDD meeting there was a 3 to 1 decision to locate the 69 

building at the Buck Lake site, because of cost savings for an inequitable proposal. Both 70 

sites were approved by the Zoning Board. Increased fees were still voted into the 71 

budget. We clearly understand the need to be fiscally responsible. We clearly 72 

understand the funds allocated for the alley paving project and splashed project were 73 

overrun. We clearly understand the reserves dilemma. We clearly understand the timing 74 

issue along with penalty fees for noncompliance. However, we are deeply concerned 75 

about the negative impact. Your decision on our neighborhoods, property values, 76 

increased noise pollution, and increased air pollution. This is a residential 77 

neighborhood, not a commercial area. Additionally, this is a park. We have been 78 

blessed with green space coveted by so many communities locating a maintenance 79 

facility in dumpster, with pet waste collection, etcetera in a prime location. The entrance 80 

way path to Buck Lake is of dire concern. We are most deeply concerned about 81 

people's safety, especially that of our children who walk across the area and bicycle 82 

across the area, to get to the park. People who walk their dogs, and jog, stroll, and 83 

access to the path of Buck Lake.  84 

Mr. Leet, it disconnected. 85 



Ms. Kramer, If you will pause just a moment, we want to make sure everybody out in 86 

the audience can hear. 87 

Mr. Leet, And, it has connected. 88 

Mr. Leet, It might be. 89 

Mr. Chokanis, Lucas is here. Can you hear me? 90 

Mr. Chokanis, Oh, I can see your faces now. 91 

Ms. Kramer, Thank you, Lucas. we have a gentleman reading us a letter concerning 92 

the location of our community maintenance facility. If you would like to continue, sir. 93 

A Resident, Sure. We are most concerned about people's safety, especially that our 94 

children who walk across area and bicycle across the area, to get to the park. People 95 

who walk their dogs, jog, and stroll the area, access the path to Buck Lake. Having 96 

need to jockey with field services, golf carts, and workers frequently on cell phones, 97 

small trucks, and garbage trucks. In addition, we have witnesses, girls practicing cheer, 98 

dads pitching to the kids, families flying kites, people bringing tables and chairs to utilize 99 

the gazebo, and those who use the gazebo for exercise class. Next one, the original 100 

intent of our petition was to urge the board to rescind their August 24, 2023, decision to 101 

locate the field services maintenance facility and dumpster at the Buck Lake Park site. 102 

After the conversations with Theresa Kramer, I realized that she was not open to that 103 

regardless of if we have 100 or 1000 signatures. We currently have 167 signatures to 104 

show there is considerable opposition to the facility in particular to the dumpster, which 105 

is a collection drop off for dog pots throughout the community. Not one person we 106 

approached, refused to sign our petition. We respectfully urge you to be prudent in this 107 

decision, to keep the dumpster at the current location or find a more suitable location, 108 

which is definitely not in interest to the parking lot to Buck Lake. Moving it closer to the 109 

gazebo is thoughtless and picnic tables will eventually be returned to the gazebo. 110 

Moving a dumpster to Buck Lake site will only create more problems that we currently 111 

don't have. Mainly people using a dumpster for their trash, leaving trash outside a 112 



dumpster. In addition, I am almost done. In addition, we are urging the Board to not 113 

expand the field service maintenance storage, to include boat trailers. As these are 114 

seldom used, they should be left where they are currently stored. Since that area is a 115 

mess and is being cleaned up by Jake. As I was told that would preclude the Buck Lake 116 

site from having the appearance of the junkyard. Another item of concern, when I 117 

mentioned the need to protect our green space Teresa replied, “We have plenty of 118 

green space.” Unfortunately, there is only one entrance path to the Buck Lake dock. 119 

Lining the path of the metal storage building, fencing, etcetera, detracts from the 120 

ambient we currently enjoy. We respectfully request that you consider the above 121 

concerns of the community. June Marsowicz is a neighbor of mine. So, the biggest 122 

issue and the whole thing that I just read is the dumpster, that dumpster, the dumpster, 123 

the dumpster. Would you want to have the dumpster around your house? I do not think 124 

so. That is all I have. 125 

Ms. Kramer, You will have to come up with your name and address for the record. 126 

A Resident, 7147 Trail. When I went around with June to collect the signatures, we 127 

were mainly talking about not having the maintenance shed there at all. Later on, she 128 

wrote about adding the dumpster. She was saying the other day that when they redid 129 

the calculation for the price of the Five Oaks and Schoolhouse Road, the Schoolhouse 130 

Road was not changed, but the one on Five Oaks was about adding a bathroom and all 131 

the others, but that was not recalculated for the one on Schoolhouse. And I was 132 

wondering if that's the case. 133 

Ms. Kramer, I will just say wedid evaluate all.A Resident, So both were reevaluated? 134 

I do not know how much it is going to cost reboot, moving bathrooms and all the other 135 

adds that were on. 136 

Ms. Kramer, Well, from what I understand, they are the exact same size, and the 137 

price was $88,000.00 for the Schoolhouse location rounded up to $100,000.00. Correct 138 

me if I am wrong, David and $350,000.00, because you have to do everything from 139 

scratch. You have to break the fire hydrant down. You have to design a storm water 140 



system and build it. It's just a lot more to do in  infrastructures there. But again, this is for 141 

you to give us, and I broke my own rule. My apologies. 142 

A Resident, But that is what I heard is that one reason was because there was a 143 

cement pad here. It is cracking, not even level. So, that is going to have to be redone. 144 

So that would have to add up the price too. Would it not? 145 

Ms. Kramer, I think that was considered. 146 

Mr. Leet, and we will be discussing it. I believe with the Engineer. I remember I 147 

asked specifically about what the added cost would be of just doing a different a new 148 

pad just somewhere else in that same area, just moving it away from the pathway, and 149 

further away from the park side, and all that. So, the price of the new pad is on our 150 

radar. 151 

 152 

Ms. Kramer, So we will discuss that more, and hopefully answer all your questions at 153 

that time. 154 

A Resident, Thank you. 155 

Ms. Kramer, Thank you. And do we have any other comments? 156 

Ms. Kramer, if you will come forward, and we need your name and address for the 157 

record. 158 

Mr. Chokanis, Hey. I just want to say I know we talked about not having a back-and-159 

forth discussion with the residents. If we are going to stick to it, we just stick to it. If not, 160 

then we need to go away with it, because you cannot pick and choose on who we want 161 

to discuss with. 162 

Ms. Kramer, That is correct, Lucas. Thank you for correcting me. Yes. 163 

A Resident, My name is Marylin Ash - Moore and I live at 6852 Butterfly Drive. I 164 

have been involved with the community garden for 13 years. I wanted to thank this 165 



Board very much, for approving a garden shed. Which we still need. And I am speaking 166 

on behalf of the garden committee. as their Treasurer. I am happy to say that we have a 167 

new President who is  DanDan is a gardener, and he has some great ideas, and we 168 

look forward to having a good time. So, thank you. I appreciate the Board, all your 169 

support. 170 

Ms. Kramer, Thank you. 171 

Ms. Kassel, Thank you. We appreciate you, Marilyn. Thank you and the garden.  172 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. Do we have any other comments here? 173 

Ms. Kramer, If not, we will look to the Zoom. Do we have anything there? 174 

Mr. Leet, A few people on, but no one has indicated they would like to speak. Oh 175 

sorry, there is. Sorry. 176 

A Resident Can you hear me? 177 

Mr. Leet, Yes, I see your name and address and, you have two minutes. 178 

A Resident, This is Joe at 7159 Oak Glen Trail. And I guess my concerns are, I will 179 

just read them off real quick because I know you can't respond to them. So, the one is 180 

there's a lot of trees that are over hanging the streets and when it rains and stuff, they 181 

are hitting the cars. Tons of the cars. I know they cut some stuff down, but it, does not 182 

look like they cut down a lot of the trees. Because I'm still hitting them when I'm driving 183 

out. I drive a pickup, just so you know. Second comment is the area towards the west 184 

end of the development, I know they are digging that all up. I assume this is for houses 185 

or condos there. I'd be interested in what is going on there and if you can comment on 186 

that sometime, maybe today. And I was wondering if the Board had reached out to 187 

whoever was doing that development, to get the sense, because they all went and 188 

trashed on Saturday. Why they did not get that fence. They could use it. And maybe an 189 

update on the future development of Harmony? September 20, 2023, a Board member 190 

and council did put out a note on it was Facebook, or something. I appreciate that. But 191 



there are going to be 1245 new residents coming in. I would be curious as to what 192 

impact that is going to have on Harmony, besides the obvious. What, can they use? Our 193 

parks, our pools, and our trails. Are they going to be donating or contributing to the CDD 194 

budget? And then the petition to not have the maintenance yard, I like. I agree with that. 195 

A month later, to me it is an eyesore for one and two, areas that everybody gets to see 196 

and use. It is just a shame that we have to take that away. The other comment is that I 197 

missed two meetings and I tried to find out what the minutes were for the June and July 198 

meeting. They are not anywhere to be seen on the website. I realized June is probably 199 

being approved. Maybe June, I am sorry, June is on, on file. July and August are not 200 

there. August is probably being approved today, but July should be there by now. It is 201 

over a month old. So, I do not know why it is not on the website. I would encourage the 202 

Board to, I know you cannot go back and forth at this point with everybody, but I think 203 

the Board needs to reach out and start talking to the owners. Not just hear us and 204 

ignore us, for three minutes. I think you are serving, to serve us. I think you can hear 205 

what we have to say as you move forward on everything. And even if it is just another 206 

day, another meeting, it is informal. No, no commitment, but just then you hear what we 207 

have to say and that is it. Thank you for your time. 208 

Ms. Kramer, Thank you so much. Anyone else on Zoom? 209 

Mr. Leet, No, there is none indicating they would like to speak. 210 

Ms. Kramer, All right. Hearing no other requests to speak, we will close the audience 211 

comments at this time. The next item on our agenda is contractor Reports. 212 

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS Contractor Reports 213 

 214 

A. Benchmark Landscaping (“Benchmark”) 215 

 216 

Mr. Lomasney, We will have a lot to discuss with the reports on the pocket parks 217 

and the maintenance on these. 218 



Mr. Lomasney, So as for the progress on the oak trees, we have started on them. 219 

Typically, in June, July and August it is more maintenance. Now, we are coming into 220 

fall and that becomes our main priority, along with irrigation. We will continue to uh 221 

move forward with that this Wednesday coming up. I have a tree company coming in 222 

to get some of these problem ones that are over the road or over a structure. That 223 

gives us a head start and then we can focus on the ones that are further off the 224 

property. So, there will be big results and you will be able to see those by the time 225 

we have our next meeting. 226 

Ms. Kramer, And that takes them up to the, I think it was, 15 feet in the contract. 227 

Mr.Mr. Lomasney, feet over the road and eight or so over the sidewalk. A little bit 228 

was done today in the far West entrance, blocking the signs. I have already started 229 

prioritizing which trees that you need to be done. 230 

Mr. Lomasney, And then we will go on down the list from there, as far as that. 231 

Irrigation is still going. I have been checking the system quite a bit over the past 232 

couple of days. I noticed we got the emails. That was me turning it on, on a regular. I 233 

am trying to find some of these breaks. You will notice there are a couple of flags, 234 

that I am still very much still working on that. So, we are still good within that budget. 235 

And that was about it. 236 

Ms. Kassel, it. How far along are we in that budget? How far along are we 237 

percentage-wise? Because we were at, I think about 75% or so? 238 

Mr. Lomasney, Yeah, the ones completed, as far as like where we are sitting 239 

today, I would have to get with Jacob to get that exact number. I know this month we 240 

located three bells that were stuck on. Which resulted in two meters being down. 241 

Those have since been replaced with cat wire. You and I had spoken on part of that 242 

location that has been resolved. So, now it is going to get some more of the grapes 243 

and pipes versus wires. And, 244 



Ms. Kassel, We would like to know, because this has been going on for a number 245 

of months. Now, when do you expect to have it completed? 246 

Mr. Lomasney, I will get with Jacob and get that information for you. 247 

Ms. Kramer, The other thing we have requested that we have not seen, and 248 

again it does not have to be a real formal map, but if you could just give us the map 249 

that went with the contract and mark where you have already worked and corrected 250 

all the issues. that way we will know and can see. And when they kick off, we know 251 

that that is an area that has been corrected. 252 

Mr. Lomasney, All right. That is perfect. Then you will know where the problem 253 

areas are and what is next. I will get it. 254 

Ms. Kramer, any other questions from the Board on the general landscape 255 

maintenance? 256 

 257 

Mr. Lomasney, I have one more thing to add. There are still a couple of areas of 258 

flooding on the backside of Dark Sky being the main one. I see the areas on both. 259 

We are checking them weekly. If there is standing water, we cannot run the machine 260 

through it. We will create ruts. It is better for us to let it dry up. So, a couple of spots 261 

we went in there with stream trimmers that were getting too wild. Until it dries up, we 262 

cannot really do anything. You see those uh tall areas, I have done as much as we 263 

can, as far as the maintenance side. 264 

Ms. Kassel, We had a lot. Yeah. 265 

Ms. Kramer, The other thing on maintenance, I do not think we have had a mulch 266 

application at all this year. 267 

Mr. Lomasney, Not yet. It is currently getting ready to come to you guys. I am 268 

going to touch on that a little bit today, but just a little bit. I know that is going to be 269 

coming up next. 270 



Ms. Montagna, We talked about November. Right before the holidays. 271 

Ms. Kramer, wait until any chance of hurricanes, 272 

Mr. Lomasney, It is going to be a mess. 273 

Ms. Kramer, Also, I just wanted to get that out there. All right. That is all I have. 274 

What else? Lucas, do you have anything on the landscape? Just the general 275 

landscape maintenance that has been going on? 276 

Mr. Chokanis, Not much. I have seen a few trees. There was one kind of by 277 

Schoolhouse Road. I have seen some sprinklers spray into the Five Oaks area. But 278 

other than that, I think our grass looks really good and they have been doing a good 279 

job. 280 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. Thank you. All right. We will move on to the pocket parks. We 281 

had a number of pocket parks that we reviewed.  282 

 283 

1. Report on Harmony’s Pocket Parks 284 

Mr. Lomasney, In our last meeting, you asked me to go look at and evaluate 285 

each one. I did not give documents on two or three, because I feel they did not 286 

need anything. I feel my fertilization program will handle what needs to be healed 287 

and the proper mowing. So, I feel those are fine and did not need any attention. 288 

The ones that are listed are just areas that I think that need to be changed or 289 

corrected, and what I will put as a priority. The main dog park on Cat Briar, Buck 290 

Lake Front, like the food trucks out there, big area, whole families come out 291 

there. So, I walked everything and nothing needed a complete overhaul. But it 292 

was itemized, so you can pick and choose and select what you guys would like to 293 

do with each individual location. Based on what you feel is a level of priority. 294 

Ms. Kramer, So this is kind of like a road map going forward? 295 



Mr. Lomasney, Right as far as the current conditions.  296 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, if things vary, we have to ask for an exact proposal at the 297 

time we want to address a certain issue. 298 

Mr. Lomasney, Yeah, things could die out, things could fill in. So, the longer on 299 

certain areas then we would have to revisit it and resubmit. But as it stands 300 

today, 301 

Ms. Kassel, So, like there is a lot of expenditures here. You are right. We are, 302 

talking about how we are a bit tight, with funds at the moment. My suggestion is 303 

that I work with Nick. I do maybe a drive-through and just kind of look at the 304 

areas and prioritize with him and then ask him to bring us. Well, it is not exactly a 305 

proposal, but their prices are here. Then we can come back to the Board next 306 

month, maybe with a proposal for what we can work out. What is really a big 307 

priority now to get the place looking a little nicer, for the holidays. With the money 308 

that we may have available after we discuss the finances a little later. 309 

Mr. Lomasney, Yeah, that is terrific. I can meet with you as soon as next 310 

week and go from there. 311 

Ms. Kramer, And yes, it is, again for those of you who have not reviewed the 312 

agenda, I think for that. Yeah. This is not an extravagant amount of work. It is just 313 

that we are 20 years old and some of our trees have grown up, the shade has 314 

changed, and the sun and shade combination has changed. It would be 315 

approximately $73,000.00 and that is without any repair on the soccer field. If we 316 

added a soccer field, the least expensive alternative with the soccer field, it would 317 

bump that up to about $123,000.00. So, we were looking for this just for us to get 318 

a feel for what we need to do to revitalize Harmony's landscaping since some of 319 

it has literally aged out and others have been shaded out. Yeah, we will look at 320 

that. So, that is where we are at. Are there any other questions as far as the park 321 

proposals? 322 



Ms. Montagna, Brett is on and wanted to go over the name assignment 323 

forBenchmark, 324 

Ms. Kassel, name assignment? 325 

Ms. Kramer, Yes. Oh, ok. I was going to do the next proposal. 326 

Ms. Montagna, and that is fine. That's fine. When Nick is done with his, Brett is 327 

on there to address that before we move on. 328 

 329 

2. Consideration of Pruning for Building Clearance Proposal  330 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. There is also a consideration of pruning for building clearance 331 

proposal. Explain that, because it did not really give us the idea of what scope we 332 

were doing. 333 

Mr. Lomasney, So it is field inspection. 334 

Mr. Lomasney, And there are a few problematic trees as far as , let me give 335 

you an example, if I have one in front of me. The tree is too big it is too far to 336 

save. This is something in there.  I believe there is a tree right over the canopy at 337 

Buck Lake, and it is not like a traditional fence where I can allow a branch to hit it. 338 

Things like that would not allow a truck to come in and safely bring it down 339 

without any damage. 340 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So, it is not one building location. It is the items in the field. 341 

Mr. Lomasney, Yeah. And they are in red, in the packet of which trees this 342 

would go under. 343 

Ms. Kassel, What is the date on that?  344 

Mr. Lomasney, September. 345 



Ms. Kassel, Good. Thanks. 346 

Mr. Lomasney, It goes over a few of them. 347 

Ms. Kramer, There are a number of trees. I think over some of them, 348 

Mr. Lomasney, Page nine item 16. This is what I was referring to. Stuff like 349 

that, which is what I call a problematic tree. 350 

Ms. Kassel, Can we get more specified proposal from Benchmark, that states 351 

what tree, where? 352 

Ms. Kramer, Take it out of the field report and put it in something. Because we 353 

have to reduce this to a work order and an itemized list of things. So, we know 354 

exactly what number and how many things that we have to include in this work 355 

order. 356 

Mr. Lomasney, Ok. I will try to get that and have that in time for our meeting, to 357 

go over. 358 

Ms. Kramer, All right. Anything else Nick before we turn to Brett?  359 

Mr. Lomasney, No. I think Brett can take from here. Unless you guys have any 360 

questions. 361 

Ms. Kramer, Any other questions on landscaping? 362 

Ms. Kramer, OK. All right. Thank you, Nick. Brett, 363 

Ms. Kramer, Is Brett Perez on? 364 

Ms. Montagna, He should be. 365 

Ms. Montagna, I will give introduction of what I know, which is not much. 366 

Ms. Montagna, So, essentially, they are merging with ULS. 367 



Ms. Kassel, Another merger? 368 

Ms. Montagna, And so if you remember when you approved the first merger, 369 

when we went out to RFP and then Mike prepared the name change assignment. 370 

This would be similar. That is what it is and Mike, we talked about it kind of prior 371 

to. He can tell you what he is comfortable with. And that is really essentially what 372 

it is. 373 

Ms. Kassel, So, ULS United Landscaping.  374 

Ms. Montagna, Yes 375 

Ms. Kassel, And they are in Harmony West? 376 

Ms. Montagna, That I do not know. 377 

Mr. Lomasney, they are, but I would still remain the manager for Harmony 378 

here. 379 

Ms. Kassel, I saw a Benchmark truck coming from Harmony West into 380 

Harmony. 381 

Mr. Lomasney, That was me. I was checking out some areas that I had 382 

sprayed. 383 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah. And to my knowledge, I asked Brett, you know, are they 384 

doing any name changes? Truck changes? And he said, no. Not any time soon, 385 

but they would let the Board know well, before any sort of name changes happen 386 

or rebranding happens. So, they would remain Benchmarked as far as your 387 

everything. And that is as far as really what we have and then whatever Mike is 388 

requiring. 389 

Ms. Kassel, So the Board is not going to do anything now. We will wait for 390 

Mike to prepare whatever, and then approve it. Is that the idea? 391 



Mr. Eckert, What I saw was an assignment document that needs a little bit of 392 

work on it, because it talked about confidentiality and more public entities. So, we 393 

are not going to agree to any confidentiality. But if the Board is comfortable, you 394 

could approve the assignment in substantially the same form as you approved 395 

the last one and it would only become effective once we get the new insurance 396 

certificates. Because when a company buys out another company, I want new 397 

insurance certificates in the favor of the district and the new company name. Not 398 

the old company name. What I'm suggesting is you can approve it now approve 399 

the assignment now, subject to my review as well as getting the insurance 400 

certificates that are required. 401 

Ms. Montagna, And I did ask Brett when we would be able to have that, and he 402 

said Monday. We would have a new insurance certificate as well as the new W9. 403 

Ms. Kramer, I have a motion. Do I have a second? 404 

Mr. Eckert, Before we vote because it is not on the agenda, 405 

Ms. Kramer, So I have a motion and a second to approve the name 406 

assignment for the merger of Benchmark with United Landscaping. Being that 407 

this is an add-on and was not on the agenda and notice we would open the 408 

comment period for anyone who has any comments about this potential change. 409 

Is there anyone here in the audience in person? Nothing. Is there anyone on 410 

ZOOM? 411 

Mr. Chokanis, Is there any additional cost associated with this merger? And 412 

are we losing the current team? 413 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas, let me finish with public comment and then the Board will 414 

discuss it. So, if you hold that question for one minute then have you seen 415 

anybody with comments.   416 



Ms. Montagna, Brett texted me and said if you would unmute him, he is happy to 417 

talk. He has been talking, but nobody can hear him. 418 

Mr. Chokanis, OK. 419 

Ms. Kramer, So, there is no other public comments? 420 

Ms. Kassel, What is he signed in under? 421 

Mr. Leet, Number? I guess. 422 

Ms. Montagna, 813. 423 

Ms. Montagna, the  second from the bottom. 424 

Mr. Leet, Yeah, I can say asked unmute, but he will have to push a button on 425 

his phone. Ms. Kramer, Ok. First, let me, let me close the public comment period. 426 

Hearing no public comment, we will close the public comment period. And Brett, 427 

we will take the information that you have. Again. We have a motion and a 428 

second on the floor. Go ahead. 429 

Mr. Perez, Yeah, I can answer a couple of questions that that did come up 430 

while I was trying to talk. Nothing is changing. Like myself, I am still involved with 431 

the company and Jacob is still there. Nick's role is not changing. He will continue 432 

to be on site. This is basically just a backing in terms of power of funded in a 433 

sense. The change is in the groups, is what it is. It does bring more opportunity 434 

for Harmony because, we add more branches in for more labor. So, we have 435 

more responsibility for natural disasters, etcetera. But nothing in terms of, there is 436 

no cost change, there is no staff change. None of that is going to be a part of any 437 

of this. This is just in the contract. It states that if the name of the company does 438 

change, we have to get to that agreement and that is all it is. So, I should have 439 

the COI and, and certificates earliest by Monday. 440 



Ms. Kramer, Ok. And Brett is not going to be both our manager and Harmony 441 

West manager? 442 

Mr. Perez, Nick is Hamony’s manager. We do a very, very small common area 443 

section in the town home community over there. He popped in and just checked 444 

on that like Friday afternoon. So that is all that is there. But, Nick is going to be 445 

right there with you guys. 446 

Ms. Kassel, Because I see thier are trucks all over the place. 447 

Mr. Perez, Who’s trucks? 448 

Ms. Kassel, United Landscaping Services. 449 

Mr. Perez, Yeah, but here is how this works. We are currently merging with 450 

them, but the deal is not finalized. The way it works is they review the contract, 451 

Harmony’s contract and a couple others have to consent, to bring them over. So, 452 

in order for us to move forward with this merger, we have to give the request that 453 

says, “Hey, if this deal was able to change the name in the contract would be 454 

over like a contractor's name in our current agreement.” That is all this is., They 455 

have a land installation division, which we do as well. They are doing some work; 456 

I believe next door for the developer putting in for new builds and stuff. I do feel 457 

that is all that I know right now. I cannot really tell you much more aboutthem 458 

today. I have not met anybody on that team yet. 459 

Ms. Kassel, So it is  tentative, right? It is not even definite. 460 

Mr. Perez, Correct. It is just part of the process. 461 

Mr. Perez, So it would be finalized tomorrow. So, you are aware. 462 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. I know there is a cart before the horse type thing here, butI guess we 463 

will actually hold the signing of the document. We will approve it contingent also upon 464 

our attorney's approval of the document, the receipt of the certificate of insurance, and 465 



the formal merger going through. Is that an acceptable amendment to the motion in the 466 

second? Ok. I have approval from the second and the maker of the motion to have that 467 

contingency. So, I just want to make sure that we do not have a situation where we sign 468 

the name change. Then the merger does not go through and all of a sudden, we have 469 

United instead of them.  470 

Mr. Eckert, Correct. Yeah. No, that is a good point. 471 

Ms. Kramer, So, are there any other questions about the order or discussion?  472 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas, you had some questions? Do you have, did you get some 473 

clarification through what Brett said? 474 

Mr. Chokanis, Not really, It is kind of surprising that we get this thrown on us 475 

after we spent, I don't know $80,000.00 on repairs and now they are merging 476 

with some other company. We do not know their background. I am a big no on 477 

this. I do not like getting thrown on to things spontaneously. I have brought things 478 

up and it is set for the next Board meeting. So, this is a no for me. 479 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. Any anybody else? What happens if we turn this down? 480 

Mr. Perez, If we merge, then we would not be able to invoice you and we 481 

would have to stop service. 482 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. I'm just checking. 483 

Mr. Perez, I think there is a misconception. The answer to Lucas’ question he 484 

asked, is there any added cost? The answer is no. A contract is a contract. The 485 

amount is the amount. Is there going to be any change in who is doing the 486 

services, in terms of the employees? No, the staff is still on site. Myself, Jacob, 487 

Nick, and  Jacob. We are all part of the company. This happens quite often. 488 

There are companies that are up coming. Another company decide, hey, we 489 

want to grow some more. and they change practices. There should not, again, all 490 

that is changing is the capital behind the name. Like we have more capital now to 491 



our name to whether it is to buy more equipment or provide additional services. 492 

Like ULS offers tree services. They have in-house platforms; they have an in-493 

house Nursery. So, you are actually getting more benefit in this because there is 494 

more to offer. So, I understand this at this point, I'm not downplaying it, but there 495 

is nothing changing. 496 

Ms. Kramer, Ok, thank you, Brett. 497 

Mr. Chokanis, And I am going to touch back, Brett. Thank for explaining all 498 

that. But why was this drawn off at the last minute. Like, you guys probably knew 499 

last month or so that this was going on, Right? It was not just like last week you 500 

knew that you were getting merged with another company, and now we are 501 

discussing it at the Boardmeeting. So, that is my question. It just seems a little 502 

sketchy and last minute. 503 

Mr. Perez, It's a fair question, Lucas. But unfortunately, part of these deals, 504 

you have to go with your nondisclosure agreement. So, that way either party are 505 

not impacted by it. Meaning if we were to announce it before anything happens, 506 

there could be contracts that are lost during a bid process, for either side. So, 507 

you go through the legalities of these transitions. There are NDA’s signed. We 508 

cannot disclose this stuff prior to being told, ok. Now we are at this step now, we 509 

can alert any contacts that have the consent assignments in them, to ask if this is 510 

available. So, it is again, nothing changed behind. We have on our website there 511 

and look behind it. I mean, there it is all there.  512 

Mr. Chokanis, So, I understand that, but you just said that the deal is not done 513 

yet. So now, you are relaying this information to us, and it is not something that 514 

you are letting it go at ahead of time that you guys are merging or getting bought 515 

out.  516 

Mr. Perez, So, right. So again, I am trying to explain that the best  I can. So, 517 

the current agreement that was set up by your current District Council has a 518 

consent assignment clause So, in order for this company that is looking at 519 

merging with us to accept the contract that we currently hold, they have to follow 520 

the letters of these contracts. The contractor has a consent agreement. 521 



Therefore, we have to ask for consent for a name change of just the contract, the 522 

contract name. It is not going to be Harmony with Benchmark. It is going to be 523 

Harmony with ULS. That is all we are asking for in this request. And when that 524 

happens, if they get told no, then theoretically that revenue from that contract is 525 

not included in the deal. Because the name will change. 526 

Mr. Chokanis, So, I understand that. But does it say you have to tell them that 527 

the day of the Board meeting, or does it say that you can go out and reach out to 528 

them because they have a contract with you saying that you need to tell them 529 

that you are getting caught out or working with another company and give them a 530 

heads up.  531 

Mr. Perez, Well unfortunately, this the only form we can discuss these items 532 

due to the Sunshine Laws. I mean, I could have reached out individually to all of 533 

you, but I cannot do that. I did inform the District Manager; I believe it was last 534 

week when I found out. And we talked about what was added to this agenda. So, 535 

I again, I cannot just pick up the phone and group call you all, due to the 536 

Sunshine Law. So, this was the time and the place to describe it. This is where 537 

you have to make a decision.  538 

Mr. Chokanis, This is the place to make a decision. But you could have had 539 

the District Manager reach out to us and give us an email. And say, hey, this is 540 

added to the agenda. We are going to discuss this. And not just throw it on us at 541 

the last minute.  542 

Mr. Perez, The agenda was already published when I found out. So, I just 543 

asked if we could add it to this meeting and there was discussion when I found 544 

out we can talk about now. If you want to table it until November, that is fine.  545 

Mr. Chokanis, I will digress, Brett. But I have made quite clear that I do not 546 

approve this, and the Board can vote on the rest of it.  547 

 548 

Ms. Kramer, Alright. Do any other Board members have any questions or 549 

comments? Hearing none, then I will call the question all in favor. All those In 550 

favor? 551 



Board Members: Ms. Kramer, Mr. Leet, Ms. Kassel, and Ms. Phillips all said, I.  552 

Ms. Kramer, any opposed? 553 

Mr. Chokanis, Yes. 554 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. Motion passes four votes to one with Mr. Chokanis opposed. 555 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel, seconded 556 

by Supervisor, Leet, with four in favor and Mr. Chokanis opposed, 557 

the Board approved the assignment agreement draft between 558 

Florida United Landscaping Services operating, LLC and Benchmark 559 

Landscape subject to receiving Florida United Landscaping Services 560 

operating certificate of insurance and W9 with Mr. Eckert’s approval 561 

before signing.  562 

 563 

Ms. Kramer, Anything else we need to do with this? Thank you so much. Is 564 

that all for Benchmark?  565 

Mr. Lomasney, Yes, that is all I have.  566 

Ms. Kramer, Thank you so much. 567 

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Staff Reports 568 

 569 

A. Field Manager 570 

1. Field Report and Responses 571 

Ms. Kramer, All right. The next item on our agenda are staff reports. Is 572 

JeisonJeison here today? 573 

Ms. Montagna, No, Jeison is still at his family emergency. He should be back 574 

on September 29, 2023. The field report is in the agenda which most of it covered 575 



anything that was outstanding. And, as far as the splash pad update, Lynn has a 576 

splash pad update which he also distributed to the Board as well. 577 

Mr. Hayes, That was the, the pool heaters. 578 

Ms. Kramer, Oh, sorry. Then if you would like to come up front and explain 579 

what the update you have on that. 580 

 581 

2. Update on Splash Pad 582 

 583 

Mr. Hayes, You want to update on splash? 584 

Ms. Kramer, yes, please. 585 

Mr. Hayes, All right. So, the update on the splash pad is it is not operational. I 586 

checked in with the vendor. They went ahead and finished what the Board has 587 

authorized to be fixed on the heater. They came out last Friday on the 22nd and 588 

completed that work. With that being said, once he added the additional parts to it 589 

and fired up the pool heater, which has been what he calls flap, not operational for 590 

almost a year, the compressor came on, but he found that there were leaks in the 591 

coils 592 

Mr. Leet, All of this is for the pool heater? Ok. Sorry. I thought you started to 593 

talk about the splash pad.  594 

Mr. Hayes, Well, I went backwards. So, that Is what I put for you tonight. And I 595 

know I had circulated some emails with regards to this. So, when I took a step 596 

further and, and got him to provide us a worksheet or a spreadsheet, to show you 597 

what you have spent on these pool heaters at the swim club. At this point, he did 598 

the repairs that were authorized by the Board and now there is an additional 599 

problem. Which is what I also shared for a bid of $5,700.00 which is not reflected 600 

in the spreadsheet that shows you what you have already decided. He spent 601 

$3,700.00 and some dollars already, in July. And then this last visit was 602 

$4,100.00, which is in that spreadsheet that I provided. 603 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So let me clarify. So basically, since January of this year, we 604 

had spent $8,000.00 or we have had $8,000.00 of what is going on. Now, I want to 605 

go back to the Board and remind you that this was the mistake. Remember when 606 



there was a proposal to fix the pool heaters came before us for 34.4. We assumed 607 

as the board that that would fix both pool heaters, and whatever our problem was. 608 

At that time, they approved it, then they hesitated in doing the work because they 609 

wanted us to approve two proposals. We had not seen the second one. But 610 

because we had approved the first one, they went ahead and did the work, without 611 

the Board knowing that we needed extensive additional work. on the second pool 612 

heater. When that was brought back to us, we then went ahead and approved the 613 

additional work on the second pool heater, because we were already into it about 614 

$4,000.00. 615 

Ms. Kramer, So here we are now, and we did that with the understanding that 616 

they are old. They would need that. We felt the information relayed to us was that 617 

it should buy us two or three or four years. And that has not happened, is that 618 

what I am hearing? So, we are into the pool heaters $8,000.00. They want another 619 

$5,746.00 to do the next repair. But they caution us and have it in there that they 620 

expect the compressor, although it is operating now it has considerable rust, and it 621 

may go out at any time. To the tune of about another $8,000.00. And that's still, I 622 

feel like I am going down a splash pad road. 623 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah. Well, if these are leaking, are they under warranty? We 624 

replaced them this year. 625 

Ms. Kramer, No, we replaced the one. The first full heater. We have a dual pool 626 

heater system. 627 

Ms. Kassel, It says to replace both poolside compressor. 628 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, only on one though. You have two pool heaters. 629 

Ms. Kassel, Right? So, it said to replace both. 630 

Mr. Leet, on July 24. 631 

Mr. Hayes, Yes, there are two coils. There are two coils within those. 632 

Ms. Kramer, in each unit? 633 

Mr. Hayes, Yes, ma'am.  634 

Ms. Kramer, So we have a total of four coils in the two units? 635 

Mr. Hayes, Yes, ma'am. 636 



Ms. Montagna, And I think back then too, Teresa. Correct me if I am wrong, I 637 

think they also provided quotes to replace both heaters because they were aged. 638 

Ms. Kramer, Right. They did not tell us that until we were $4,000.00 into it.  639 

Ms. Montagna, That is correct. 640 

Ms. Kramer, And you had mentioned that we can replace it. But one of our 641 

problems is this is a Symbiont system. Only Symbiont can work on it, is what I 642 

have been told. 643 

Ms. Montagna, That is what I was told. Yes.  644 

Ms. Kramer, These are the only folks who can do it on these. There are other 645 

pool heater systems, but you said they would be at what about $20,000.00-646 

$30,000.00? 647 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah. Actually, I think when Brett was back here, that question 648 

was asked. Right now, you are kind of cornered to Symbiont, because that is the 649 

only one that will work on these. But there are other companies that will provide 650 

pool heaters. But yeah, you are looking at $30,000.00 to $40,000.00, and that was 651 

back then. We can definitely look into,  652 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, and it could be that, but this was back what I think last 653 

year. I do not have it right on the top of my head. But there are other companies 654 

out there. I think he looked at one that started with a “D.” 655 

Mr. Hayes, Now there is another company called, 656 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. We do not need the pool heaters right this very minute. But 657 

we are coming real fast on the pool heater season. What I would like to run by the 658 

Board and see if you all are in agreement, is for us to very quickly get out there 659 

and get some quotes on what brand new pool heaters. I do not want to go down 660 

the splash pad road again. I mean, we are already halfway down it with the pool 661 

heaters. But I want to stop the bleeding right now. 662 

Ms. Montagna, Proposals to replace both? 663 

Ms. Kramer, To replace at least one. I do not know if they can work with them. 664 

Ms. Montagna, They run together. So, you have to replace both, because they 665 

do run together. 666 



Ms. Kramer, Well, have the companies come out. Three of them. And look at it 667 

and tell us what they can and cannot do. Maybe somebody has something that 668 

can work with you.  669 

Ms. Montagna, Ok. 670 

Ms. Kramer, Does anyone else want to act on this proposal today or does that 671 

seem like a reasonable thing to? 672 

Mr. Leet, Yeah, I think obviously we should consider all options. My only 673 

thought is just making sure that if we were to decide at next month's meeting, it is 674 

something that it is not going to take until March to get installed. 675 

Ms. Kramer, Right? So, yeah. When you get the proposal, have them give you 676 

a date, that they can start and get it completed by. 677 

Mr. Leet, Are there any dates associated with what we have heard from 678 

Symbiont? Are there any dates associated with this replacement from Symbiont? 679 

Mr. Hayes, No, he just provided his narrative of what you guys should 680 

consider. whether you want to continue to do the next repair. He also stated that 681 

the units are over 15 years old and the possibility of a compressor being the next 682 

issue. 683 

Ms. Kassel, Is the quote for new pool heaters, two of them, going to include 684 

the cost of the compressor? 685 

Ms. Kassel, Here is a question? 686 

Ms. Kramer, Well, I think is the compressor a part of the pool?  687 

Mr. Hayes, Yes.  688 

Ms. Kramer. Ok. So that, 689 

Mr. Leet, So make sure please that they include lead time or whatever. So, 690 

that is a part of that. So, we can make a good decision next month. 691 

Ms. Kassel, Does the Board need to take any other action? 692 

Mr. Hayes, So, I will get a proposal from Symbiont and I will see if I can get 693 

two others. To include lead time, starting and completion dates.  694 

Ms. Kramer, Now you can enlighten us about the splash pad. 695 

Mr. Hayes, All right. 696 



Mr. Hayes, So, the splash pad as it is reported, has a leak in the wall. You all 697 

authorized to get two pumps and in new valves in the actual wall. Now one of the 698 

valves is connected to the piping that goes into the actual cement wall. There is a 699 

round union connection, it is leaking from there, It was discovered in the morning 700 

right away from the field team. They immediately responded to the issue and 701 

contacted me. They pumped out the water out of the vault. It was approaching the 702 

fins for the new motor. So, we are hopeful that no water got in those. And they 703 

obviously turned off the unit. There is a three-inch PVC pipe that goes from the 704 

pump motor to the filter motor. That also has a leak in it. It was also reported that 705 

a pressure gauge was broken. So, in the interim, working with Florida Aqua where 706 

we are going to get the PVC pipe placed and the pressure gauge the we will right 707 

away reached out to PFS to try to get them on site to resolve the valve to the wall 708 

issue. There was some concern whether he had power there. We did confirm we 709 

still have power and there is no issue where we need to contact the electrician. 710 

We are just waiting for Mo to give us the date to come out and do his part. And I 711 

already was working with the field team to have Florida Aqua group come out and 712 

do their part. 713 

Ms. Kramer, The first time we went to do the massive work, the first massive 714 

work, on this. And again, you were not here. We were told that that would fix 715 

everything, and I do not remember that was $20,000.00. 716 

Ms. Montagna, I need to look it up. 717 

Ms. Kramer, Then we came back and as they did their work, another pipe 718 

blew. And we had to replace, not only the brand-new motor in the new pump that 719 

we bought, for an expensive amount of money, but we also have to replace the 720 

panel, the electronic panel in there. Because all of that flooded. And that had been 721 

replaced only two years ago. 722 

Ms. Kramer, And they said the reason it flooded was because a leak in a pipe 723 

where they just installed a valve. So, they were going to come back and basically, 724 

they were going to use everything in the boat, and everything that was not a pipe 725 

actually buried in the ground. So, they said the entire boat. Now, I am hearing that 726 

there was a pressure valve that was not replaced. That there was a U-shaped 727 



pipe coming from a pump or something that is now leaking. And then another leak 728 

was caused by them, installing another valve. Is that what I'm hearing?  729 

Mr. Hayes, what you're hearing is the PSI gauge was broken. It broke and that 730 

was our conversation where we are getting the PSI gauge replaced. 731 

Ms. Kramer, I know, but what I have been asking, and again, I am not 732 

attacking you. I have been angry at the history and the fact that we were led, this 733 

Board was led to believe that there was nothing more that could break without us 734 

having to dig up the ground to find the break. And I feel lied to twice now. Not from 735 

you, from your people before you. And so how much it's been 35,000.00, 736 

Ms. Kramer, We have put in the, 737 

Ms. Kramer, splash pad. 738 

Ms. Montagna, I do not know. I would have to look that up. 739 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, That approximately with the brand-new pump. All the work 740 

that PFS has done. And now we got several new folks who came through did what 741 

they could that. 742 

Ms. Kassel, So what, is your point about moving forward? I mean, I 743 

understand that you are frustrated. We all learn. with TNT, like blow it up. 744 

Ms. Kramer, We cannot afford to continue putting band-aids on a system that 745 

is constantly breaking down. 746 

Ms. Kramer, Now, I would have thought with the last repair that it would have 747 

been essentially like a new system. But it is not working again. I cannot continue, 748 

even though we have invested so much, which destroys me. I cannot see putting 749 

more money towards a splash pad. 750 

Ms. Kramer, Having the insurance. The other thing I spoke to the folks that 751 

deal with the Harmony West splash pad, which is a brand-new splash pad. And 752 

they said it breaks down every other week. 753 

Ms. Montagna, Celebrations’ does too. The vault just flooded there, tore up 754 

everything and they just put in their budget for this Fiscal Year. It was either shut it 755 

down or break it up and rebuild it. And they had not made a decision. They are 756 

like, we do not know that we want to put another couple $100,000.00 splash pad. 757 

But if not, so they shut it down. They break constantly.  758 



Ms. Kassel, But this, that had not been a problem until a couple of years ago 759 

when we started having issues. I am sure part of its age; I am not ready to entirely 760 

give up on the splash pad. I also feel very frustrated. I feel like we were assured 761 

that everything in the vault would be, 762 

Ms. Montagna, So, I think your best bet is to have the vendor come to your 763 

next meeting and go through. We can have all the invoices pulled. I can pull them 764 

and send a report to the Board. So, you know what you have spent to date with 765 

whatever splash pad company and whatever has had anything to do with the 766 

splash pad. You have those vendors come or at least join the call and you ask 767 

them. Because the Field Team can only relay what the vendors tell them. Right. 768 

So, I think that is your biggest thing. We have spent X amount of money. You 769 

have evaluated this numerous times. This is what we have done. Now, tell us. I 770 

think that is the only way you are really going to be able to understand is to have 771 

these vendors come here and talk to them and ask them your questions. 772 

Ms. Kramer, And one of the things I asked at our last meeting was to reach out 773 

to the municipalities surrounding us, that have experience with splash pads, and 774 

other water features. Has that been done? 775 

Ms. Montagna, I reached out to Oceola County Parks and Rec. I talked to two 776 

gentlemen there and they use a lot of the same companies. They did not have 777 

anyone in specific that they used. Anyone new that we have not tried. We have 778 

also sent Russ who has been managing the splash pad at Celebration for the last 779 

28 years. We sent him out here to look at it. He agreed with the stuff that was 780 

being said. So, we have exhausted every avenue and I do not know what else. It 781 

is frustrating. I know. 782 

Ms. Kramer, I guess the next question would be I get them band aiding, band 783 

aiding, trying to fix, trying to fix. 784 

Mr. Leet, This last one was not a band aid. We replace, 785 

Ms. Kramer, It was supposed to have been a whole vault. It was supposed to. 786 

Right? Yeah, I am remembering this. Right 787 

Ms. Kramer, So, in addition to bringing the vendors here, I also like to have 788 

some idea. They have things that are not fountain oriented play areas, but they 789 



are essentially where the water flows at a consistent rate constantly up and 790 

through the pipes and into buckets and things and they tilt down. There is one on 791 

the lakefront in Saint Cloud. If we can see what it would cost to convert our 792 

fountain slash pad into a different type. That type of area, a water play area. And 793 

whether that would deal with the same pumps and VFD panel and everything else. 794 

If that is more simplistic and easier to maintain.  795 

Ms. Montagna, Ok. We can do that. 796 

Ms. Kramer, That way we would know what our options are. In the meantime, 797 

Mo is going to come out and look and figure out what happened. And why his 798 

perfectly replaced vault is leaking again. 799 

Mr. Leet, Yeah. Was not there like some kind of a maintenance agreement 800 

with that installation? Do we have any kind of recourse or recovery if it is, 801 

Ms. Montagna, You do unless it is an act of God. 802 

Mr. Hayes, If I may, comment again, when he is coming out to fix PVC, and I 803 

understand and can feel your frustration and rightfully so. Ok. But for him to 804 

replace the PVC connection with regards, he spent an enormous amount of 805 

money on trying to fix this. You have new parts and pieces as far as PVC pipe and 806 

the, the pressure gauge, you are talking about $150.00. Ok. You are talking about 807 

Mo coming out to, to replace the piping union, the wall. Which he knows that that 808 

was part of his connections, right. That he would be responsible to get that 809 

repaired. So, that was the plan that I was moving forward with unless the Board 810 

advises otherwise. 811 

Ms. Kramer, However, from what I remember before the week started, nobody 812 

could figure out why it did not,  813 

Ms. Kassel, I think that. Right. And there were several. 814 

Ms. Kramer, It is not working properly. 815 

Ms. Kassel, there were several, jets around the backside that were not 816 

working. Four or five of them. 817 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, so even before this last round of leakage, it was not 818 

working right. We had a stagnant fountain and that was it. 819 

. Ms. Kramer, So 820 



Mr. Leet, Well, no. I saw my eyes. It briefly was. Very, 821 

right. And it was there like a, 822 

I mean, I guess we will go over this next month with the vendor. I guess. But 823 

was there like a sequence of failures where it had to be static and then died 824 

completely? 825 

Mr. Hayes, I do not know the answer to that. 826 

Ms. Kassel, All right, I think we should move along. 827 

Ms. Kramer, Well, I am going to give Lucas and Joe a chance if they have 828 

anything to interject.  829 

Ms. Phillips, Oh, I am just totally frustrated with it, and I do not have an answer 830 

either.  831 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas. Do you have any ideas or comments? 832 

Mr. Chokanis, All right. I got kicked off for a second. What was, the last topic 833 

that we were discussing? 834 

Ms. Kramer, Weare dealing with the splash pad. 835 

Mr. Chokanis, Oh, Jesus.  836 

Ms. Kramer, So what, I don't know if you heard what we are thinking about 837 

doing. They are going with MO from PFS, who was supposed to completely make 838 

what is inside the vault brand new, is going to come in and repair the leaks and 839 

things and the PSI now. So about $150.00, worth of work he is estimating. But that 840 

still may not fix the whole problem. What we are asking is to have some different 841 

folks look at converting it from a slash, a fountain type slash pad, to a child's water 842 

play area like similar to the lakefront in Saint Cloud. And to see if that's a less 843 

complex system and a less costly system to maintain. 844 

Mr. Chokanis, Well, I would like Mo to go and look at it and try to fix it in the 845 

near term. I do not know if that is going to be a less costly option, but the way we 846 

are with our finances, we could definitely get a quote and see what that looks like. 847 

But we need to get running. It has been going on for what four or five minutes 848 

now. On and off. So, I would say we can let Mo try to do what he can to fix it and 849 

get up and run. And then yeah get an option to convert it. I guess. But I think it is 850 

good as it is. But let us look into it. 851 



Ms. Kramer, All right. So, no action is needed at this and we will leave it in 852 

your hands. Anything else from the field at this point? 853 

Mr. Hayes, If I can make a comment on the grinds. There were some grinds 854 

that were supposed to be completed. There were two more spots that were 855 

supposed to be completed today. They got wet so they could not finish it 856 

yesterday. And if so then that whole list is completed. 857 

Ms. Kramer, And a couple of months ago our conservationists, Catherine 858 

Bowman, was out and reviewed all the areas. She did find a lot of, a fair amount, 859 

of new growth in some of the areas. That information has been passed on to Brad 860 

Vinson on staff. And he will be working to treat them. But again, he is reiterating 861 

that we all know the pace at which it grows is phenomenal. So, just be aware that 862 

he is struggling to keep up with it all. Any other field items you know, of since 863 

Jeison, 864 

Mr. Hayes, I mean, you are all aware with the fencing that is been removed as 865 

far as, 866 

Ms. Kramer, That came off a week later. 867 

Mr. Hayes, And you know, as it stands right now, there is no not going to be 868 

any fining to the District, because the fence has been removed and taken care of.  869 

Ms. Kramer, The signs are down? 870 

Mr. Hayes, The signs are all removed. And we will save the posts. We asked 871 

them to do that.  That's about it. 872 

Ms. Kassel, So, I would like to just inquire we get these reports all the time. 873 

Assigned to Benchmark or whatever. We have said before these reports are nice, 874 

but without. There are things I know that for months ago were on that report and 875 

have not been addressed. I can think of two just off the top of my head. For 876 

example, the power washing of the sign and the sundial. Right? It  has black mold 877 

down it. It was probably four or five months ago that it was reported that that 878 

needed to be addressed. Also, the Clock Tower, that now houses that house, that 879 

need power washing. It is probably from March or April that that was in the list. I 880 

am sure there are many items on the list that have just, it is one thing to make a 881 

list of things that need to be addressed. It is another to actually address them. So 882 



personally, I would like to see more of a spreadsheet about with these items and 883 

when they were completed, because we keep on getting the list, but things do not 884 

get completed. What is the point? What is the point of making the list? 885 

Ms. Montagna, Is the shared doc or drive that you guys were doing is that? 886 

Has that not been kept updated? I let you all know what the link is to access it. 887 

Ms. Kramer, That we can check up at the end of the meeting. 888 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, because that is where your point where it was supposed 889 

to be updated on the projects, and when the completion dates, and all that. So, if 890 

that has fallen off, 891 

Ms. Kassel, It would be helpful if that link under review services was just in the 892 

agenda each month so that we could take a look at it.  893 

Ms. Montagna, We can absolutely do that. If the Board is ok with that. We can 894 

do that. 895 

Ms. Kassel, I would like to see it. 896 

Ms. Montagna, Sure. 897 

Ms. Kramer, Any other comments? Oh, and I have put in a request to make 898 

sure they save the signposts. Those are the architecturally designed signposts. 899 

Ms. Kassel, Last time that it was. I was voted down. 900 

Ms. Montagna, Well, yeah, you asked to leave them up. And then she was not 901 

here at that meeting. And then she had said, wait a minute, can we at least keep 902 

them? I know that was voted to take the whole entire thing down, 903 

Ms. Kassel, And throw it away, because we don’t have storage. 904 

Ms. Montagna, Correct. 905 

Ms. Kassel, So, we need to amend or revise that vote here, because the vote 906 

was to discard. So, I move that we rescind the vote. 907 

Ms. Kramer, It has to be someone off prevailing the side. 908 

Mr. Leet, Is that what happened? The signs have been taken down and we still 909 

have the posts. Do we have a place to store them? 910 

Ms. Montagna, So, the Board voted yes to take the entire sign down. Post and 911 

all and discard them. So, they were taken down. Teresa asked, she reached out 912 

and said, can you at least keep these posts? They are architectural post. Just 913 



keep them instead of throwing them away. And to my knowledge, the field staff 914 

has done that. 915 

Mr. Hayes, I know. It has been since then, to my understanding, 916 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, They were there on Sunday. 917 

Mr. Leet, So, if they have a place to store the posts from the old signs and that 918 

is not going to be a cost of hardship, then I would, 919 

Ms. Kramer, You will ask them, for re-consideration?   920 

Mr. Leet, Yeah 921 

Ms. Kramer, So, would you like to make that motion? 922 

Mr. Leet, I will move to reconsider that, or would it be to amend to save? 923 

Ms. Kramer, You can make a new motion to save?  924 

Mr. Leet, I moved to save the post from the side. 925 

Ms. Kassel, Do we need to rescind the previous motion? 926 

Mr. Eckert, I think at this point, I do not really think that you have formally 927 

adopted Robert's rules or not. All my districts, I say we do not formally adopt them 928 

for this reason. So, I think if you say, I moved to modify it in the last motion that 929 

was passed, so that we are going to go ahead and keep the post. 930 

Ms. Kramer, So, do I hear a second one?  931 

Ms. Phillips, I am. Second. 932 

Ms. Kramer, I have a motion in this second. Any discussion.  933 

Ms. Kassel, Where are we going to store them? 934 

Ms. Kassel, I think you can in the new garden shed? I think, 935 

we can find room there. 936 

Ms. Kramer, The garden shed offered when it is built, storage. Yeah. All right. 937 

All in favor?  938 

Ms. Kassel, I 939 

Mr.Leetr, I 940 

Mr. Chokanis, I 941 

Ms. Kramer, I, Ok. Oh, motion passes unanimously. Thank you. We will be 942 

saving the posts because they have a lot of different uses. 943 



Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Leet, 944 

seconded by Supervisor, Phillips, with all in favor, the Board 945 

approved to save the architectural posts from the developer 946 

signs removed in Harmony CDD.  947 

 948 

Ms. Kassel, One more question.  949 

Ms. Kramer, Yes, ma'am. 950 

Ms. Kassel,  951 

We had discussed boulders to help protect the curves. I had reached out 952 

because that was back in April or May. It is now September. I have reached out 953 

and asked him what the status was. And he said that you requested by email, the 954 

Children play signs be installed instead.  955 

Ms. Kramer, That has been a long time ago too. We did. Jeison and I were 956 

going. Jeison asked that I join him to show him where the boulders should be 957 

placed. We went around to those areas that were of concern. Where there is like a 958 

T or a sharp turn where we do have our curbs. We noticed in two locations there 959 

had been no damage to landscaping or anything ever because they had some 960 

time, I do not know who it was, in the past had placed a directional sign and then 961 

the Children at play sign in two locations. That would prevent a vehicle from going 962 

over the ribbon curb and the grass. So, we talked about it, wanted to bring it back 963 

to the Board. That placement of those signs will serve the same purpose as the 964 

boulders a lot less expensively. And, we have seen the boulders actually moved 965 

by the big shingle delivery trucks. And which would mean that our staff would have 966 

to try and go out and wrestle those boulders back in place. Which I do not think 967 

would be a task we really want them to do, because it is a very heavy lifting task. 968 

Ms. Kassel, So, what happens to the signs when those companies come 969 

through. 970 

Ms. Kramer, If they hit them, they will significantly damage their vehicle instead 971 

of just driving over boulders. They will actually hit them and then we have to 972 

replace the post. But that would be a lot less expensive. So, if the Board would 973 

consider that in place of, I am not sure we were going to try out in a couple places. 974 



I do not think they have been up yet, but it appears to be a good working solution 975 

for that. And that should the, the staff that is there now should be able to get that 976 

up really quickly. 977 

Ms. Kassel, Well, apparently, they have already been purchased this, because 978 

Lynn's email said that they already have them. So, apparently the decision was 979 

made and signed for purchased.  980 

Ms. Montagna, That is correct. 981 

Ms. Kassel, So, do we need to vote on anything? 982 

Ms. Kramer, I think it would be a good idea, because I think we did vote. Did 983 

we vote on the boulders?  984 

Ms. Montagna, Yes, 985 

the boulders were voted to be put in. And the vote was Supervisor Kassel was 986 

to meet with Jeison walk the areas and determine what type of boulder were going 987 

to be placed there. And, there was a few comments of places that boulders could 988 

be obtained. So, that was the conversation in the vote. 989 

Ms. Kassel, Right. And then I followed up several times. Jeison emailed me 990 

photos. From which I could not determine the size of them. There was not 991 

something of an estimable size next to them so that I could say, ”Ok, these are 992 

this big and those are this big and those are that big.” And then the next thing I 993 

heard when I followed up was that you had met with Jeison and signs had already 994 

been ordered and the Board had not been consulted. So, I would just request that 995 

the Board be included. And I will. Since the signs have already been bought and it 996 

seems like a reasonable change. In addition to my request that the Board be 997 

consulted before something is done, I will move to revise my vote to purchase 998 

boulders to instead approve the purchase of Children and place signs to be 999 

installed by the ribbon curbs. 1000 

Mr. Leet, Also, move. 1001 

Ms. Kramer, I have a motion in a second. Do I hear any further discussion? 1002 

Mr. Leet, About how much did these signs cost a 1003 

piece? 1004 

Mr. Hayes, They were like, I do not know. 1005 



Mr. Leet, Low enough that they were able to,  1006 

Mr. Hayes, I mean, I thought they were $12.00, or $13.00. Teresa even 1007 

provided some other website. But we were looking at fast signs and website. We 1008 

found them really inexpensive. 1009 

Ms. Kramer, It was a stop gap. If we could not get the boulders or boulder 1010 

decision was not made, something needs to go in to prevent our ribbon curbs from 1011 

coming up. 1012 

Ms. Kassel, But meanwhile, it's been five months, they have been in and 1013 

nothing is there.  1014 

Ms. Kramer, That is right. 1015 

Ms. Kassel, So we have a motion and a second. 1016 

Ms. Kramer, All in favor.  1017 

Ms, Kramer, Mr. Leet, Mr. Chokanis, Ms. Kassel, and Ms. Phillips, I. 1018 

Ms. Kramer, All right. All opposed? Hearing none the motion passage 1019 

unanimously to substitute “Children at Play,” signs for boulders in an effort to 1020 

prevent large vehicles, or any vehicles, from rolling over our ribbon curves and 1021 

landscaping. Thank you. 1022 

 1023 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel, 1024 

seconded by Supervisor, Leet, with all in favor, the Board 1025 

approved to not use boulders at alley ribbon curbs and to 1026 

purchase and install “Children at Play,” signs to prevent 1027 

vehicles running over ribbon curbs and landscaping.  1028 

 1029 

Ms. Kassel, Get the signs up quickly. 1030 

Ms. Montagna, Yes, I am sending a message. 1031 

Ms. Kramer, Anything else on, you said you might have a couple of things. 1032 

Ms. Kassel, During Supervisor's requests. 1033 

Ms. Kramer, Oh, I'm sorry. Ok. Anyone else have anything for field? 1034 

Ms. Kramer, Hearing none, we will move on to our District Engineer. 1035 



Ms. Kassel, Watch your head, David. 1036 

 1037 

B. District Engineer 1038 

 1039 

1. Five Oaks Drive Storm Sewer System Analysis 1040 

 1041 

Mr. Hamstra, Good evening, everyone. David Hamstra here District Engineer. I 1042 

have six items to go over this evening. I will make them quick. First one, is Five 1043 

Oaks dry flooding and brought up in public commons and it was brought up also at 1044 

the last meeting. We have done what we call a hydraulic grade line analysis to see 1045 

the capacity of the pipe, versus the area that is getting to it. And the current pipes 1046 

are on the ground are too small to convey the water that is getting into the pipes. 1047 

Hence the reason we are having, I call it, surcharging at the sag of the system. 1048 

The pipes vary in size from 15 inches to 18 inches only. Roughly gets about two 1049 

acres of land that gets to it, and that system is controlled by one of the ponds 1050 

within the golf course. So, similarly to what we are doing for other CDD’s, whether 1051 

you are interested in upsizing one or two segments of the pipes to improve their 1052 

capacity, to address the localized flooding issue the right way. 1053 

Mr. Hamstra, And if you are, I can give you a cost estimate for the next 1054 

meeting, but we did finish the analysis and the pipes are too small. 1055 

Ms. Kramer, What was that?  1056 

Mr. Hamstra, Hydraulic grade line analysis. I will send you the actual document. 1057 

You have got figures and exhibits and computations and so 1058 

Ms. Kassel, what size pipe is recommended to be, 1059 

Mr. Hamstra, It will probably go from an 18 inch to at least a 24 inch, and then 1060 

the 15 inch may go to an 18 inch. It is easy when you cross the golf course 1061 

because it is an open space and you start getting within the right a way. That is 1062 

when the costs escalate quickly. So, we will look at if we upsize the pipe and the 1063 

road to the pond that will go a long way of improving the capacity, or if we have to 1064 

do another run a pipe within the right way. But I can provide those calls for the 1065 

next meeting. 1066 



Ms. Kassel, And this is the CDD responsibility? Is nobody else that could be 1067 

responsible? 1068 

Mr. Leet, County Road. 1069 

Mr. Hamstra, It was designed permitted built or the plans. I think it has been too 1070 

many years to go back to the Engineer record.  1071 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. County roads and bridges typically will come out and do if it is 1072 

actually in the roadbed itself. They will change out the pipe there. But anything 1073 

outside of that falls to us. This is my understanding. 1074 

Mr. Leet, So, that means that the County might then do the under the road. You 1075 

should have to, 1076 

Mr. Hamstra, I would have to give the analysis to make sure they concur their 1077 

findings. If they are willing to share the cost.  1078 

Ms. Montagna, Which one are you talking about?  Number? 1079 

Ms. Kramer, Three. 1080 

Mr. Hamstra, Sorry, I was wrong. 1081 

Ms. Montagna, It is ok. You jump around. 1082 

Ms. Kassel, I would like to hear both what, whether the County will shoulder the 1083 

cost for replacing under the road and then also what it would cost the CDD to 1084 

replace the back into the pond from the, 1085 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So, you will bring that back next month? 1086 

Mr. Hamstra, Whether they are willing to cooperate or share the load and bring 1087 

back the approximate cost on your end if they are. 1088 

Mr. Leet, Ok. And rain will not give here for a minute. So, knowing that it is a 1089 

pipe capacity issue, if we did have a major rain event, is that just telling us that it a 1090 

longer time for it to drain to a safer passage level? Or is there also an increased 1091 

risk of it being clogged? Being a smaller pipe and a much longer duration this 1092 

year. I love a Dark Sky. We have CDD properties back there. That if there is 1093 

heavy rain, it might flood, it might even get into some people's backyards. But in a 1094 

matter of hours, it is. So, with that analysis, is there anything that would tell us? 1095 

Like, what is the cost of not acting? And, like if we do have a major rain event, is it 1096 



just it would be there for like three hours versus one hour, If we replaced it? It will 1097 

not back up at all if we replace it. 1098 

Ms. Kassel, Or, six hours verses four hours. Right? 1099 

Mr. Hamstra, So, there is two things. That depends heavily on the pond is 1100 

discharging too. So, we got to make sure that pond is ok and working like it 1101 

should. Since they are small diameter pipes. And it is lined with a bunch of trees. 1102 

We assume the pipes are clean. They could be partially clogged. Which can make 1103 

the matters worse, because the storm event we look at is not what you guys have 1104 

been getting, you are getting less events, right? That is leading to it. So, it leads 1105 

me to believe even though they cleaned it, there might be issues inside the pipes. 1106 

The last thing we look at is the capacity of the inlets. Are the inlets too small to 1107 

capture what is coming into it. So, those will all be brought forward to the County 1108 

and then to see if they will cooperate. They were very helpful in the estates when 1109 

that issue was going on. I will reach out to the same gentleman and just see if we 1110 

can get some dialogue going on. 1111 

Ms. Kramer, We have that same issue right where Cat Briar comes into the 1112 

Five Oaks round-a-bout it is on actually Cat Briar, and even in a small storm event 1113 

it backs up there too. So, if we are going to have people out here working, you 1114 

may want to look at that one too. 1115 

Ms. Kassel, And we may also, I do not know if pays to have APS do a camera 1116 

view of the pipes from the pond to from wherever where we have. To see if there 1117 

is a blockage in the pipes and maybe there is blocks. Maybe there is trees and or 1118 

maybe there are roots or whatever. But I do not know if you need to replace the 1119 

pipes anyway. 1120 

Mr. Hamstra, Well, they could tell us that there is root intrusion. They can tell us 1121 

that the joints have separated and there is dirt coming into the pipe. So, we can do 1122 

a budget, a closed-circuit televised camera inspection. They are pretty much; they 1123 

will block the end pump the pipe out dry. Run the camera through there, and then 1124 

see if there are other issues. 1125 

Ms. Kassel, My question is in paying for that, if they find stuff, are we going to 1126 

have to replace the pipe, anyway? Is that a redundant expense to do that?  1127 



Mr. Hamstra, No. That cost should probably, I am guessing from what they are 1128 

doing for this lake, $2,000.00 or $3,000.00. So, it is a good x-ray, what is going on 1129 

underneath if you do not see. 1130 

Mr. Leet, And would that maybe, if there were blockages that were able to be 1131 

repaired versus a full replacement, that might tell us that? 1132 

Mr. Hamstra, Well, with the joint survey, you can do joint repair, But wea re still 1133 

saying the pipe is too small. But I am not recommending replacing the entire 1134 

system. Maybe just the downstream end. So, if I know we are going to make it 1135 

bigger, I am not sure if it is worth the camera work in the downstream end. But 1136 

maybe the upstream end, where I do not plan on touching it. The upstream main 1137 

is the of the area that floods and then it kind of bucks and goes to the pond. 1138 

Ms. Kassel, But it never used to. Right. 1139 

Mr. Hamstra, Well, that is why you have something going on. We do not know 1140 

about. Which is like a root intrusion, or, 1141 

Ms. Kassel, Which is why I am suggesting it. But, 1142 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, I do not know if this additional development out on this end 1143 

contributes at all. Or if it would even get down, I do not know what they, 1144 

Mr. Hamstra, Does not take much to set the scales on a 12 inch to 15 inch pipe. 1145 

You probably not, 1146 

Ms. Kramer, So, in other words, it is too small, but it was getting by for a while. 1147 

Mr. Hamstra, I mean, when they are in there for a while things happen. I have 1148 

seen strange things stuck in there by accident, so maybe. 1149 

Ms. Kassel, Maybe worth getting a quote to have a camera to be done. 1150 

Ms. Kramer, Our district manager can go ahead and approve if it is under 1151 

$5,000.00. She does not want to take responsibility. So maybe we can get that 1152 

done before it comes back next month because we want to move pretty quickly or 1153 

at least know for budget-wise. Ok, what cost we may be looking at here? 1154 

Ms. Montagna, If that is what you want, then I could definitely do that. 1155 

Ms. Kramer, If it is a reasonable amount, we want it scoped first then because 1156 

that could prevent, possibly prevent, us from having to take on,  1157 

Ms. Kassel, A bigger expense. 1158 



Ms. Kassel, Should they put in a bigger amount? 1159 

Mr. Hamstra, I am sure the Engineer is going to come back and say it properly 1160 

sized. And there is modeling has its assumptions you have make. 1161 

Ms. Kassel, 20 years ago, 1162 

Mr. Hamstra, Standards change. Rainfall conditions are changing if you believe 1163 

it or not, but we will get more intense storms. So, when you get that rapid run off 1164 

the pavement, it overloads the inlets, and it does eventually drain. But it could be 1165 

unsettling for those trying to drive through it. 1166 

Ms. Kramer, So, this is just one of those things that it is not anyone's fault? It 1167 

just needs to be taken. 1168 

Mr. Hamstra, I think. So, from what I think Teresa shared with me a month ago, 1169 

photographs from what I heard from a gentleman behind me, and I think it was 1170 

reported last meeting as well. 1171 

Ms. Kramer, I mean, we cannot lay the blame on anyone's feet though, so to 1172 

speak. 1173 

Ms. Kramer, 20 years later. 1174 

Ms. Kassel, Well, actually it is less. It is probably only like 12 or 13 years, 1175 

because they did not, it was a dirt road for a long time. It was not really until they 1176 

started, 1177 

Mr. Eckert, It is going to be an uphill battle if it was permitted and approved by 1178 

the government agencies. that is going to be a defense. 1179 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah. 1180 

 1181 

2. Consideration of Community Maintenance Facility at Lakeshore Park 1182 

 1183 

Survey Proposal  1184 

Mr. Hamstra, All right. Item number two is the survey proposal for the Lakes. I 1185 

call Lake Shore Park, you guys call it park, but Lake Shore Park survey proposal 1186 

for the potential future community maintenance facility. I walked it on Labor Day. 1187 



Checked the statewide contour maps to the actual conditions. It differs enough 1188 

that I am not comfortable doing construction plans based on our aerial topo. There 1189 

are also three abandoned electrical systems that are out there from the school. 1190 

Depending on where we shift this footprint. We want to make sure we get the 1191 

grade right to meet the criteria. We do the sidewalks. So, it is just good practice to 1192 

do work based on a survey, not an aerial map. We can avoid it. 1193 

Ms. Kassel, How much is the proposal? I have not seen it yet. 1194 

Mr. Hamstra, I did not submit it to the group. But anyway, it is $3,986.00. 1195 

Ms. Kassel, And that is to do a survey?  1196 

Mr. Hamstra, It is a topographic survey to locate utilities all above from 1197 

features, all designators by utility providers.  And then we will take that and do the 1198 

construction plans if that location is good. 1199 

Ms. Kramer, Now, how much? Is that for the whole parcel or just for that, 1200 

Mr. Hamstra, What is cross hashed in red is the limits of the survey. I know 1201 

somebody going to say, “We do not need an area that big.”, but once the survey is 1202 

out there, they are mobilized, and they get the control to go out there, it is not a 1203 

big deal. It is getting out there and getting it under way. There is a small parking 1204 

lot. There are 123 electrical service issues. We know this thing is going move 1205 

depending on, 1206 

Ms. Kramer, Possibly. We have a whole section of the community that does not 1207 

want to move back, and it is moving and back. So, that is something. 1208 

Mr. Hamstra, When I was out there, people stopped to ask what you do and 1209 

then they wanted to. So, I am not here to pick and choose. So, it is a broad 1210 

window, topographically utility-wise. We know we have a fire hydrant at the exit 1211 

that was brought up in a pre-application meeting. So, what you see in red is a big 1212 

blanket depending on where this thing is going more fencing and grading the 1213 

sidewalk. This whole sidewalk has got to be blown up and redone. It is all busted 1214 

up from the trees. Concrete heather is not salvageable. So, we just did a big area 1215 

not knowing where this thing is going to gravitate to, based on the public 1216 

feedback. 1217 



Ms. Kassel, This is why when we had this conversation several months ago 1218 

and we had an $88,000.00 price versus something that costs over a $300,000.00 1219 

something cost that looks. I said I believe that that was a very significant 1220 

underestimate of the costs. So, now we were talking $80,000.00 or $100,000.00, 1221 

but now we are talking another $20,000.00 $30,000.00 $40,000.00 to rip up all the 1222 

concrete and we make the sidewalks, and we laid the pad. So, I am, 1223 

Mr. Hamstra, So, I was in there. We did not just drop them exactly there.  1224 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, that would have been $20,000.00.  1225 

Mr. Hamstra, I mean, Greg included that being redone, because we knew that 1226 

was in bad condition. Some of the sidewalks leading to it. You can see from 1227 

Google Earth needed to be worked. So, there is some contingencies in there for 1228 

the unknown. So, I will not be coming back say it is going to be $200,000.00 over 1229 

when we are done. But hearing the public, hearing the discussions, and journey 1230 

with you guys, I do not know where this thing is going to move to. So, that is why I 1231 

decided to crash the line net for the survey, or I can make it a lot narrower and 1232 

drop it $500.00. I figured really at this point, since we do not know where this thing 1233 

is going, the $4,000.00 will be well spent, at this point. 1234 

Mr. Leet, Would it benefit for any other future use of that property as well? 1235 

Mr. Hamstra, Yeah, whenever you guys decide to put there. Whatever else. A 1236 

new slash pad. 1237 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah, love his jokes.  1238 

Mr. Hamstra, I have got a couple more, trust me. 1239 

Ms. Kassel, So, I am wondering if what the cost would be to create a rendering 1240 

of what this facility might look like. That could possibly allay the fears of many 1241 

residents. Because I know that the dumpster is an issue. How that is going to be 1242 

addressed. Now, obviously, the dumpster is not going to be visible. It is going to 1243 

be within fencing and in front of the fencing is going to be landscaping. So, the 1244 

fencing will be somewhat camouflaged, and the dumpster will not be visible. But 1245 

how will we manage the smells? How will we manage the possibility of wildlife? 1246 

Just let me finish. How will we address the concerns about the appearance and it 1247 

affecting the sort of look of that more natural area? I will say for those people who 1248 



are listening, that parcel was always, from the get-go, since 2004, when I first 1249 

moved here, that parcel was quite possibly going to be developed into 1250 

commercial. So, it is not as though that parcel was supposed to remain 1251 

undeveloped. That parcel was always slated for some kind of development, and it 1252 

was mixed use. Originally, I remember they were talking about putting up a bar, 1253 

like a restaurant bar there. And it is one of the reasons I did not buy the parcel 1254 

right there at that corner. That is now what we call the bed and breakfast or what 1255 

we call. So just to put a little perspective on it. That parcel was always slated for 1256 

development. It was never slated to remain a green space. But I would like to see 1257 

some kind of rendering that we can share with our residents who are going to be 1258 

putting out money for this. Or so that we can kind of allay the concerns about it, 1259 

and what we do about the dumpster. Ok. 1260 

Ms. Kramer, I wanted to mention the dumpster. When June and I were 1261 

discussing this. I am pretty sure that what we can do. One, it would be totally 1262 

fenced with probably a white fence, like you see in a lot of areas. In addition, as 1263 

far as the uh dog waste, we can arrange for the pickup of that dumpster to be right 1264 

after the dog waste pick-up time. We do not have to say, the dog waste pick up is 1265 

every Tuesday and the dumpster is on Friday, and you are just going to have to 1266 

suffer with the smell. We have flexibility and we can do things that can allay some 1267 

of the concerns. 1268 

Mr. Leet, So, speaking, flexibility, the dumpster now is near the storage area 1269 

right back from the garden. Right? Would not it be possible for the field staff, as 1270 

they work through the day, to have a 55-gallon drum or something like that? Why 1271 

cannot the permanent dumpsters stay where it is now and just had it be filled up, 1272 

at the end of the day? 1273 

Ms. Kramer, part of it is for the maintenance facility. I do not know if the County 1274 

would allow us to put it somewhere else. They shutter when they hear anything 1275 

going down there. 1276 

Ms. Kassel, Well, there is something down there now. It needs a dumpster on 1277 

its own, does it not? 1278 



Mr. Leet, Well, it is a dumpster. It is not a building. It is not an inhabited 1279 

structure. 1280 

Ms. Kramer, But it is a very large trek up and down that way. 1281 

Mr. Leet, Well, is it worth at least asking? 1282 

Ms. Kramer, Well, what I was going to ask? And again, this is kind of in the 1283 

middle of Harmony but it is not next to any houses. I do not know if the County 1284 

would allow us to have a dumpster off site. But we could propose it when we send 1285 

in a site development plan for approval. Where we were first talking about putting 1286 

the possible field services on the stub out where the apartments are going. 1287 

Ms. Kassel, I do not think are going to allow it. I would be happy to, 1288 

Ms. Kramer, We control that property. That is the one that goes right off of Five 1289 

Oaks halfway between the condo town homes, 1290 

Ms. Kassel, I would like to ask Mike about that.  1291 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah, we would just have to make sure that the use is consistent 1292 

with the County code, and we have to follow the code. 1293 

Ms. Kramer, Again, I do not know if the County will let us move the dumpster 1294 

anywhere, but where the facility is. That is typically a requirement of the site plan 1295 

for the facility.  1296 

Ms. Phillips, And what is that space, when you come out of School House, 1297 

going towards the dog parks? Just to the right of the school, there is a cutout area 1298 

with some kind of, 1299 

Ms. Kassel, Oh, that is a station.  1300 

Ms. Kramer, A lift station. And down there, you are right on top of, if you come 1301 

closer to the school, you are on the gas.  1302 

Ms. Phillips, Oh, I thought maybe it could go right in that little, 1303 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah. But it is all, 1304 

Ms. Phillips, Are there problems where the dumpster is now?  1305 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah. It is part of the community maintenance facility. It has got to 1306 

go.  1307 

Ms. Phillips, No, I meant other problems with rats and smells and that type of 1308 

thing.  1309 



Ms. Kramer, I do not know. Are there rats in there?  1310 

Ms. Kassel, I have not seen rats, but the smell can get pretty bad. 1311 

Ms. Phillips, How often does it get emptied?  1312 

Ms. Kassel, I do not know.  1313 

Ms. Kramer, Again, that is if we are going to put it up here, we are going to 1314 

have to control when it is emptied. When waste is put in it. And that is no question. 1315 

I do not think any of us wants, “Oh, sure.”  1316 

Ms. Phillips, And the thing is when dog waste is picked up, because that smells 1317 

the most. But that could be sealed into something before it is thrown in there. 1318 

There are things to dissolve it. So, they can get some barrels with tight lids. I 1319 

mean, there are other things we can do.  1320 

Ms. Kramer, I think we would have to do whatever, 1321 

Mr. Leet, Let's make sure there is no other choice from the County before,  1322 

Ms. Kramer, Right. Right. For sure.  1323 

A Resident, That is what I would say. 1324 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. We cannot take public audience purchases during the 1325 

meeting. You can email us after meeting. You can call us on the telephone, and 1326 

we can talk to you. But during the meeting. So, that is government rules. We do 1327 

not make the rules. The other thing we can do is try and minimize, find out exactly 1328 

what size we need. I think we have a really small one anyway. It is not one of the 1329 

monster ones. But we can see what the different sizes are to minimize that. 1330 

Ms. Kramer, So the survey, you said it would not drop if we cut that down to 1331 

about 10%? 1332 

Mr. Hamstra, It is $4,000.00 now. If we cut 10% maybe, 1333 

Ms. Kramer, Well, but we are not going to change anything. So, again, I think 1334 

somebody mentioned we could use that. We have found it valuable to use our 1335 

surveys. 1336 

Mr. Leet, Having the one for that other park location was how we were able to 1337 

get such an accurate run up for, 1338 

Mr. Hamstra, That one that Greg did for that location, we had a couple of 1339 

surveys done., 1340 



Ms. Kassel, Now where is the proposal? Oh, so this is the subcontractor? 1341 

Mr. Hamstra, That is the surveyor. There are one or two surveyors we use. So, 1342 

I reached out to Southeastern. 1343 

Ms. Kassel, Move to approve the SSMC quote for $3,986.00 for a topographic 1344 

survey of the portion of VC-1, or VC-10 I think it is called, that is hash marked on 1345 

the drawing, 1346 

Mr. Hamstra, Which is also on the back of the proposal.  1347 

Ms. Kramer, It is on all the deeds as VC-1. The Tax Collector's office just puta, 1348 

or our Tax Property Appraiser’s office put a zero on the end. 1349 

Ms. Kassel, And I was always calling it VC-1. It was corrected to ten. Anyway, 1350 

move to approve,  1351 

Mr. Leet, I will second.  1352 

Ms. Kramer, So, we have a motion and a second to accept the proposal to 1353 

survey the front block VC-1, the portion Hashmark for an hour. 1354 

Ms. Montagna, $3,986.00. 1355 

Ms. Kramer, Any other discussion? There are none. All in favor? 1356 

Ms. Kramer, Mr. Leet, Ms. Kassel, and Ms. Phillips, I 1357 

Ms. Kramer, All opposed? 1358 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas.  1359 

Mr. Chokanis, Yes, me. 1360 

Ms. Kramer, You are opposed?  1361 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas, are you for or against the survey?  1362 

Mr. Chokanis, Against. 1363 

Ms. Kramer, Against. Ok. So, on a vote of 4 to 1 with Lucas opposing the 1364 

motion, the motion is approved to complete. 1365 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel, and a 1366 
second by Supervisor, Leet with Ms. Kassel, Mr. Leet, Ms. Kramer, 1367 
and Ms. Phillips in favor and Mr. Chokanis opposed, the Board 1368 
approved the SSMC topographical survey, totaling $3,986.00. 1369 

 1370 

3. 3136 Dark Sky Drive Swale Issue 1371 

 1372 



Mr. Hamstra, All right. Item number three is a little quicker. 3136 Dark Sky 1373 

swale issue with the pool contractor. I bring forth the response from the pool 1374 

contractor. It appeared from his language, he is absolutely no mood to talk about 1375 

this further, because he thought it was resolved many years ago. I do not know if 1376 

you ride it along or tackle it as a CDD to regrade it. If it really is a problem. But did 1377 

not seem to be any openness to get this resolved. So, 1378 

Ms. Kassel, So did we not have this field staff, 1379 

Ms. Kramer, It is a different one. This is the one closer the sidewalk back 1380 

behind Dark Sky and you can see the slope coming down from the pool. It is a 1381 

Regatta pool. And there is a pretty hefty amount of water ponding behind it. And 1382 

from there, you can actually see the inlet. You can see the slope that should not 1383 

be there. But this sloping and dirt, 1384 

Mr. Hamstra, It can be corrected. It whether we as a group do it or whether you 1385 

go back to Regatta and keep fighting It. 1386 

Ms. Kassel, Was the CDD field staffs’ remedy for the other location successful?  1387 

Unknow, Yes.  1388 

Ms. Kassel, So, I suggest that we just have field services address it and see if 1389 

they can correct it. 1390 

Mr. Hamstra, That is on PJ. The guy we can use for the small projects. I mean, 1391 

he can knock that off quickly and not put the burden on field services. Get our 1392 

tractor, grade all, and do that kind of work. But I can get a quote from PJ with 1393 

Element Environmental, that we use all the time for the small-scale stuff. 1394 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. And, we do have a tractor, that needs a little exercise. So, 1395 

either one. Well just let me know what the costs are, and we will go from there. 1396 

Ok? And the other thing I do want to put on the record is that the information that 1397 

the developer from Regatta Pools provided was not accurate. It has not been 1398 

three years. I must admit it has been two, because I have pictures from all stages. 1399 

Mr. Hamstra, I did a recommendation for him to do it in 2021. 1400 

Ms. Kramer, So I mean they should step forward. But again, if we had a staff 1401 

member on board, then let it go through. There is not a whole lot we can do about 1402 

it now. 1403 



 1404 

4. Update on the Cat Tails 1405 

 1406 

Mr. Hamstra, Item number four, you guys love the cat tails. So, I talked to the 1407 

water quality expert in the Southeast United States. And, he says there are several 1408 

detrimental things that cattails bring. They do shed their coating, I guess annually. 1409 

So, that creates a muck layer which increases the nutrient loading. They tend to 1410 

crowd a good desirable species, that should be in there. And they tend to colonize 1411 

during dry periods and the lake water goes down and they can take over actually 1412 

the entire wet pond. So, it is something that left uncontrolled it can basically both 1413 

quality and quantity impact the pond. So, I know you see the one when you come 1414 

in Teresa, that we looked at a couple of weeks ago from the golf course, that one 1415 

is getting quite extensive. So, I do not know if you want to reach out to Catherine's 1416 

guy who is doing the climbing firm to do that work, or if there are other guys that 1417 

can do removal. Not killing, because if you kill it is going to go to the bottom. So let 1418 

me know how you want as a Board, once you hear that. So, 1419 

Ms. Kramer, We could get three quotes. I am sure there are several groups that 1420 

do that kind of work. Get three quotes on the removal. I do not know that any of our 1421 

ponds have it. It is mainly those golf course ponds that are right there between 1422 

Five Oak and 192 on the West side. 1423 

Ms. Kassel, Just for those who may have been in the north, lived in the north; 1424 

where cattails are something you really want because the common reed is taking 1425 

over everything and pushing out the cattails. It is a different story here, in Florida. 1426 

They are more invasive. They are causing problems here. Unfortunately. I wish we 1427 

could just dig them out and ship them up more North. 1428 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So next month this will be on the agenda with proposals? 1429 

5. Garden Road Aerial Site Plan 1430 

Mr. Hamstra, Item number five has to do with the site plan we have given to the 1431 

County, on the shed building. For Garden Road, garden shed, not a maintenance 1432 

building, garden shed. Teresa added some valuable input in the location. Greg 1433 



made the changes already so that package is ready to give it to the person at the 1434 

County. Let me get them back in a happy place. 1435 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, it has to go. It needs to go in with our building application, 1436 

and I do not think we have the Engineer drawn yet for the building permit. Do we, 1437 

Lynn? 1438 

Mr. Hayes, No, that is a whole other topic to discuss with the Board, if you would 1439 

like to hear. 1440 

Ms. Kramer, Well, yeah. If you give us a brief update, can we, 1441 

Mr. Hayes, Sure, I would be happy to. Well, 1442 

Ms. Kramer, I asking our current presenter, if it is ok, or if you want to go on the 1443 

last one, or can he quickly give us an update? 1444 

Mr. Hamstra, I do not mind.  1445 

Mr. Hamstra, And the last thing I have is to do with Mike, we are merging with 1446 

Benchmark next month. 1447 

*Everyone laughs* 1448 

Ms. Montagna, Well, he did say he had a couple more. 1449 

Mr. Hamstra, Yeah there might be one more. Thank you. 1450 

Ms. Kramer, Lynn, if you want to tell us where the garden shed is, 1451 

Mr. Hayes, Yeah, at this point it has been back and forth. Let me come back 1452 

around. So, the Board approved the  1453 

shed purchased with Ever Safe. In summary, their project manager and 1454 

Carports Anywhere is the manufacturers and installs. So, between the last 1455 

meeting and now we found this information out. I worked with Council to get the 1456 

agreement revised and shared this with the Chair. Then sent it back to them to 1457 

review and sign. We wanted to be on section 2B of the agreement which is the 1458 

commencement start and an anticipated start and end date or installation of the 1459 

shed. At this point, they got it back. They signed it, but they will not fill in the TD 1460 

section for the start and end, because the building has not been ordered. Which is 1461 

in my mind kind of backwards and I will let Council speak to that. I was looking for 1462 

them to put an anticipated date start, and even if it is slightly exaggerated because 1463 

there is a whole process of getting a building and getting the drawings together. 1464 



There is a six to eight week lead time. So, at this point, I  turned it back to the 1465 

District Council and ask for some advice. They are not going fill that information in 1466 

until the building is ordered. The permitting process has started and, 1467 

Ms. Montagna, And that requires just for us to put a deposit in? Or to purchase 1468 

the whole thing? 1469 

Mr. Hayes, The whole thing. It was encompassed of the deposit which in turn 1470 

gives us the sign and sealed Engineer plans that we need. And it also includes a 1471 

final payment which is not due until they actually bring the building and install the 1472 

building. Which the balance due is $5,016.00, if I remember correctly. So, we are 1473 

at an impasse at this point and bring it back to the Board and ask what you want 1474 

to do, at this point. I will let Mike briefly speak on this. If you would not mind 1475 

summarizing. 1476 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah, Lynn has been working really hard on this and, and 1477 

communicating with Kate in my office. I am always hesitant to have you sign a 1478 

contract that has no completion date. So, you are going to pay money and you 1479 

have no assurances as to the date that it is completed. And therefore, I'm sorry, 1480 

go ahead. 1481 

Ms. Kassel, Well, I am sorry. I meant to talk after you were done, but I am 1482 

wondering if we can have something in instead of like a drop-down completion 1483 

date, a date like a period after the permit is obtained, that they would fill out. Right. 1484 

So, they do not know when the permit is going to come. And that may be part of 1485 

their hesitation in putting a date there. But maybe if we amend it to say that the 1486 

contractor will install within six weeks or eight weeks after the permit is received. 1487 

Mr. Eckert, Right. And who is doing the permitting? Is that you or is that them? 1488 

Mr. Hayes, We are doing the permit. They are doing the drawing. 1489 

Mr. Eckert, Ok. So, then they do the drawings. And you can do that if the Board 1490 

is comfortable with it. Say if we are doing the permitting, from the issuance of the 1491 

permit, you get it done within so many days. 1492 

Ms. Kassel, Hold on. Because we have to put in a pad. do we have to put in a 1493 

pad for it?  1494 

Mr. Hayes, Yes. 1495 



Ms. Kassel, After permitting is done and the installation of the pad, because they 1496 

could baulk at that. So, anything that we need to do, make the day six or eight 1497 

weeks after those requirements are done. Maybe they will not block it. 1498 

Mr. Eckert, Do you need to have a start date within so many days? And when 1499 

the pad is on. The pad is going to come after the permit. It is the first step within 1500 

so many days and then it has to be completed within so many days after that 1501 

requirement start date. I mean that is fine. We are happy to do that. But what we 1502 

were getting was we are not going to agree to anything, because we just do not 1503 

know. 1504 

Ms. Kramer, The one thing I would do also, is I want a date when we can get the 1505 

Engineering. Because they are providing the Engineering. I do not want them to 1506 

not provide the Engineering. 1507 

Mr. Eckert, Which is why it is always better just to have some liberal dates in 1508 

there, that are more from this point. 1509 

Ms. Kramer, If this would make them feel, 1510 

Ms. Kassel, Maybe we say that they will provide the Engineering drawings to us 1511 

within one week after we place the order. 1512 

Mr. Hayes, And pay the deposit. Which is $1,126.00.  1513 

Mr. Eckert, So let us run it that way. I think we can take care of that. But again, 1514 

we just could not have nothing. 1515 

Ms. Kramer, Thank you for the update. I appreciate.  1516 

Mr. Hayes, You're welcome.  1517 

Ms. Kramer, The next item on our agenda is our District Council. 1518 

 1519 

C. District Counsel 1520 

 1521 

Mr. Eckert. There are three items on the agenda and one that is more of an 1522 

informational request.  1523 

 1524 

1. Discussion on VC-1 1525 

 1526 



Mr. Eckert, The first one is discussion of a prior conveyance to the District back 1527 

in 2019. The District took some land that took a conveyance of some land that was 1528 

subject to debt assessments. However, those debt assessments were not paid off 1529 

by the seller and they were not paid off by the CDD at the time. So, the CDD 1530 

technically owns land that used to have a debt assessment on it. And what we 1531 

pledge to our bondholders is the debt assessments. And what the District has been 1532 

doing is the District has been paying the annual assessment for that for that parcel. 1533 

This raises an inconsistency with your Master trust’s signature, that we have to 1534 

solve. This is something that came to light from my review of the note in the audit. 1535 

And again, it was not a finding of the audit that anything has been done wrong. It 1536 

was just something I was like. Well, first, the CDD properties are not subject to 1537 

liens. So, you do not have a debt assessment lien because of that. And second, 1538 

when you own a property, you cannot also have a lien on your own property. 1539 

Because it all merges and you get the whole bundle of rights of ownership. So, 1540 

where we are at today is you really have two options to fix this. And in fact, these 1541 

options were discussed some time ago with your prior counsel. Who said you 1542 

talked to Bond Council about this, but I have no way of verifying that. Either the 1543 

District would have to pay the remaining debt assessment on the property, or we 1544 

would have to engage Bond Council and attempt to negotiate an agreement with 1545 

the trustee and the Bondholders. So that you could substitute a contractual 1546 

obligation to pay an amount equal to the assessment for the debt assessment lien, 1547 

because right now you told the Bondholders you got debt assessment lien on all 1548 

the property when they really do not. At this point in time, the District does not have 1549 

a lien on that property. So, those are your two options to fix it. Angel has done 1550 

some more research on this. I will tell you that, paying the remaining amount is 1551 

certainly going to have the least amount of transaction cost. If you want to do it that 1552 

way. If you want to try to work out an agreement where you are just paying on an 1553 

annual basis, you have got to track down the Bondholders. Which there may be 1554 

one or there may be 100. And then you have to engage the Bond Counsel to help 1555 

with that as well. So, those are your two options. I am happy to talk about either 1556 



one of them more, but Angel has some more information, I think she wanted to 1557 

present to the Board. 1558 

Ms. Montagna, So this is the paper you have in front of you. With this is two 1559 

parts, right. Number one, this is your financial standing right now as it sits right 1560 

now. As of August 23, 2023, the number at the top. That is what you have 1561 

currently, in your reserves. You currently have $60,440.00. And these are the 1562 

things that are remaining that we need to come out of that top note. You have your 1563 

accounts payable. You have the Trustee fees, that have to be paid the remaining 1564 

amount needed for Fiscal Year 2023 to finish out. Even though there is only one 1565 

more week, but stuff kind of comes in late. We have not paid the landscape or 1566 

those types of things that is a very conservative number. And then there is the 1567 

money set aside that has been set aside from day one of this transaction for VC-1. 1568 

So, in orange, you will see that is the payoff. Leah gave me that payoff today. So, if 1569 

we were to do all these things that leaves you with the last number, at the bottom, 1570 

remaining available for first quarter of 2024. Which will be short, because typically 1571 

we run about $200,00.00 to $250,00.00 a month for expenditures. Ok. So, and I 1572 

have talked to Mike about this, and he can update you on that as well. You have 1573 

the money to pay off the VC-10 without going into reserves and that type of thing. 1574 

However, I talked to our accounting and the finance director before I came here 1575 

today. He had asked, “yes, you have the money to pay it off. You absolutely do. 1576 

But if Council is ok and the Board is ok, he would recommend, because we are 1577 

going to be so tight, getting to the end of this year. And getting into the first quarter, 1578 

if you would make that payment in late December.” Mike and I talked about it 1579 

previously before the meeting started, to get it cleaned up, before the end of the 1580 

calendar year. And I will let Mike give his opinion on that. Which to me with the 1581 

holidays and stuff. I would say if the Board does approve that, and Mike says it is 1582 

ok. I would go back and tell Steven that we need to write that check before the 1583 

holidays. So, I would say mid-December. So, that way it is actually cleaned up by 1584 

the end of the calendar year.  1585 

Ms. Kassel, I am wondering, if this has been going on since 2019. Can we just 1586 

continue what we have been doing? 1587 



Mr. Eckert, Yeah, in my opinion, that was a mistake in 2019. And that is not 1588 

consistent with the Bond Covenant that you have in place under your Master 1589 

Trusts Indenture. And my recommendation is you fix it. Not keep doing what you 1590 

have been doing. Which is again inconsistent with your Master Trust Indenture. 1591 

Where this can be a problem is if you ever go to refinance your bonds and things 1592 

like that, you have to make various assurances when you refinance, that you have 1593 

complied with your Trust and Venture obligations before. So, I think it is something 1594 

that needs to be fixed. And one of those, one of those two options I cannot 1595 

recommend to you to do something that is inconsistent with the Invention. 1596 

Ms. Montagna, And I will tell you, to tag on to what you just said, I reached out.  1597 

I have been trying to piece this together for a while. I did reach out to Ackerman, 1598 

which was the original Bond Council on the 2015 Bonds. Which this tract was a 1599 

part of. So, I reached out to them just to get some history and background. And I 1600 

have his email in front of me. We concur with Mike Eckert, the CDD cannot not 1601 

impair its bond obligations, by purchasing properties subject to assessments, 1602 

without paying off the assessments. And he goes on. The bottom line is he is 1603 

saying, and I also followed up with a phone call this morning, That he is not 1604 

surprised that it happened. However, it is not permissible, and you are in default, is 1605 

essentially what he said. And it can get very costly if Bondholders come or 1606 

somebody does something. It can get very costly. So, he does concur with Council. 1607 

And he also told me that he was not part of Ackerman and was not consulted, back 1608 

when this was done. That was just a question I was asking myself. Because your 1609 

minutes reflected that your current Council did reach out too. So, I assumed, my 1610 

own assumption, that it would have been like the original Bond Council. That they 1611 

have no record of that. Not to say it did not happen or who they reached out to. I 1612 

do not know. But he does recommend paying it off and not going down the process 1613 

of trying to get the Bondholders. Because it is going to be very time consuming and 1614 

very costly. He is saying that the minimum you are looking at is $40,000.00, but he 1615 

expects that the process would take a lot longer and will very much exceed that 1616 

cost to be able to do that. 1617 



Ms. Kassel, So, I am still very confused by these numbers. I do not really know 1618 

what they mean. I look at this balance sheet and look at the balance sheet that we 1619 

have $500,000.00, as of August 31, 2023. We still have $554,000.00 in operating, 1620 

an unsigned fund. So, I do not know. I do not understand. 1621 

Ms. Montagna, That was in August. So, we had stuff come out already from 1622 

September, right? You have not seen the September Financials. Which is why 1623 

those numbers do not tie. That is why I had this done. This is done as of today. 1624 

These are your actual numbers as of today. 1625 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah, but they are not, they are not lining up like, 1626 

Ms. Montagna, No, it is just a summary. 1627 

Ms. Kassel, I do not really understand what these numbers are I do not feel 1628 

comfortable making a decision, tonight. I want time to look at this and understand 1629 

what is going on. I do not understand why it says the debt service is $319,000.00 1630 

here, but here the payoff is $230,000.00.  1631 

Ms. Montagna, I think they are also kind of referring for interest, because you do 1632 

have interest payments on that. If I am not mistaken. 1633 

Mr. Eckert, You definitely have interest payments, but I do not understand where 1634 

the $319,000.00, came from. I was not your Counsel then. I cannot comment on 1635 

that, but it seems like if you went ahead and paid it off, you are going to have some 1636 

money left over, that is not going to have to be used for the next 10 years of 1637 

interest. 1638 

Ms. Montagna, If you look back, 1639 

Ms. Kramer, $79,000.00. 1640 

Ms. Montagna, If you look back in your previous budgets, which is kind of what I 1641 

did last night all of your budgets going back, if you look on Exhibit A, this number 1642 

has been there. And every year that number has gone down because you have 1643 

made that $26,000.00 debt payment. This was well before my time, as well. But 1644 

the audit actually shows $254,000.00 or something like that. 1645 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah $263,000.00. 1646 

Ms. Montagna, $263,000.00 is what the audit noted in the last audit. That was 1647 

the balance of that VC-1 property. And the payoff that Leah got today is 1648 



$238,060.50. I cannot answer that where that $319,000.00, came from or where 1649 

the original. I was not part of that. And the only documentation that we have is not 1650 

a whole lot. and it is kind of piecing together and reading minutes and, and all that 1651 

stuff. And unfortunately, when we asked your last Council for a release of records, 1652 

that we did not have, we did not get anything. And I am not saying that these 1653 

documents would have been in there, or they would not have been. So, we pieced 1654 

it together, by what we had, and this money has been in there ever since this deal 1655 

was done. I can tell you that much. The number has changed because you all paid 1656 

X amount every single year. 1657 

Ms. Phillips, So, I understand we have been paying $26,000.0, a year.  1658 

Ms. Montagna, Per your agreement, yes. 1659 

Ms. Phillips, And if we kept doing it, it would eventually get paid off.  1660 

Ms. Montagna, Correct.  1661 

Ms. Phillips, But we need to pay it off now. So, in the long run, it is not going to 1662 

cost us anything. It can save us money, but it is coming up with the cash, now. 1663 

That is the problem. 1664 

Ms. Montagna, Correct. 1665 

Ms. Kassel, But we will. It is paid. It should be paid out of the Series 2015 debt 1666 

service fund. Not out of our operating or, our reserves. 1667 

Mr. Eckert, Well, there are no assessments on this property going into the debt 1668 

service fund. I am assuming that you guys are cutting a check and putting in the 1669 

debt service fund from the general fund. 1670 

Ms. Montagna, It is and that has been noted in your budget every year. When 1671 

the conveyance was made and the deal was structured, this was pulled from the 1672 

tax roll. When that was done. So, no assessments have been collected to pay into 1673 

that. So, the only thing we can put together, is when this deal was done, whatever 1674 

the purchase price was, that money was set aside. And every year you have just 1675 

been writing a check from your money, to pay that amount that was agreed upon in 1676 

the structure. Which is $26,000.00. 1677 

Mr. Leet, So tell me if this is accurate. So, I have the budget right here and it 1678 

says Series 2015, that service was a VC-1 and that budget is $319,000.00, and 1679 



that is a signed fund balance. That is money that we already have, that is set 1680 

aside, for that purpose of paying off over the remaining life of the bond in to 12 1681 

more years or whatever it is. But we are learning now that we cannot keep paying 1682 

that. There is nothing contractually holding us to that, as required by the bond 1683 

indenture. So, we have the money that is set aside to pay this off over the life of 1684 

the remaining bond. But we need to either enter into a contract to formally pay it off 1685 

over time as we have been doing. But, now with a signed contract behind it, which 1686 

would be expensive to get executed, with all the unknown bondholders. Or use the 1687 

money that we have set aside to pay it off. And I think just the general agreement 1688 

is ok. Let us wait a few months, until the 2024 taxes start to come in. So, we are 1689 

not depleting our, 1690 

Ms. Montagna, You can make sure you can pay your expenditures for the first 1691 

quarter. That is all. It would be very tight. You could write the check tomorrow and 1692 

we are not disputing that. But the only request was if Council was ok with that 1693 

recommendation to the Board if we made that payment in mid to late December. 1694 

That way you are not running so tight. Because if you do it tomorrow, it will be tight. 1695 

That is all.  1696 

Ms. Kassel, Well, if you do this I would prefer to wait. I mean, I understand you 1697 

want to get it done this year, but I prefer to wait until you contact somebody. 1698 

Ms. Kramer, I would rather get it done sooner than later. But I understand our 1699 

cash flow issue. When I added up the numbers and the difference. If we are paid 1700 

off today, we would be able to have an additional $89,000.00, out of that 1701 

$319,201.00.  1702 

Ms. Montagna, Correct. 1703 

Ma. Kramer, That is the difference. And that would go added into the 1704 

$388,939.00, would end up being $477,939.00. That is still short of what our 1705 

reserve should be. Right? 1706 

Ms. Montagna, For the first quarter. Yes. Because you run about $250,000.00, a 1707 

month for expenditures. Between $200,000.00 and $250,000.00. 1708 

Ms. Kramer, That is $600,000.00 1709 



Ms. Montagna, Right. So, here you already have $200,000.00 set aside. Right? 1710 

And, we just said that is very conservative number, 1711 

Ms. Kramer, But that is the amount needed to finish this year. To finish what will 1712 

be due within the next two or three days. Right?  1713 

Ms. Montagna, Which may not be enough.  1714 

Ms. Kramer, I am not looking at that at all. That is it. So, we will still be short on 1715 

our operating reserves. So, although I would like to pay it off as soon as possible, 1716 

because if the Bondholders got wise, so to speak, in a lower interest rate time 1717 

would have been willing to say I will turn a blind eye. 1718 

If they spot it now, they may call it in now and try to get their money out of it. 1719 

And I would want it to endanger all of our bonds. I sure do not want to have to 1720 

come up with what my payoff is to my home right now. 1721 

Mr. Eckert, Sure. No. I do not think anybody would want it to get to that. I have 1722 

not researched all the different scenarios that could happen. What I think you have 1723 

got to do is you got to come up with a plan. Then I have to take a look at what your 1724 

disclosure obligation is, in implementing that plan, and when you make the 1725 

disclosure compared to when you fix the issue. So, I have got to look at that issue 1726 

and I will not have an answer for you until the next meeting. Because I did not 1727 

know what you guys were going to choose to do here. Certainly, the information 1728 

that Angel gave me before the meeting seems to indicate, my concern is. It is 1729 

expensive to go and get Bondholder consent. I had a client pay $50,000.00 on a 1730 

board. Signed a piece of paper on something that was not affecting them 1731 

negatively at all. So, I think that if you wait until December, when you get your 1732 

money in. I think that is good. I mean, the bondholders do not want the District to 1733 

be in jeopardy of not meeting it is obligations that does not help their bonds. 1734 

Ms. Kassel, And, we have every year since 2000. 1735 

Mr. Eckert, I understand that, but the problem is that the Bondholders rely on 1736 

foreclosure and/ or the sale of tax certificates, to get their money. And you could 1737 

have a CDD Board which we saw in 2007 and 2008 that said we are just not going 1738 

to pay it anymore. And then the Bondholders say, “Ok, we will foreclose on the 1739 

property, or sell the tax certificates.” Well, we are not on the tax roll, and you 1740 



cannot foreclose on government property. I mean, we have got to be proactive in 1741 

resolving it, but there is a disclosure issue that we will look at. But really, I do not 1742 

think the Board needs to make a decision tonight. But you need to give staff some 1743 

direction which way you went ahead with this, so we can set it up to get it done. 1744 

Mr. Chokanis, All right, I do not see anything happening, like upsetting in the 1745 

near term. Maybe next year, at some point time. But I think we will be fine and I 1746 

think with our financial situation, we have to tread lightly on how we go about 1747 

spending our cash flow. Spending $50,000.00 to look at this bond situation. I think 1748 

that is a little more extreme, with the way we are strapped for cash. So, that is my, 1749 

my two cents, but I think we should just hold off on this. 1750 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So, what do you mean by hold off on this, Lucas? Hold off till 1751 

December? 1752 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah. I do not think we should pay off right now. Once we get 1753 

some more cash flow. I do not think people are going to go running for their bonds 1754 

and trying to cash out anytime soon. I think we can wait till we get to some more 1755 

cash flow and revisit this down road. 1756 

Mr. Eckert, We all have a disclosure obligation. You can either disclose it and 1757 

say we are thinking about it, or you can disclose it and say, here is our plan, here 1758 

is what we are doing to rectify it. 1759 

Ms. Kassel, What if we table this discussion until October? Until we have more 1760 

time to understand, 1761 

Mr. Eckert, I think that is reasonable, if you wanted to do that. I think that is fine, 1762 

but, 1763 

Ms. Kassel, Table the discussion until October, until the next meeting. 1764 

Ms. Kramer, Developing a plan. We need to develop a plan in October. 1765 

Whatever that plan may be. Now, I understand if we go to reach out to the 1766 

Bondholders, and you have to get all of them to agree with my understanding. So, 1767 

if one gets out, we are back to paying it off.  1768 

Ms. Kassel, Well, it sounds like you are thinking about paying it off anyway. It is 1769 

a matter of when. It is a matter of when to disclose. But because this is really just 1770 

introduced to us, over the last few days, and I do not have an understanding, I do 1771 



not feel like I can make any decisions about this now. I think we table the 1772 

discussion and plan making. Thank you so much. 1773 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. We will table it until, October. 1774 

Mr. Eckert, I happy to talk to any Board members outside of the meeting. To 1775 

give you the background that I am aware of. 1776 

Ms. Kramer, And you will provide us with the information, as to what our 1777 

disclosure obligations are? I do want to say that the reason I am very hesitant to 1778 

kick it out further down the road past December, is because it really puts us in a 1779 

bad state. Should we have to go back to that bond market. It is like destroying your 1780 

credit rating. And the other thing is that just because we have not tripped up yet. It 1781 

is frustrating that this whole thing is where we are. We could have paid it off years 1782 

ago.  1783 

Ms. Phillips, But we have a legal obligation to do the disclosure. And if we hold 1784 

off too long, we could be in trouble. Then we will really have to spend a lot of 1785 

money. It could double, because, 1786 

Ms. Kassel, I think it is a good argument to the Bondholders that we want to 1787 

continue paying our bonds. So, we need to be fiscally responsible about when we 1788 

are able to pay this. To make sure we can continue paying our bonds and our 1789 

obligations. And if that means we do not pay it off until January, because that is the 1790 

right conservative financial plan. And I think that, it is a month or two. If that is what 1791 

our plan is, because we are going to have more revenue from the tax collector 1792 

based on, the assessments. Then I cannot see that they are, 1793 

Ms. Kramer, Well, we will talk it over in October, and see what the right month is 1794 

to pay it off. But then seems like that is where we are going. 1795 

Ms. Kassel, Ok. Yeah. 1796 

 1797 

2. Discussion of status of Ownership and Maintenance of Stormwater 1798 

Management 1799 

Facilities in the Enclave and North Lake 1800 



 1801 

Mr. Eckert, The second item is discussion of status of ownership and 1802 

maintenance of storm water management facilities in the Enclave and North Lake. 1803 

So, there has been a flurry of deeds and affidavits and surveyor and all that going 1804 

on with some of the new plants up there. One of the issues that I have discussed 1805 

with the Board before, there is a large pond, called Track K 900, that when it was 1806 

brought to our attention or we discovered it, but there was a deed out there from 1807 

an HOA to the CDD for that track. This Board never accepted it, this Board never 1808 

reviewed it. Your Chair was kind enough to provide me with the settlement 1809 

agreement that was worked out among all the parties to even get that flat signed 1810 

that said, “Track 900 was not going to go to the CDD. And working with that 1811 

Developer’s Council we have a quick claim deed that is set to go from the CDD 1812 

back to the HOA. It still reserves all the easements, we got in the settlement 1813 

agreement, and in the HOA declaration and things of that nature. So, that is how 1814 

we are going solve that issue. As long as the Board is ok with that. And it would be 1815 

consistent with the settlement agreement. So, I do not think I need more Board 1816 

authority on that. Because again, we are just trying to get that back. Yes? 1817 

Ms. Kassel, Just to clarify and make sure I understand correctly. What you are 1818 

saying is their HOA is going to take responsibility for that Tract and not the CDD. 1819 

Yes? 1820 

Mr. Eckert, Correct. Yeah. In fact, the problem with this, to HOA was not even 1821 

an effective deed. I call it kind of a wild deed. So, because the HOA was never 1822 

deeded the land, formally from the Developer. So, we had this deed out there and 1823 

the county thinks that we own it. Which we did not own it. So, this is our way of 1824 

fixing it. Short of litigation. So, we got that. There was also an issue where the 1825 

developer was asking the CDD to sign some easements for OUC to come in. But 1826 

again, these were over tracks that we did not believe were ever intended to go to 1827 

the CDD. And, we refused to sign those easements, because we did not want to 1828 

accept ownership of those properties and the maintenance responsibilities. They 1829 

finally figured out that they could do a survey or affidavit, to correct that. That 1830 

those would go back to the HOA and then they could go ahead and sign the 1831 



easement. So, we did not have to sign those easements. So that is kind of the 1832 

status. It looks like most of those things are getting worked out. This is really a 1833 

question for David, the Chair and I talked about this just briefly. The district is 1834 

going to be on the Stormwater management permit, and the CDD needs to agree 1835 

to do what is required by the permit, but nothing more. We are not going to be 1836 

mowing around those lakes and doing that sort of thing. So, I just want to make 1837 

sure the Board knows that. At least that has been my understanding of what we 1838 

are willing to do from the CDD. But, if anybody has any different thoughts, let me 1839 

know. And David I do not want to, 1840 

Mr. Hamstra, When you say only mow. I mean if the structure gets clogged or 1841 

something breaks, are we, 1842 

Mr. Eckert, If it is required by our permit for us to fix it, then I would think that 1843 

would be a CDD issue. Unless we can determine somebody did something 1844 

intentionally to damage. Somebody went out with a sledgehammer and broke up 1845 

all our concrete structure. Then I think we would go after them, to do it. But the 1846 

CDD, if they are going to be on the permit, they are going to have the permit 1847 

maintenance responsibility. 1848 

Ms. Kramer, For the pond. So, it will be things like the golf course ponds where 1849 

we are required to maintain the structures and the water quality and quantity. But 1850 

we will not be mowing the pond banks.  1851 

Mr. Eckart, Right. So, we just need to make sure when we accept responsibility, 1852 

we are not accepting more than that we just talked about. 1853 

Ms. Kramer, Have they approached you more, or given you the aspects 1854 

statement? 1855 

Mr. Hamstra, I have not got the as builts, but their Engineers must have emailed 1856 

me three or four times, asking me to sign something blindly. Which I have been 1857 

waiting till this all got sorted out. 1858 

Ms. Kramer, Well, thank you. Just make sure we get those as builts, so we know 1859 

what we are maintaining. 1860 

Mr. Eckert, We have requested them and just do not sign until we do.  1861 

 1862 



3. Discussion of Potential Spending Authorization Resolution to Supplement 1863 

Procurement Policy 1864 

 1865 

Mr. Eckert,  the third thing, I think that is working itself out, which is good. And 1866 

then the third thing is discussion of potential spending authorization resolution to 1867 

supplement procurement policy. You all can take action on this tonight, or not, or 1868 

defer it. But basically, in all of my Districts, I have a spending authorization 1869 

resolution. Which clearly says, ok, here is when people can spend money. There 1870 

are continuing obligations. Here is when they can spend money when it is a non-1871 

continuing obligation. And here is what we do in the event of emergencies. So, I 1872 

have just provided a draft resolution that is in your agenda package. You all have 1873 

really good procurement policies too. That I think has saved you all some money. 1874 

So, if the Board wants me to, we could try to kind of marry the two policies to 1875 

make sure one is not redundant and two make sure that it actually is added value 1876 

to the District. So, if you have not had a chance to look at that, we can address it 1877 

at a different time. But our recommendation is that you do have some sort of a 1878 

spending authorization resolution that is kind of along the lines of what we 1879 

prepared there. 1880 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah. 1881 

Mr. Eckert, And you have not had it for a while, so I think it is fine. 1882 

 1883 

Mr. Eckert, And then the fourth thing which is not on there, is just I took a hard 1884 

look at all your policies, resolutions, and rules that you have in place. To see is 1885 

there something missing. Like a prompt payment policy or public participation 1886 

policy, things like that. I have just not looked at those. I am just bringing that to 1887 

your attention at some point. If somebody wanted to compile all this together and 1888 

give them to me rather than me, go search through to find everything. That would 1889 

be the most efficient thing. I am not looking for work, but I just want you to know 1890 

that I have not gone through there to say, ”Hey, I think you might want to change 1891 

this, or this is based on a statute that was repealed two years ago.” Those sorts of 1892 

things. So, if at any point you want me to do that work, I am happy to do that work.  1893 



Ms. Kassel, When we have more of a budget, 1894 

Mr. Eckert, That is completely up to you. 1895 

Ms. Montagna, Wes and I discussed this a while back. I am doing that right now. 1896 

They have not had their rules looked at or updated in a very long time. I am 1897 

putting together, all the resolutions from  establishment on down. Kind of 1898 

compiling everything red lining some stuff. And then I was going to send it over. 1899 

What we talked about, and Teresa was part of this conversation with Wes and I. 1900 

Angel, obviously it would be cheaper for you to get all this stuff and then send us 1901 

the red lines, so we can just kind of glance at it and say, ”Ok. Yeah. They do not 1902 

have this, and we need to do this.” So, I'm in the process of doing that. I hope to 1903 

have it done over the next month to month and a half. And have everything 1904 

compiled, for you guys. 1905 

Mr. Eckert, I can wait and look at it whenever the Board tells me they want me 1906 

to. 1907 

Ms. Montagna, Right. It was going to come to them first, and with the red lines 1908 

and all that kind of stuff. Then they would give direction to staff. 1909 

Mr. Eckert, It is really just to make sure you all know that I was not out there 1910 

looking at that stuff to comb through it. That is, all I have, but I am happy to 1911 

answer questions, unless I missed something. 1912 

Ms. Kramer, I think you got a phone call. 1913 

Mr. Eckert, Oh, yeah. I got a phone call from somebody saying that they were 1914 

the Developer of the 377 Unit apartment complex. Wanting to know how he could 1915 

use CDD bond financing to help with their public infrastructure over there. And, 1916 

and I told him I am not your attorney. I represent the Board, but if you want to 1917 

present something to the Board, you need to put it in writing. You need to say 1918 

exactly what you want the Board to do, and what your development is. What your 1919 

timeline is? How much bonds are you talking about? What is the infrastructure? 1920 

Are you going to pay off the existing bonds, or are you going layer these bonds on 1921 

top of them? I do not know anything about it. So, I said if you put something in the 1922 

letter and provide it to me, I will make sure the Board gets it and then the Board 1923 

can decide what they want to do there. You are under no obligation to do 1924 



anything. And the only thing I would say is in the event that you would want to look 1925 

at doing something here, it would only be so that you could have input in making 1926 

sure that whatever the final result was as good as it can be. If that is not a 1927 

concern, then there is really no benefit to the District to proceed with that. But 1928 

again, until we have something in writing, it is not real. 1929 

Ms. Kramer, And that is all. Any questions from any Board members?  1930 

Ms. Phillips, I do. Can I go back? I do have a question on the disclosure on the 1931 

$230,000.00, Is there a timeline? I assume the disclosure means from the time 1932 

you discovered it. Is there a time when you have to give them the disclosure? Is it 1933 

like 90 days? 1934 

Mr. Eckert, that is part of the research that I need to do? I have not looked at 1935 

your continuing disclosure agreement that you went into with the 2015 bonds. So, 1936 

any time you enter bonds you have certain disclosure on. 1937 

Ms. Kramer, I thought it was a legal thing that the disclosure had to be made. 1938 

Mr. Eckert, No, it is going to be governed by the agreement as well as the IRS 1939 

rules.  1940 

Ms. Phillips, Ok, Very good. Thank you. 1941 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. Any other questions, before I let go of Council? Lucas, You 1942 

have anything? 1943 

Ms. Kramer, Dan. 1944 

Ms. Chokanis, I am good over here. 1945 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. Thank you, Lucas. 1946 

Mr. Leet, Yeah, I mean it was going to be during Supervisor requests. 1947 

Ms. Kramer, All right, we will move on to the District managers’ Business. 1948 

 1949 

D. District Manager 1950 

Ms. Montagna, I only have a couple of things and I think that that Lynn would 1951 

have. No, maybe it is all mine. I got an email from Zachary Gonzalez from Oceola 1952 

County about resurfacing Five Oaks Drive. The resurfacing of Five Oak Drive has 1953 

been completed. However, there are some areas that are in need to be cleaned 1954 

where the dump trucks turned around and or stained the curbing. The contractor 1955 



has been notified. I am awaiting the schedule and if we need anything in the 1956 

meantime, please let them know. So, that is just kind of an FYI for you all.  1957 

 1958 

1. Discussion Regarding Verbatim Minutes 1959 

 1960 

Ms. Montagna, Second is the verbatim minutes. The ones you saw, Teresa, it 1961 

was the format or a forum that she used. Which was Amazon. 1962 

Ms. Kramer, I use the Amazon transcribe. So, for about $10.00 or so I was able 1963 

to get Amazon transcribed to take the recording to transcribe it over and it would 1964 

give you speaker one, speaker two, speaker three. I then took the document, and I 1965 

went through it and made corrections, assign the names to each one of the 1966 

speakers and made the corrections of our “Ums” and all that type of language. 1967 

Ms. Kramer, Going all the way through it and everything and came up with a 1968 

really nice-looking package. It took about 11 hours. Now that was learning the 1969 

system. And while I was doing it, I was also writing up an instruction manual for 1970 

whoever in Inframark will take over to make it quick, Do a lot of universal searches 1971 

and find and replace and things like that. So, it should really slim down the thing. 1972 

Now, I have given it then to Inframark. Angel is going find out what all they did. I 1973 

just asked them to basically do a quick review and the text boxes they indicated in 1974 

what they did from what I handed, and it took another 11 hours, and I do not know 1975 

how, 1976 

Ms. Montagna, 10. 1977 

Ms. Kramer, I don't know.  1978 

Ms. Montagna, And I do not either. I told Teresa that I would ask Kristee for 1979 

what she did. I know she kept track of the time, but I will ask her exactly what she 1980 

did. So, we can kind of look at that. So that is kind of where we are at. So, we will 1981 

use that same format, 1982 

Ms. Kramer, And I will just go ahead and provide the instruction manual to you 1983 

send, 1984 

Ms. Montagna, You can send it to me. Yeah, I think what I want to do is, you all 1985 

have seen Brenda's Minutes. She does great minutes. She is familiar with the 1986 



voices and everything. And have her go through it and do it on this format and it 1987 

will kind of give us a baseline of how long it is going to take. I know she is 1988 

probably a little bit better than others, but we can kind of give or take a little bit 1989 

there and kind of get a baseline. 1990 

Ms. Kramer, So, we are heading towards working out this problem. 1991 

 1992 

2. Discussion of Website-Campus Suites Onboarding 1993 

 1994 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah. So that is that. Campus suite, I talked to them. So, a 1995 

couple things, I know David Farnsworth sent an email in saying this particular 1996 

thing is an ADA compliance. When we send whatever we send does not matter, 1997 

agenda, a document, a picture, whatever it is that we want posted on the website, 1998 

they have 48 hours to make that document ADA compliant. So, if you realized 1999 

whatever reason your normal report was not in there this month, which is originally 2000 

what he had questioned. So, I had to take that, put it in there, revise the agenda, 2001 

put it on. So, they are still within their 48 hours to get that revised. And then your 2002 

expenditures invoices were sent separately. As you told him in the email, which 2003 

was absolutely correct. So, I just want to cover that, number one. Number two, I 2004 

talked to Ted at Campus Suite, because I think the question that was arose, we 2005 

want some more historical documents on our website. And is it going to charge? 2006 

Because according to the contract, it says you are allowed 1500 pages of 2007 

historical document. It was, but there was still a question and so I called and 2008 

answer of that. I mean, you are well over that 1500 pages now, you are almost at 2009 

like 3500 now. And they have never charged us but wanted to get confirmation. 2010 

So, Ted is aware of it. We are going to have a call tomorrow, and he is going to 2011 

confirm it. And I am going to ask him to confirm it in writing. I do not know how 2012 

much stuff you want on there. I think the goal was to get your website cleaned up 2013 

because it was very cumbersome. So, I guess I need to know, what are you 2014 

looking to put on there. How much? Do you want to go back to inception? that is 2015 

an awful lot of stuff. So, that is what they originally, 2016 



Ms. Kramer, I think what they had done originally David had put through 2017 

inception. And the Board, before my time came, said no, we have to keep seven 2018 

years of records. So, just cut it down to seven years. So, that is seven years of 2019 

back minutes and pack it back on the website. 2020 

Ms. Montagna, We do not have to if we keep that.  2021 

Ms. Kramer, Statutorily. 2022 

Ms. Montagna, we keep it as your record keeper. 2023 

Ms. Kramer, I know. But what I am saying, statutorily we do not have to do that. 2024 

However, I have found it enormously beneficial. 2025 

Ms. Montagna, Ok. So, seven years is what you want? 2026 

Ms. Kramer, That would be good. 2027 

Mr. Leet, All right, in the scheme of data storage, we are talking about, a few 2028 

PDF files. So, in the industry wise, in the grand scheme of things, it is a pretty 2029 

small amount. 2030 

Ms. Kramer, And also, 2031 

Ms. Montagna, I am not a tech person, so I do not know. 2032 

Mr. Leet, I know.  2033 

Ms. Kramer, And our rules, I think should be on there. Anything else 2034 

historically? 2035 

Ms. Montagna, So when you say seven years, you are talking seven years of 2036 

minutes? 2037 

Ms. Kassel, Financials. 2038 

Ms. Kramer, And agendas. 2039 

Ms. Montagna, Well, your financials are in your agenda packages. And your 2040 

minutes are in your agenda packages. So, do you want them separated out or do 2041 

you want just counting the agendas? 2042 

Ms. Kramer, Well, the final minutes are not in the agenda packages. 2043 

Mr. Leet, Yeah. We have minutes being approved here in the agenda. But then 2044 

they would be a final, executed copy would be published separately as here is a 2045 

standalone. Here are just the minutes as they were approved and are now 2046 

published for, 2047 



Ms. Montagna, Right. Minutes. What else? 2048 

Mr. Leet, We had the financials. Being able to look at what is going to be going 2049 

and the approved budget or amendments to budget. Yeah. 2050 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, your budget is already on there. That seven years of 2051 

minutes, standalone approved minutes, seven years of agendas, which include 2052 

your financials. Anything else besides minutes and agendas? 2053 

Mr. Leet, Resolutions maybe. 2054 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, Rules and Resolutions. 2055 

Ms. Kassel, The Resolutions are in the agenda. 2056 

Mr. Leet, Yeah, they are in the agenda, but here a list of year by year. Here is 2057 

everything that was, 2058 

Ms. Montagna, You want resolutions from inception? 2059 

Mr. Leet, No, I think we are talking about the difference of whether having three 2060 

or something or seven or something. It does not seem like a big ask. 2061 

Ms. Montagna, Ok, so you want seven years of resolutions? 2062 

Mr. Leet, It is basically, that is what we had previously. So, this way, yes, we 2063 

have streamlined the website. It is definitely easier to use and navigate. But at the 2064 

same time, we are not taking away anything that we were previously providing to 2065 

residents. 2066 

Ms. Kassel, I have not had time to go through the website, because it was off. It 2067 

was not functional for a while. And so far, I am not finding it intuitive to navigate. 2068 

But there were things on the old website that were about our obligations to 2069 

maintain ponds and there was just a whole bunch of data on their. Information on 2070 

there that residents could look at. It was kind of easy to find. And the main page 2071 

laid things out. So, it was easy to understand where you could find things with 2072 

links to things. I would also, I know we talked about this once before, I know there 2073 

is some bad blood between us and the HOA or at least some of us and the HOA. 2074 

But I would like to have a link to the HOA website for people, because they do not 2075 

know the difference between the HOA and the CDD. I would just like on one of the 2076 

pages or maybe on the main page.  2077 

Mr. Eckert, We have a, 2078 



Ms. Montagna, So, when you put links though, my understanding is, 2079 

Mr. Eckert, Is the HOA page ADA compliant? 2080 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, it has to be ADA compliant. Whatever links we put on our 2081 

website; those have to be ADA compliant as well. Or we cannot, 2082 

Ms. Kassel, Well, we can at least put a phone number and an email address. 2083 

Ms. Montagna, Absolutely. 2084 

Mr. Eckert, Absolutely.  2085 

Ms. Kassel, I don't know if they are ADA compliant. I do not know if they were 2086 

required to be. 2087 

Mr. Eckert, But private companies are getting sued for them not being a 2088 

compliant, like grocery stores and things like that. 2089 

Ms. Montagna, The other thing to remember is you have a 30 day out. You do 2090 

not like this website then you can go back to your old one like that. 2091 

Ms. Kassel, Well, I do not like it at all. To be honest, I do not like how it is not 2092 

intuitive. At least the other website you could always, it was intuitive how to find 2093 

things. I thought we were going to have a search feature. That is the thing that I 2094 

really wanted. So, say I am going go back and search the minutes for all our 2095 

conversations about perennials or annuals or flowers to just use a simple 2096 

example. Because right now, the only way to find it is to open each set of minutes 2097 

and use the control F. And that can be very cumbersome. And I liked having more 2098 

minutes on there also. And I wish there was a section that had our annual budget, 2099 

our annual expenditure sheet, at the end of the year. And I would like to have 2100 

those separate from all the other things. So, a person can look and compare from 2101 

year to year. 2102 

Ms. Montagna, Ok. Do you want to make a motion to go back to your old 2103 

website? 2104 

Ms. Kassel, I do not think we are able to do that.  2105 

Ms. Kramer, No, I mean, we are still willing to work with this. I wanted to go 2106 

back and look at the financials for several years, going back. The old website 2107 

could do that. 2108 

Mr. Leet, And when we just talked about, we would like to add those/ 2109 



Ms. Kramer, Right. So, let us see, once the stuff that is to be added is added. 2110 

And what it looks like. We did not have a search on the old website. I know that is 2111 

frustrating.  2112 

Ms. Kassel, That was my incentive to push for the new one. 2113 

Ms. Kramer, I thought there was a,  2114 

Ms. Montagna, To my knowledge, none of the District websites have them. But 2115 

I can ask,  2116 

Ms. Kramer, I can give you a clue. Now, 2117 

Ms. Kramer, Who do we call? Now if we need, 2118 

Ms. Kassel, Ghostbusters. 2119 

Ms. Kramer, If a board member needs information, about a specific topic and 2120 

needs the historic information.  2121 

Ms. Montagna, Oh, Sandra.  2122 

Ms. Kramer, We call Sandra Demarco, and she will pull that out. They have a 2123 

special searching ability that they can pull that out for you. So, if you need 2124 

something, do that and that will help you a lot.  2125 

Ms. Montagna, So, just so I am clear. I am going to go back, we are going to 2126 

ask for seven years of minutes, seven years of agendas, seven years of financials 2127 

and seven years of Resolutions. 2128 

Ms. Kramer, and the rules. The rules are not set in years.  2129 

Ms. Montagna, No. Right. The District Rules. They should be there anyways. 2130 

Mr. Leet, Yeah, there is an order to establish. I think so. Well, there are 2131 

amendments to it that are already there. The main part of it is just these file names 2132 

that could be maybe made a little more descriptive and friendly for someone that 2133 

is browsing to see. Oh, this is the rules. This is the third amendment to the things 2134 

like that. 2135 

 2136 

3. Consideration of Relocating/ Digitizing/ Disposal of Storage Boxes 2137 

 2138 

Ms. Montagna, Got it. I will let them know. Um, next is the consideration of 2139 

relocating, digitizing or disposal of your current storage boxes. 2140 



Ms. Kassel, So, I would like to know, you are the record keepers. Right? I 2141 

would like to know what is in those boxes. You have been keeping those boxes, 2142 

you show what is in them, right? 2143 

Ms. Montagna, So this is the history I got, because this is before my time. 2144 

When Gary Moyer started all these Districts, he loved to keep everything. So, this 2145 

is what he did. You are not the only District that has, I do not know how many 2146 

banker boxes. I think Celebration has 375 banker boxes. So, all these banker 2147 

boxes he wanted to keep everything going back from day one. So, currently you 2148 

have 52 boxes in storage and Carol says they should be any District records from 2149 

old minutes, to as builds, to maps to, to just anything, anything pertaining to the 2150 

District. And back whenever, and I do not know when, the Board chose to keep all 2151 

records. Permanently. So, the monthly cost for that storage was going to be 2152 

$780.00. It is $15.00 a box. You guys did sign a contract to do that. I, 2153 

Ms. Kramer, I need to interject you.  2154 

Ms. Montagna, Well, I have it on file. So, 2155 

Ms. Kramer, Let me finish. 2156 

Ms. Montagna, Well, can I finish my statement? 2157 

Ms. Kramer, Well, this applies., I do not want to let it go by. Ok, when that 2158 

contract which was in 2021 was signed, the question came up about this $15 per 2159 

box and I specifically asked, how many boxes do we have? The answer was 2160 

none. I said, “Then I do not care what the monthly charge is because we will not 2161 

be paying anything.” So, 2162 

Ms. Montagna, I cannot answer that. I'm just telling you what is in the contract. 2163 

That is all I can tell you or what I have. 2164 

Ms. Kramer, but I'm, I'm clarifying that. 2165 

Ms. Montagna, So anyways, if you finally choose to adopt the state GS1-SL 2166 

schedule, you will have 20 boxes of permanent records left in storage. And the 2167 

monthly storage fee would be $300.00, $15.00 per box.  2168 

Ms. Kassel, I have a question.  2169 

Ms. Montagna, Sure. 2170 

Ms. Kassel, What happens to the other 32 boxes?  2171 



Ms. Montagna, They get rid of them.  2172 

Ms. Kassel, Well, so in other words, we are required to keep 20 boxes. I do not 2173 

understand what the “20 box” thing is about. 2174 

Ms. Montagna, You are required to keep x amount of,  2175 

Mr. Eckert, So, the state has a record retention schedule that provides for 2176 

destruction of records. So, I think what the analysis is based on. 2177 

Mr. Eckert, Some that you are required to keep either permanently or a long 2178 

period of time. So, I think the analysis they did is they looked, we got 52 boxes. 2179 

Your policy is to keep everything. Therefore, you have to either keep 52 boxes or 2180 

digitize them and get rid of the paper records. If you go to the state schedule, 2181 

which allows for the destruction of records, after a certain period of time, for 2182 

certain records, I think what they have done is they have said you can probably 2183 

destroy 32 boxes worth of records. You are still going to have 20 boxes that you 2184 

either have to store and digitize. 2185 

Ms. Montagna, Correct. 2186 

Mr. Eckert, Because our state schedule said you can get rid of documents on a 2187 

rolling basis once they get too old. 2188 

Ms. Montagna, So that is what you see in your agenda. What you all choose to 2189 

do, I know Teresa also said when Chris was here, I was not, there was a 2190 

conversation about not having to pay that fee. In that conversation you and I had. I 2191 

think when Chris was here, he was like, oh no, you will not have to pay a storage 2192 

fee or something.  2193 

Ms. Kramer, All I remember was the storage that did not apply to us, because 2194 

we did not need it. I do not know who made the decision to keep 52 boxes. 2195 

Ms. Montagna, Well, I think it was, it was probably way prior in the beginning. I 2196 

do not know which Board, when it came into effect. But that is where you are 2197 

today. And again, like Mike said, you would have 32 boxes that are past retention 2198 

that you can get rid of that.  2199 

Mr. Leet, How old is that? 2200 

 2201 



Mr. Eckert, It depends on the record. Yeah, the type of record dictates how long 2202 

you have to keep it. So, for example, a bond document, you have to keep it until 2203 

basically about two to three years after your bonds are paid off. So, 32 to 33 2204 

years. 2205 

Ms. Phillips, Does this include like the check registers? 2206 

Ms. Montagna, No. 2207 

Ms. Kassel, We do not even know what is in those boxes. We could have,  2208 

Mr. Chokanis, And Mike said that you have to keep a bond for 32 to 33 years. 2209 

But we are going to have to go and look at every box of what is in there. I cannot 2210 

imagine how much time and effort and money to go figure out what is in those 2211 

boxes. I want to make a motion to destroy all the boxes that we do not need. But 2212 

at the same time, we do not know about what is in the boxes. So, I think we are 2213 

getting in a conundrum right now. We should not be paying for boxes in the store 2214 

that we do not need, but we do not know what is in those boxes. 2215 

Ms. Kramer, Well I think what they are saying, in the memorandum that was 2216 

sent out from Sandra, was that she has gone through the boxes and in 32 of the 2217 

boxes, we are not required by statute to keep. And then 20 boxes are things we 2218 

are required to keep.  2219 

Ms. Montagna, It is determining. It is subjective, right. 2220 

Mr. Chokanis, Then I will just make a motion, I will make a motion to destroy 2221 

the boxes we do not need and keep the boxes that we do. Anyone on board? 2222 

Mr. Eckert, We would need a resolution to adopt a different records retention 2223 

schedule. Which we have to bring in your next meeting. 2224 

Ms. Kassel, Ok. So can we,  2225 

Ms. Kramer, We have a motion on the floor. Ok, Hold on a minute. 2226 

Ms. Montagna, Motion to destroy the, 2227 

Ms. Kramer, I have a motion to destroy the 32 boxes that have been deemed 2228 

as past retention. Do I hear a second? 2229 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. Hearing no second, the motion fails for lack of a second. . 2230 



Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Chokanis 2231 

with no second, the motion to destroy the 32 boxes that have 2232 

been deemed as past retention fails. 2233 

 2234 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah, I am sorry, I interrupted you. Any time I hear destroy 2235 

documents, without it being consistent with the schedule I speak up. So, what you 2236 

will need to do if the Board wants to switch to the state retention schedule is we 2237 

would prepare a resolution, bring it to your next meeting. Saying that we are going 2238 

to follow the state records retention schedule, which not only would allow them to 2239 

go ahead and get rid of the 32 boxes, which would reduce your cost on a moving 2240 

forward basis, whether you digitize or store them. It also allows them to take away 2241 

electronic records that are past that retention schedule if you adopt that. 2242 

Ms. Kassel, So, I think we are getting ahead of ourselves. If Sandra has gone 2243 

through those boxes, then she knows what is in them. Let us hear from her, what 2244 

is in those boxes. So that we know before we are making any decision to destroy 2245 

or let go of anything. We have an idea of what we are dealing with. I,  2246 

Mr. Leet, Like Even if it is summarized, 2247 

Ms. Kramer, Ok, I have a question. What if, let us to talk about the 52 boxes. All 2248 

of 52 total? 2249 

Ms. Montagna, Yes. 52 total. 2250 

Ms. Kramer, What if the District sends a representative to pick up these boxes, 2251 

that gets stored in a climate control locked area, and then they can go be gone 2252 

through. By whichever Supervisor may want to go through them. To see what is 2253 

there, and what may be valuable to this District. To digitize them and then keep 2254 

electron.  2255 

Ms. Montagna, Before you make a motion there, 2256 

Ms. Kramer, I am not making a motion. 2257 

Ms. Montagna, I just want to let you know they are located in Coral Springs, 2258 

Florida.  2259 

Ms. Kramer, I do not care.  2260 

Ms. Montagna. I just wanted to put that out there. 2261 



Ms. Kramer, Versus paying $15.00 per a box, every month, to store them. 2262 

Ms. Montagna, I agree. 2263 

Mr. Chokanis, I, 2264 

Ms. Kramer, Because we can rent a storage shed that has about 10 times the 2265 

amount needed to store this for $54.00, a month. And I just cannot see that. If we 2266 

have, and tell me, because then again, we are taking records, required records to 2267 

be saved, out of the hands of our custodian. 2268 

Ms. Kramer, And what is the ramification of that? 2269 

Mr. Eckert, Well it is usually not recommended? If the custodian of the records 2270 

has access to the facility, then I think that it can probably be worked out. It is not 2271 

going to be very convenient, because you are going to have a Board member 2272 

there and you are also going to have a custodian of the records there. I do not 2273 

know how that works. What you might want to do is look at digitizing the 20 boxes 2274 

you have to keep, because I do not know where you are going to go. I do not think 2275 

you want to keep paper boxes anymore. Most Districts do not want to keep 2276 

anything on paper. So, put that off the table. Then you have the 32. Then you are 2277 

looking at, do we move the 32 boxes to a facility that is convenient. That you guys 2278 

can try to go through them or have somebody go through them. I think that that 2279 

probably logistically can be worked out. But you do have a risk of somebody 2280 

saying, “That was in there. But the Supervisor went through it, and I am sure they 2281 

destroy it.” That is a, 2282 

Ms. Kramer, Basically it would be deemed as destroyed for purposes of the 2283 

public records. Because it could be. Right?  2284 

Mr. Eckert, Not right now. 2285 

Ms. Kramer, Not right now. After we adopt it. And then we decided, it could be 2286 

destroyed, but we need to keep it for whatever the story is. 2287 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah. I am sorry. Go ahead.  2288 

Ms. Montagna, What if I offered an easy solution? Why do not I have the 2289 

records shipped to the Celebration office? And if you would like one Supervisor, or 2290 

if all of you want to come, one at a time, different schedules, and look through 2291 

those boxes, you are more than welcome to do that. That way they are not in 2292 



Coral Springs. They are right here in Celebration. Anybody can come and look at 2293 

them. You do not even have to make a schedule, as long as it is between eight 2294 

and five, they will be set up in the conference room. But I do agree with Mike. The 2295 

20 boxes, those are required. You have to keep those no matter what is in them.  2296 

Ms. Kassel, Has she separate them? 2297 

Ms. Montagna, I'm sorry? Yeah. She has. That is why she is saying you have, 2298 

Ms. Kramer, So we do not need to go through those.  2299 

Ms. Montagna, But that is what they are saying. They want to go through them 2300 

though. 2301 

Ms. Kramer, The 32. 2302 

Mr. Chokanis, I got an idea as well. On top of what Angel said. Can you guys 2303 

hear me?  2304 

Multiple Board Members, Yes.  2305 

Mr. Chokanis, So going forward, I think we should digitize everything. Keep the 2306 

20 boxes, somewhere stored, for the next seven years, somewhere where we do 2307 

not pay money for it. Destroy the 32 boxes we do not need, as long as we know 2308 

that we do not need that data anymore. We are good with that. And then move 2309 

forward no one wants to go through 20 boxes and digitize all that. It is going to be 2310 

costly, if we put it somewhere safe, where we know where it is at. We can keep 2311 

that safe and move forward with everything else being digitized. We do not have 2312 

to go through the boxes. I mean, I am not going to go through boxes. I will tell you 2313 

that. But you guys want to? Go for it. But I would say just store the 20 boxes, that 2314 

we need. Destroy the 32 boxes, that we do not need, and then digitize everything 2315 

else going forward. Mike, can you try and make sure that is ok legally and all that 2316 

stuff? 2317 

Mr. Eckert, It is ok legally.  2318 

Ms. Montagna, Ok, and everything now is digitized. And it has been, 2319 

Ms. Kramer, Without a charge.  2320 

Ms. Montagna, Right. Except for these records because, 2321 

Ms. Kramer, You are right. Nothing was ever, 2322 



Mr. Leet, I know from like when we were having earlier discussions about the 2323 

website, there are legal requirements for how those documents are stored. And 2324 

that applies to the 20 boxes. And as long as we were talking about digitizing them 2325 

that,  2326 

Mr. Leet, If is there a cost associated with the digitizing of those 20 boxes? 2327 

Ms. Montagna, $4,000.00. It is $4,000.00. 2328 

Ms. Kramer, And how much would the storage be for, let us say the next 10 2329 

years? 2330 

Ms. Montagna, It is $15.00, 2331 

Ms. Kramer, There is 20 boxes. 2332 

Ms. Kassel, $15.00 a box times 20 boxes. $300.00. 2333 

Ms. Leet, A month. 2334 

Ms. Kassel, $300.00 times 12 equals $3,600.00 2335 

Ms. Kramer, So for me, it is a no brainer to digitize them. 2336 

Ms. Phillips, And I will personally say, I do not have any desire or need to go 2337 

through the other 32. We pay the District manager and Inframark to be the 2338 

experts, and to know. And I am willing to take their word. 2339 

Ms. Kassel, We do not even know what is in those boxes.  2340 

Ms. Phillips, They do. 2341 

Ms. Kassel, I know they do, but that is what I am asking. Can we get Sandra, 2342 

since she has gone through the boxes, to tell us what is in them. 2343 

Ms. Montagna, I can ask her if she can summarize that.  2344 

Mr. Eckert, I will just tell you in my office. When we went through this process 2345 

with other Districts, I would say for a District that is old, probably 10 to 15 boxes 2346 

where agenda packages. 2347 

Mr. Eckert, Which, we already have digital copies of. 2348 

Ms. Montagna, I have all of your hard bound bond books, in my Celebration 2349 

office. That are like this big. So, those are not even in there. But most of them 2350 

agendas, it could be invoices, it could be anything. 2351 

Ms. Kassel, But can we ask to please get,  2352 

Ms. Montagna, I can ask her?  2353 



Mr. Leet, This would be for a resolution next month, to consider changing, 2354 

Ms. Montagna, Mike would prepare the resolution, to be put on the agenda next 2355 

month. 2356 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah, we have a formal resolution that we, you know, do with this 2357 

and the Board to keep everything forever, which they regret. Or follow the state 2358 

schedule, which is more work for your manager to follow in the state schedule, 2359 

because it is easy just to keep everything. It is a lot harder to say. Ok, well, we are 2360 

at the end of this year now, we do not need to keep these anymore. Let us purge 2361 

them. 2362 

Mr. Leet, Keeping everything to the statutory requirements is very costly. I 2363 

think. Are we maybe in unofficial agreement of we may be like the chance to go 2364 

through the 32 boxes, before they are being purged. And at the same time, look at 2365 

digitizing the 20 being paperwork, going forward. That kind of everyone's rough, 2366 

Ms. Kassel, Once we digitize the 20, we do not need to keep the paper copies. 2367 

Mr. Leet, Correct. The 32 are already outside of the statutory requirement. So, 2368 

they can go Celebration or whatever. They do not have that expensive of the 2369 

humidity control or whatever kind of requirements they have for the storing them. 2370 

Ms. Kassel, If we adopt this, then we can remove them from the District 2371 

managers in custody and put them in, 2372 

Mr. Eckert, You have to certify it to the State Record Keeper that you have 2373 

destroyed them, and what you have done with them. There is a process that 2374 

Inframark has to go through. 2375 

Ms. Kramer, So we cannot just keep them ourselves What, 2376 

Mr. Eckert, What I would suggest, is go ahead digitize the 20. Get the other 32, 2377 

adopt your resolution saying that you are going to discard them. Have an 2378 

opportunity for any Supervisor, that wants to go through this 32, to pluck out 2379 

anything they think would be good for the District to have. For instance, an as 2380 

built, it may not be required to be kept, but it may be there, and you may want it. 2381 

So, then you have that and then after the Supervisor has gone through it, that is 2382 

when they get destroyed. Then Inframark can certified to the state, here is what 2383 

happened with these records. 2384 



Mr. Leet, Surveys, and there is definitely value in there, but we do not want to 2385 

be incurring an unneeded cost.  2386 

Mr. Eckert, You are not required to purge if it is something that you want. 2387 

Ms. Montagna, So I just want to make sure I understand, because I am hearing 2388 

like four different opinions here. You want us to, I am happy to get them shipped. I 2389 

am actually going to be in Coral Springs, next week. Happy to get these boxes. 2390 

Bring them to Celebration. But you are asking me on one hand, do you want 2391 

Sandra to summarize it? Because I do not want her to go through that, if I am just 2392 

bringing them to Celebration for you all to go through anyway. You know what I 2393 

mean? Kind of seems like double work. 2394 

Ms. Kassel, Well, we want to know if we need to go through them.  2395 

Mr. Leet, I would say if she has already gone through the process, it might be a 2396 

summary. It might be a very high level, but we do not want to make extra work for 2397 

her, but she has already done some work organizing. We would like to see that. 2398 

Ms. Montagna, Ok. But you do want them in the celebration office? 2399 

Ms. Kramer, The 32. 2400 

Ms. Montagna, Ok. 2401 

Ms. Kassel, Then we will have a resolution about digitizing the 20 next month? 2402 

Ms. Montagna, You do not need that. 2403 

Mr. Eckert, You can make that decision tonight about digitizing them to approve 2404 

that. What you will see next month, will be a resolution that says we are going to 2405 

switch from keeping everything, to adopting the state schedule. Which allows us to 2406 

periodically destroy and purge records, that are no longer relevant, according to 2407 

the state schedule. 2408 

Ms. Kassel, So, then we have to have a motion to approve the digitizing of the 2409 

20 boxes at $200.00 a box. 2410 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. I got one question before we go for a motion. 2411 

Ms. Kassel, I just made a motion. 2412 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. We have a motion on the floor, to digitize the 20 boxes for 2413 

$4,000.00. Do you want here a second?  2414 

Ms. Leet, I will second. 2415 



Ms. Kramer, I have a motion and a second. 2416 

Ms. Kramer, Any other comments? 2417 

Ms. Kassel, Were you going to say something? 2418 

Ms. Kramer, I will say it later because it is not,  2419 

Ms. Kramer, All in favor? 2420 

Ms. Kassel, Mr. Leet, Ms. Phillips, And Ms. Kramer, I 2421 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas? 2422 

Ms. Kassel, Is he still here? 2423 

Mr. Hamstra, 2424 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas? 2425 

Mr. Hamstra, He is gone. 2426 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas is no longer with us, so it is four to nothing.  2427 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel and a 2428 

second by Supervisor, Leet and with all in favor, unanimous 2429 

approval was given to approve the digitalization of the 20 2430 

boxes of records, totaling, $4,000.00. 2431 

 2432 

Ms. Kramer, Now, my question is the other part of that, which is requiring a 2433 

$50.00 annual fee, to maintain them digitally. 2434 

Ms. Kramer, We are not charged now for our digital records. Why would that 2435 

be? 2436 

Ms. Montagna, I do not know, I can ask.  2437 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. 2438 

Ms. Kramer, So right now we are not agreeing to that. 2439 

Ms. Montagna, $50.00? Ok. What about the one time? $250.00 per box fee. 2440 

Ms. Kramer, 20 boxes? 2441 

Ms. Montagna, That includes it. I am sorry. But the $4,000.00, correct? Ok. I 2442 

will find out, and let you know about the fee. That is all. 2443 

Ms. Kassel, That is a $50.00 annual for all of it or for, 2444 

Ms. Montagna, for the 20 boxes. For whatever is digitized. 2445 



Ms. Phillips, Just for the 20. 2446 

Ms. Kramer, I do not understand why that, will those digital files be separate 2447 

than the ones you are already doing? 2448 

Ms. Montagna, I honestly do not know. 2449 

Ms. Kramer, She will out.  2450 

Ms. Montagna, Yes, I will. 2451 

Ms. Kramer, All right. Anything else? 2452 

Ms. Montagna, Are you coming back up, David? Did you have anything to 2453 

finish? 2454 

Mr. Hamstra, I thought I was asked about something after the boxes. I am lost 2455 

now. 2456 

Ms. Kramer, Do you have something else, David? 2457 

Ms. Montagna, I thought we cut you short, because of Lynn. But, 2458 

Mr. Hamstra, No. 2459 

Mr. Hayes, No I said go for it. 2460 

 2461 

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Consent Agenda 2462 

 2463 

 A. Approval of Minutes from the Regular Meeting held on August 24, 2023 2464 

 B. Approval of Minutes from the Regular Meeting held on July 27, 2023 2465 

 C. Review of August 2023 Financial Statements 2466 

 D. Approval of August 2023 Invoices and Check Register 2467 

 2468 

Ms. Kramer, All right. At this time, we will move on to item five. Our consent 2469 

agenda, which includes approval of the minutes from the regular meeting. August 2470 

24, 2023, approval of minutes from regular meeting July 27, 2023, review of 2471 

August 2023 statements, and approval of the invoices and check register. 2472 

Ms. Kassel, So, I went through there the minutes. There was a vote missing, 2473 

which I reported to Angel, for July. Yeah, for a go transcript. There was a motion 2474 

and a second but no vote. There were some minor typos that I did not follow up. 2475 



So, pending those and I just wrote to Lynn and Angel today about it, that we have 2476 

been paying, well that we have been billed hundreds of dollars a month in late 2477 

fees by Toho for months and months and months the whole year. I do not know 2478 

about going back further. I had to look; I did not notice that we were paying late 2479 

fees. Angel is sending me something about that those late fees were not paid, but 2480 

we approved those numbers. And I was told there is some new portal that they are 2481 

moving to. But meanwhile, that was August 3, 2023, that I heard. Here at the end 2482 

of September and they are still charging us late fees. Because we are not paying 2483 

the bills. The bills are not getting paid on time for something. 2484 

Ms. Montagna, The bills are getting paid on time. It is due to Toho switched their 2485 

whole billing system, everything. And I believe it is not only us, but also residential 2486 

as well. It is affecting everyone. And yes, it has been a nightmare. The District, 2487 

yes, it is reflected. You are correct. But the District has not paid any late fees. 2488 

They are hoping that Toho has now got this new billing system worked out. They 2489 

are hoping that starting this coming month, people are not going to see this. It is 2490 

not only you as a District that are seeing it, but it is also residential people that are 2491 

seeing it. It is, from what I am told from Toho and Paula who has been working, it 2492 

is due to them changing their whole entire billing system. And it is been a disaster 2493 

for not only the District but for residents as well. You are not the only District, 2494 

Celebration, and Enterprise. Their water comes through them as well. And it has 2495 

been all kinds of stuff. 2496 

Ms. Kassel, It has been at least three months. 2497 

Ms. Montagna, Oh, it has actually been longer than that. 2498 

Ms. Kramer, It's been three months,  2499 

Ms. Kassel, No. It has been at least January, 2500 

Ms. Montagna, No, since they started seeing it. But they were working on 2501 

putting in their new system way prior to that. So, regardless, you have not been 2502 

paying late fees. And you are right, any time there are late fees, we always, 2503 

Inframark pays them, or we get a reimbursement if they are not supposed to be 2504 

there. Because we are responsible for your bills being on time. 2505 



Ms. Kramer, And there is something else that would help us with this. When I 2506 

get an invoice and it says taxes and fees and things like that. I go to Avid and 2507 

double check it. It typically says that they took out this much and they did not pay 2508 

all that stuff. But if that could be on the invoices, if we could have that information 2509 

so that the question did not arise. That would be very helpful. 2510 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah, I asked for that information a while back. When I spoke with 2511 

Paula, long ago, she was showing me the avid system. I said, I want to be able to 2512 

see the invoices, and the list so I have to click on it. She was like, well, we cannot 2513 

really do that. And I am like, well, then I will not see the value of logging in and 2514 

viewing it. Because what I need to see is what I am getting in paper anyway. And 2515 

if I cannot get that on avid, then I still want it on paper. But what Teresa is saying 2516 

would be even more valuable, because then it would show us; the $700.00, that 2517 

we paid for trees, that you were going to reimburse us, was reimbursed. You tell 2518 

me it was reimbursed, but I do not see that it has been. I feel it is kind of my fiscal 2519 

responsibility, on behalf of the residents, to make sure those things are done.  2520 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah. What can you not see an avid? Because you can see all 2521 

that in avid. You can see the invoice, how much it was paid, if it was short paid, 2522 

you can see all on avid. Are you not being, 2523 

Ms. Kramer, But we cannot see the refund. Like the we paid for the two, 2524 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah no, you would not  2525 

Ms. Kramer, So, stuff like that.  2526 

Ms. Montagna, Ok.  2527 

Ms. Kramer, I had some concerns about some bills, also. I just want to bring it to 2528 

attention. We have asked that we get the more detail for our credit card statement. 2529 

We still are not seeing that. We normally get the receipts from it. So, we know 2530 

what was bought from Amazon, what was bought from Home Depot?  2531 

Ms. Kassel, And was there ever taxes charged. 2532 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, they are not. Everyone has your tax exempt. Like your 2533 

Home Depot account, all that stuff. 2534 



Ms. Kramer, But it still does show up sometimes. So, anyway, like there was a 2535 

charge for $684.00 at Paradise Pool Supply. I was not sure what that was. And so, 2536 

I do not know. 2537 

Ms. Montagna, The credit card receipts are easy to pull. I will talk to Paula 2538 

tomorrow and see what is an easy way to be able to do that separate. Yeah, I do 2539 

not know would have changed.  2540 

Ms. Kassel, that was a few months ago. 2541 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah. And then Lynn, I guess used the Inframark credit card at 2542 

Toho Marine, for $730.00. Lynn, do you remember what that was for? 2543 

Ms. Montagna, Was it for the batteries? 2544 

Ms. Kramer, That is a lot of batteries. 2545 

Ms. Montagna, Was it for the motor? 2546 

Mr. Hayes, No, I got a check for Elco for the, the motor. I would have to look it 2547 

up. I mean,  2548 

Ms. Kramer, Ok, so you are going to get back, and let us know that. But we do 2549 

need that. Ok. Our Toho bills, my concern is that a lot of our usage has gone way 2550 

up on several of these. Which means there must be leaks or problems. And I want 2551 

to be sure that, one, they are getting corrected, they are addressed right away. 2552 

And that two, we are requesting the refund of grants provided that we have fixed, 2553 

provided proof of repair. 2554 

Ms. Kassel, It is possible that now that those zones that have been fixed are 2555 

operating or using water, where it was shut off prior. 2556 

Ms. Kramer, Right. But these are just, these are just outrageously high. They 2557 

should not be. And I know one of them, which was the Harmony Square Drive was 2558 

the area with a major leak. That should be like $2,000.00, coming back to us. 2559 

Ms. Kassel, Schoolhouse Road, one too is, 2560 

Ms. Kramer, Also, that is very high. So, we need somebody, we need to be sure, 2561 

somebody is watching this, other than managing this for us. The total. And not just 2562 

the few that should give us weekly reports on. Instead of just paying the bill, look 2563 

at it and see what the problem is and getting. And we did really good, and Bret 2564 

used to get a lot of that money. And got $22,000.00, back for us. So, if we can do 2565 



that. Our waste connections, I noticed that um our bill for the dumpster, such an 2566 

important part of our existence, went up 15%. Can we check and see if there is 2567 

another dumpster operator in the area? 2568 

Ms. Montagna, We can, but um across everywhere, that was part of the 2569 

budgeting process, when we talked about that. that is part of it that went up. 2570 

Republican. And what is the name of the other one? Some sanitation. They all 2571 

went up about 10% to 15%. 2572 

Ms. Kramer, We can do a comparison.  2573 

Ms. Montagna, Sure. 2574 

Ms. Kramer, So we are getting the best thing for money. Since money is so 2575 

tight. Also, I do not know why the William Scott invoices keep showing up in our 2576 

invoices and payments. There is another one this month that is in there. 2577 

Ms. Montagna, In avid or just in the invoices? 2578 

Ms. Kramer, No, just in the invoices. 2579 

Ms. Montagna, I need to look into avid, because we had several conversations. 2580 

Paula even called it, because she put one in, and I said we are done with that like. 2581 

Ms. Kramer, Right. We should never see them. 2582 

Ms. Montagna, Speaking of that. Celebration asked me to ask you if are you 2583 

willing to sell one of them to them? If not, they are going to go buy a use one. 2584 

They are getting rid of their rentals. 2585 

Ms. Kassel, We have been wanting,  2586 

Ms. Kassel, We just need a place to store the stuff, until we have another place 2587 

to store the stuff. 2588 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So as soon as, yes. Yes, because we want to sell it to them. 2589 

Unless anybody says something different.  2590 

Ms. Kassel, I thought we had two, we wanted to sell to them.  2591 

Ms. Kramer, We have two, if they want two. 2592 

Ms. Montagna, We would take two of them. But if it is not going to happen over 2593 

the next month or so, they are going to want to move on and get rid of their rentals 2594 

and buy some. 2595 



Ms. Kassel, Then probably we cannot, because we do not have someplace else 2596 

to put this stuff. Because it is going to take longer than that, 2597 

Ms. Montagna, Understood. 2598 

Ms. Kramer, So except for those billings, 2599 

Ms. Kassel, Do you want to make the motion? Because you,  2600 

Ms. Kassel, I mean, I move to approve the with amendments to the minutes, 2601 

and the removal of the William Scott invoice, I move to approve the consent 2602 

agenda.  2603 

Ms. Kramer, I have a motion. Do I hear a second?  2604 

Ms. Phillips, I will second.  2605 

Ms. Kramer, I have a motion and a second. All in favor? 2606 

Ms. Kassel, Ms. Phillips, Ms. Kramer, Mr. Leet, and Mr. Chokanis, I 2607 

Ms. Kramer, All opposed? 2608 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas, are you here with us, yet?  2609 

Mr. Chokanis, Yes  2610 

Ms. Kramer, The consent agenda, are you in favor of passing that? The minutes 2611 

and financials. 2612 

Mr. Leet, I think I heard an I. 2613 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. You think you heard an “I”. Ok, Lucas, unless you say 2614 

otherwise, we are putting you down as an I.  2615 

Ms. Kramer, Motion passage unanimously. 2616 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel and a 2617 

second by Supervisor, Phillips and with all in favor, 2618 

unanimous approval was given to approve the amended July 2619 

27, 2023, meeting minutes, August 24, 2023, meeting minutes 2620 

August financials, and the Invoices and Check Register 2621 

without the William Scott invoice. 2622 

 2623 

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Update on Existing Code Enforcement 2624 



Violations-Frontage Fence and Storage 2625 

Containers 2626 

 2627 

Ms. Kramer, Old business, ho is the Code Enforcement? Have you received a 2628 

formal word back from the County on the frontage fence? Lynn? 2629 

Mr. Hayes, I am sorry.  2630 

Ms. Kramer, Have you got formal word back from Code Enforcement that we, 2631 

Mr. Hayes, Yeah. You all are ok. As far as compliance, with regards to the frontage 2632 

fence. And the storage, 2633 

Mr. Chokanis, Can you hear me now? 2634 

Ms. Kassel, Yes. 2635 

Mr. Chokanis, I did approve that motion. 2636 

Mr. Hayes, So, yes. You are in compliance, with regards to the frontage fencing. 2637 

As far as the storage containers, she is still putting that off, with no fines for the District. 2638 

District Engineers presenting plans for the community building, at the end of September. 2639 

Correct? 2640 

Mr. Hamstra, No, the survey has got to be done before first. 2641 

Mr. Hayes, The survey and then the plans. And speaking with Lisa, our contact 2642 

with Code Enforcement, once that has been submitted to the County, and we get some 2643 

form of like a confirmation or anticipated date, I just need to provide that back to her. In 2644 

which she will provide a consent order and she will just wipe it off the slate, until the 2645 

building is built. 2646 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So, we will go through the same process we went through with 2647 

the fence. 2648 

Mr. Hayes, Yeah, we just need some more information to provide back to them. 2649 

Ms. Kassel, The four violations we had on landscaping, they were taken care of?  2650 

Mr. Hayes, Yes. That was presented back to Lisa. We did show her the information 2651 

of the building permits and she understands that those are being maintained now. The 2652 

other two that were the landscapers they are maintaining. So, there are no issues with 2653 

that. So, that should be closed, as well. 2654 



Ms. Kassel, So Jeison is away on a family emergency right now and that is why he 2655 

did not see the fencing come down by the townhouses and could not ask that it be set 2656 

aside. 2657 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, he is not on vacation. His mother had a stroke. So, he had to 2658 

leave kind of quickly. And he is supposed to be back tomorrow barring any 2659 

complications. But we will find out if there are. 2660 

Ms. Kassel, Because I was seeing that come down, and I was wondering myself, if 2661 

anybody had approached them and said, could you just set your fencing aside and we'll 2662 

take it? Of course, we do not have a place to store it. But, 2663 

Ms. Kramer, Right. And the problem also was, is that it was aluminum fencing, and 2664 

it is not really compatible with what we had. It was a three rail versus a four rail. So, 2665 

Ms. Kassel, I do not, 2666 

Ms. Kramer, It is a huge point, at this point.  2667 

Ms. Kassel, But just to address somebody who may still be on the call, the concern 2668 

about we could have used that. And I was thinking the same thing, but it was just a 2669 

really, just a timing and opportunity, a timing window opportunity that could not be 2670 

addressed. 2671 

 2672 

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Consideration of Movie Night Facility 2673 

Usage Applications 2674 

 2675 

Ms. Kramer, Ok, on to your business consideration. Moving night facility usage 2676 

application. I see one in here for October, but on our website, we have a November and 2677 

December already scheduled. Have we gotten those requesting? 2678 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah. So, I had an issue with Jen requesting facility usage. And 2679 

apparently, we have a document, that says it was established in 2019, that says that if 2680 

there are more than 50 people then you have to have Board approval. I am not really 2681 

sure how that document came about and how it was approved. I wanted to revisit that 2682 

and ask Angel to put this on the docket for the Board to review. It is a quite lengthy 2683 



document, but it does highlight if they have 50 people and over for Inframark to be able 2684 

to approve the usage for a facility. So, this is what brought it up. 2685 

Ms. Kramer, Right. Lucas, 2686 

Ms. Montagna, I was just going to say there is way more issues than that. We have 2687 

been having problems. I brought it to the Board previously. A lot of stuff gets posted, as 2688 

far as events and stuff. The applications are not submitted in. The proper insurance is 2689 

not submitted. We have talked about this at Nauseam. I do not know what the Board 2690 

wants to do. We get applications sometimes. Sometimes we do not. Sometimes I do not 2691 

even know that there ss an event, until someone will send me a screenshot. Going, 2692 

“Hey, do you know about this event that is going on?” And I will ask Jeison, and he is 2693 

like, ”No, she has not come to me.” And Jeison talks to Jennifer on the phone. They 2694 

have a good working relationship. Lynn has talked to her several times, as well. 2695 

Sometimes we get it, sometimes we do not. 2696 

Ms. Kassel, I think. So, my conversations that I have had. She feels that if the 2697 

events are taking place in the streets, the streets are not CDD property. So, she does 2698 

not have to submit an application, because she is not on CDD property. And that may 2699 

be why now Movie Night may be an exception because Movie Night may happen in the 2700 

amphitheater, which is on CDD property, and that is why something is being submitted 2701 

for those events.  2702 

Ms. Kramer, But there is only the one for this month. There is not one for November 2703 

and we will not have a meeting. 2704 

Mr. Hayes, if I may, I did shoot over the email Teresa with those three evens. 2705 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas, Lynn is talking for a moment. Lynn, if you will come up here for 2706 

a moment. 2707 

Mr. Chokanis, Let me know when I can talk.  2708 

Mr. Hayes, I did provide on the 26 at 4:16. The upcoming events. The one is on the 2709 

first, one is on the 19th, and the one that is in November. I sent them the applications 2710 

too. 2711 

Ms. Kramer, So that is the Harmony market. 2712 

Mr. Hayes, Yes, there are three of them. And in talking with Jennifer, she was 2713 

having this girl Nancy, that she works with, that is supposed to provide the COI. I did 2714 



request it again. Still waiting for the one for the October 1st. So that we will be 2715 

compliance. I have registered it as an additional insured. I have not received it. And as 2716 

far as the other events, if you look at that one for the first, she says that it was going to 2717 

be in the streets. But then she has the stage. Then when I talked her on the phone, she 2718 

said, ”Well, no, it is not going to be on the stage.” So, whether it is in the streets or not, 2719 

my only concern is trying to protect the District. It spills out of the streets on the District 2720 

property. I will let Council speak to that if he thinks that is incorrect. 2721 

Ms. Montagna, I would like to ask Council, because we were told from way back, 2722 

even if she is having something in the street and she is blocking off the street, she is 2723 

supposed to have the MOT. Whether that is true and right wrong or otherwise.  2724 

Ms. Kramer, And a safety plan. 2725 

Ms. Montagna, Right. And a safety plan and all this stuff. And from the County. 2726 

Whether that is right, wrong, or otherwise, I do not know, but that was in place before 2727 

we took over. So, we have just been following suit. 2728 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah, if you are going to be on County property for an event, the County 2729 

has got requirements that you are going to have to satisfy. So, since the event occurs 2730 

on the CDD property, we have the right to make sure that we are protected. Regardless 2731 

of whether it is an HOA or any anybody. 2732 

Ms. Montagna, And being that it is in the street. Yeah, she has got to go through the 2733 

County, but the District policy is, we want to see that. We want to see that you set it up. 2734 

And that is the protection for residents and everything else. That is where, 2735 

Ms. Kassel, Yeah. But can we require that if it is not on our property? I think that, 2736 

Mr. Eckert, I, I think to the extent that there is no part of this on CDD property, it is 2737 

going to be up to the Country. To the extent that it is partially on CDD property and 2738 

partially on County property, then both of us are going to have to consent. And if it is all 2739 

on CDD property, the County does not have to consent, but we do. 2740 

Ms. Montagna, But I think her question is, let us say it is in the street. All of it is in 2741 

the street. And the District wants to see her safety plan that she has submitted to the 2742 

County. Do we have the right to ask that? Because we do not, 2743 

Mr. Eckert, We do have the right to ask it but we do not have the right to require it. 2744 

Ms. Montagna, And we do not have a right to shut the event down. 2745 



Mr. Eckert, No. Only standing on our property.  2746 

Ms. Montagna, Ok.  2747 

Ms. Kramer, She has got the one for the October. I guess we will have another 2748 

meeting before November 16, 2023. It seems like it would have been easier, since the 2749 

dates are already set, and they are publicized. I understand if we get another request to 2750 

reserve this particular area, before she gets her request in, they take priority, and then 2751 

she is going to be bumped from the date she has publicized. 2752 

Mr. Leet, What did you want to say Lucas? 2753 

Mr. Chokanis, Am I allowed to talk now?  I am just making sure. 2754 

Ms. Kramer, Oh yes, definitely. 2755 

Mr. Chokanis, I was waiting for a silent moment. No, I just think she runs a lot of the 2756 

community events. This document that we have says that we have the vote if it is over 2757 

50 people. And we have to wait for the next Board member meeting is kind of not 2758 

efficient. And having so many events that pop up. Yes, I am going to follow all the 2759 

legalities and if they are on their property, yes, we need to go through the right 2760 

channels. But having to approve our community to use our facilities as far as our land 2761 

for events. I do not think it really makes sense. Like they do the legal aspect, and they 2762 

get all the paperwork done. I do not think we need to vote on it. We are just saying yes. 2763 

I mean, they are getting all the paperwork done and the community is enjoying the 2764 

event. We got Halloween. We got Thanksgiving. You got Christmas. All these events 2765 

are going to pop up. Where you have one meeting, every month, at the end of this 2766 

month. Are we going to approve these things that they thought of it. If we do not hit the 2767 

right time, they do not approve it. that is just not fair. It is not right. I mean, We need to 2768 

update this document that we, someone approved in 2019, and established of all these 2769 

things that we have to agree upon. 2770 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. And let me clarify that for you, Lucas. Those are our rules that are 2771 

adopted through statutory rule making procedure. It is quite a lengthy process with legal 2772 

advertising and the paper and everything. So, when we do revisit, 2773 

Mr. Chokanis, they are not all statutory though. All those are not statutory.  2774 

Ms. Montagna, The requirements are. 2775 



Ms. Chokanis, We made some of those rules based on what we wanted done. 2776 

There is no statutory rule that says a District has to approve over 50 people. 2777 

Ms. Kramer, No, I understand that Lucas, but what I am trying to explain is that 2778 

those rules were adopted following the formal statutory process that is laid out for rule 2779 

adoption. And so, it is a, 2780 

Mr. Chokanis, It was adopted by the Board who agree on those rules. There is no 2781 

legal, 2782 

Ms. Kramer, I understand that Lucas, but, 2783 

Mr. Chokanis, Do you though? I do not think you do, because those rules are not 2784 

validated by any statutory legal rule. We have to, 2785 

Mr. Leet, Can I have a second, Lucas? There are statutory requirements for how 2786 

we set those rules, and how we change those rules. I think she is just trying to tell you 2787 

that we can,  2788 

Mr. Leet, There are rules. We can set whatever we want within the confines of the 2789 

law. But to do that change, it is a lengthy process. Is that kind of summarizing, Teresa, 2790 

what you were saying? 2791 

Ms. Kramer, Yes, Dan. That is exactly what I'm trying to, 2792 

Mr. Eckert, Lucas is raising a  substantive question. Can we make that change? 2793 

And I think the Chair is just saying there is a process for any change we want to make. 2794 

Mr. Chokanis, Right. We have to vote on it.  2795 

Ms. Montagna, No.  2796 

Mr. Chokanis, It is a CDD Board. We voted on that, that need to be changed in 2797 

mind. Not a legal rule that we have to have the Board to vote on event that is happening 2798 

with 50 or more people. That is something that the Board voted on when this document 2799 

was established in 2019. So, I want to put this on docket to revisit this whole document, 2800 

because it is outdated. I told Angel about this whole document. There is a bunch of stuff 2801 

in there that needs to be revisited, because it is totally outdated, and it has not been 2802 

revisited in say four or five years.  2803 

Ms. Kramer, Lucas, in order to do that, Angel is going to address your concern. 2804 

Ms. Montagna, Lucas, you are correct. This Board can vote to change its rules, but 2805 

there is a process to that. You cannot just come before a Board in a board meeting and 2806 



vote to change a rule. We have to advertise it. There is a process of how we have to 2807 

make rules. How  you change the rules. That is what we are saying. In order to get it 2808 

done, it has nothing to do with the statute of the rule that you are talking about. There is 2809 

no statute that says they have to approve 50 people or less. That is not what we are 2810 

talking about. What we are saying is if this Board wants to make changes to their 2811 

policies and rules, that is fine, you can do that. However, there is a process. It has to be 2812 

advertised. There is a process that we have to go through in order for that to happen. 2813 

That is all that is being said. 2814 

Mr. Leet, And we did bring up earlier in the meeting that we were in the process of 2815 

getting our rules together for potentially having our new Council give them a review, to 2816 

see if there are anything that are outdated. So, your comment it fits in what we are 2817 

already potentially looking at. Refreshing our rules. It can't happen just like that the 2818 

process we have to follow. 2819 

Mr. Chokanis, Well, I am not saying it happens tonight, but I am just saying I 2820 

brought it up obviously for a reason. It needs to be addressed. Obviously, we are not 2821 

going to vote on it tonight, but it does need to be revisited. The whole topic can be 2822 

revisited because it is way outdated. So, that is just what I am saying. I am not saying 2823 

we are going vote on it tonight. And it cannot be tomorrow, and here we go. I am 2824 

addressing this, because it is kind of cumbersome, and it is not the way things should 2825 

be done inmy opinion. 2826 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. So, we have before us, consideration of movie night facility uses 2827 

application. And this is for a movie in October and, 2828 

Ms. Kassel, We have not received the COI?  2829 

Ms. Montagna, You have not received the insurance name. The District has 2830 

additional insured, which is required. We have not received that. 2831 

Ms. Kassel, So can we approve a pending receipt of that?  2832 

Ms. Montagna, Of course.  2833 

Ms. Kassel, So moved. 2834 

Mr. Leet, Second. 2835 



Ms. Kramer, I have a motion and a second to approve it on the contingency that we 2836 

received the certificate of insurance, prior to that date. All in favor? 2837 

Ms. Kassel, Mr. Leet, Ms. Kramer, Ms. Phillips, and Mr. Chokanis, I 2838 

Ms. Kramer, All opposed? Hearing non the motion passes unanimous. We do need 2839 

to be looking for those other ones. You may want to call her and just remind her to get 2840 

them in.  2841 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel and a second 2842 

by Supervisor, Leet and with all in favor, unanimous approval to approve 2843 

the movie night HROA application, pending the receipt of the COI naming 2844 

the District as an additional insured. 2845 

 2846 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, we have the applications. We just do not have the 2847 

documentation to go with it. 2848 

 2849 

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Consideration of Egis Insurance Proposal 2850 

 2851 

Ms. Montagna, I can be quick. The next one is Egis. We budgeted. They sent over 2852 

the preliminary premiums, for your District insurance. When they sent that over, it was 2853 

budgeted according to what they said at $20,000.00. The premium, actually they sent 2854 

us the full banded package, it came in at $22,932.00. So, we under budgeted by 2855 

$2,932.00. So, typically I would just sign these, and we would get them done. But being 2856 

that it went over what we typically budgeted, I just wanted to let you know. Obviously, 2857 

we have to have insurance. Your new insurance starts, October 1, 2023. So, I just need 2858 

Board approval, so we can pay this and get it going.  2859 

Ms. Kramer, Do have a motion to, 2860 

Ms. Kassel, So moved. 2861 

Mr. Leet, Seconded.  2862 



Ms. Kramer, I and a motion and a second to accept proposal for insurance for the 2863 

next physical years. Any other discussion? Hearing none I will call the question, all in 2864 

favor? 2865 

Ms. Kassel, Mr. Leet, Ms. Kramer, Ms. Phillips, Ms. Chokanis, I 2866 

Ms. Kramer, All opposed? Hearing none the motion passes.  2867 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel and a second 2868 

by Supervisor, Leet and with all in favor, unanimous approval to approve 2869 

the Fiscal year 2024 Egis Insurance proposal, totaling $22,932.00. 2870 

 2871 

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Discussion Regarding a Parking 2872 

Study 2873 

Ms. Kramer, The next item on the agenda is a discussion regarding the parking 2874 

study. This really is not a parking study. We came up under supervisors businesses. 2875 

There are two items dealing with our roadways. The District cannot actually do anything 2876 

with the public roads, but the County has already told us that if we request any changes 2877 

to things such as parking, that they will do it, if at all possible, both mosquito control and 2878 

fire rescue has stated that it is a very dangerous situation. Mosquito control cannot get 2879 

in to do some treatments that they need to do. Which could put us all in danger and fire 2880 

rescue on many of our streets, when we have heavy parking on both sides of the street, 2881 

just cannot get associate trucks through. So, I do not know if the Board wants to 2882 

formally request that the County have one side street parking or some other solution to 2883 

this issue. 2884 

 2885 

Ms. Kassel, This is a parking study, rather than asking the County to do it. What is 2886 

the parking study?  2887 

Ms. Montagna, It is not labeled correctly. That is the bottom line. It should not have 2888 

been labeled study. It is not a study. Does the Board want staff to go to the County and 2889 

ask for these two things that are on the agenda? For Harmony. 2890 

Ms. Kassel, It seems to me before we do that, that we should be at least somehow 2891 

canvassing the residents. Because they are going to be directly affected. A lot of people 2892 



operate out of their house, and they cannot operate in front of their house, and they 2893 

have a full garage, their driveways, other vehicles on it. I think we cannot just request 2894 

the County to do something without even notifying the residents that we are considering 2895 

doing such a thing. And why, 2896 

Ms. Phillips, How would you propose we do this canvassing? 2897 

Ms. Kassel, That is a question for our DM, and our DC? 2898 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah, I do not have a concern. In terms of you can put out some sort of 2899 

E blast or whatever saying, we are considering this. Please let us know your thoughts 2900 

on it. You can do that. 2901 

Ms. Kramer, I thought we did not have a way to do something like that. 2902 

Ms. Montagna, We would ask the HOA if they would put out an E blast, on behalf 2903 

of the District. 2904 

Mr. Eckert, That would be legally permitted, then you could take that feedback into 2905 

account for what you are doing. That is probably the easiest way to do that. You can do 2906 

surveys and things like that, but that gets a little bit more cumbersome.  2907 

Ms. Kramer, And expensive. 2908 

Mr. Eckert, But I think an E blast saying, “hey, we are having challenges with 2909 

parking that are creating safety concerns. We are contemplating asking the County to 2910 

do XY and Z. If you have any thoughts on this, please let us know and the Board will be 2911 

discussing it in December or whatever date. That would probably be the easiest way. 2912 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah. Do you want us to include in the E blast? About requesting a 2913 

fire station? 2914 

 2915 

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Discussion Regarding Fire Rescue Services 2916 

 2917 

Ms. Kramer, That was the next one. The fire rescue services, the actual rescue 2918 

services. Lucas, that you were approached about. 2919 

Mr. Chokanis, Yes. Actually, one of the firefighters that I am kind of friends with. He 2920 

approached me and messaged me on Facebook, and he said that the fire station which 2921 

is across from the high school does not have a uh a rescue team. Which is basically the 2922 



people who come and save your life. The one that we have currently closest to us is in 2923 

Palm. And he recommends we get one with how many older folks we have in our 2924 

community. But he said we have to reach out to the Government official.  2925 

Ms. Kassel, County Commissioner? Ricky Booth? 2926 

Mr. Chokanis, To get it approved. So, I mentioned this last time at our meeting. So, 2927 

I do not know how we reach out to him, but, 2928 

Ms. Kramer, We can also include this in our email blast. Asking people their 2929 

opinion on requesting the County to have more. Unless the Board feels comfortable 2930 

authorizing that request to go out. It is just the Board requesting or asking our District 2931 

Manager to contact to Ricky Booth to say, hey, we support additional emergency 2932 

management services.  2933 

Ms. Phillips, Is that within our role? 2934 

Mr. Chokanis, I will make a motion to do that. 2935 

Ms. Kramer, Ok. I have a motion for our District Manager to reach out to our 2936 

County Commissioner to request additional emergency services. Kind of like ambulance 2937 

transport services. 2938 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah. Rescue, rescue squad or team. 2939 

Mr. Leet, Second. 2940 

Ms. Kramer, So I have a motion and a second. All in favor? 2941 

Ms. Chokanis, Mr. Leet, Ms. Kramer, Ms. Kassel, Ms. Phillips, I 2942 

Ms. Kamer, All opposed? Hearing none the motion passage.  2943 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Chokanis and a 2944 

second by Supervisor, Leet and with all in favor, unanimous approval for 2945 

the District Manager to contact the County for more information on street 2946 

parking, and to request additional emergency services for Harmony CDD. 2947 

 2948 

Ms. Kramer, So it will not be in the email blast. It will not be in the email blast, 2949 

requesting citizen input. We will just go ahead and request that from, Lucas. Since you 2950 

have contacts with the fire department, could you ask them one night if they could come 2951 



down and check out our roads and see if they can get through? I mean, I have had 2952 

several fire officials approach me on this it might be good to have them give it a try. 2953 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah. What road were you specifically referring to? 2954 

Ms. Kramer, Well, it is basically all of them. But,  2955 

Ms. Kassel, Well the interior roads. Not the Boulevards. 2956 

Ms. Kramer, Oh, not the boulevards. Of course, they could, roll under those and 2957 

make sure that the trees are cut for the proper for the clearance, which is important 2958 

also. The ones that are the most serious is I know, 2959 

Ms. Kassel, Middlebrook, Feather Grass, 2960 

Ms. Kramer, Middlebrook, Feather Grass, Dark Sky. That is down to the next light,  2961 

Mr. Leet, Bear Grass. 2962 

Ms. Kramer, Basically, it is all of our streets. Not the main boulevard. The main 2963 

boulevards are trees. Interior streets are, 2964 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah, I will reach out to my mate, my buddies and have them come 2965 

through and see if there are any issues with getting access to any of them. Yeah. 2966 

Ms. Kramer, And it is particularly on weekends and nights.  2967 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah.  2968 

Ms. Kramer, So, we really appreciate your help. 2969 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah, because that would help us decide about the road harding. Ok. 2970 

We are now on supervisor request. 2971 

 2972 

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Supervisor Requests 2973 

 2974 

Ms. Kramer, Ms. Kassel. 2975 

Ms. Kassel, A couple of things. I wanted to bring up the tower at the East entrance. 2976 

Feel that it needs to be addressed. It is not only in disrepair, but it also just looks really 2977 

awful. It is a mess. I have been approached by folks in The Lakes because they come in 2978 

that way, and they see it every day. I have never gone out over that way. I do not know 2979 

what, I think field services needs to take a look at that tower and tell us what they can 2980 

do on their own, and tell us what we need to get close to doing. If nothing else, it needs 2981 



to be repainted. It needs to be power washed, and repainted. And all those signs for 2982 

doctor’s offices need to be painted, also. 2983 

Ms. Montagna, Need evaluation and list out everything that it needs. Not that we 2984 

need Board approval, but just let us summarize it and send it to the Board and get 2985 

started on the work.  2986 

Ms. Kassel, Right.  2987 

Ms. Montagna, Is that good? 2988 

Mr. Leet, Tradition, going down South Florida, just redid theirs very recently. It is 2989 

very nice. 2990 

Ms. Montagna, Ok. 2991 

Ms. Kassel, My second thing, as most of the others were addressed, is I just 2992 

published something from growth spotter, that we are getting another 1200 dense 2993 

apartments, right. Like it is five stories, etcetera. We are getting a lot of new residents 2994 

who are occupied small spaces. And I think we need to look at revising our assessment 2995 

methodology so that these people are paying the pittance toward getting the same 2996 

benefits as the rest of the residents. I think that things need to be adjusted. So, I had a 2997 

quick conversation with Mike, and I am going to hand it over to him to talk about. 2998 

Mr. Eckert, Yeah. So, when we are talking about your assessment methodology, 2999 

we are talking about your operation and maintenance methodology, not your debt 3000 

methodology that is fixed, that is set in stone pretty much. So, when you look at your 3001 

operation and maintenance assessments, if you are following your debt assessments, 3002 

which I am assuming that you are doing, some of that does not make sense following it 3003 

such as recreation. So, for example, if you have a three-bedroom town hall and a three-3004 

bedroom house, that is probably the same number of people who are using your 3005 

recreation. It is a reasonable interpretation. However, if you are following your debt 3006 

methodology, which usually is based on front footage or square footage, or something 3007 

like that, that is not really as fair as coming up with something that is square footage of 3008 

the home or the number of bedrooms or something like that. So, I think there are ways 3009 

that you can look at the O and M side. How would you make adjustments to your 3010 

methodology to more equitably split the cost? And that is certainly something that you 3011 

could do. I would say that if you were going to look at doing that, you should start talking 3012 



about it in January. Because you want to incorporate it with your upcoming budget that 3013 

comes up. Finally, I would say that whatever you do would apply to anything that is new 3014 

as well as anything that is existing. So, if you have an existing two-bedroom town home, 3015 

that is going to be the same size as a two-bedroom town home that is going to be built 3016 

next year. That methodology will have to apply to them in a fair and equitable manner. 3017 

Ms. Montagna, And I will tell you this information has all been sent to Leah, which 3018 

is our assessment director. So, she is kind of already starting to look into it and 3019 

preliminary numbers and kind of stuff like that. I know you have had a back and forth 3020 

with her a little bit. 3021 

Ms. Kramer, We were looking at the 377 apartments that are proposed. And again, 3022 

I want to caution you, these are articles in a magazine, these are pipe dreams of the 3023 

developers. Even if they have gone through part of the County process, it is still a pipe 3024 

dream, until they have the money. they are coming to us asking us to gin up bond 3025 

money, so they can make this really happen. So, I do not want our residents to get all 3026 

upset. Some of what they have proposed is not even on property that is in the CDD or 3027 

that it has any type of zoning that would ever permit it. So please, some folks get all 3028 

concerned about this, but we need to look at it. The one that is closest to reality is that 3029 

377 and we took the two parcels, one we found last year or the year before it was not 3030 

even assessed, because of the split out that was done. But now they are both being 3031 

assessed. The total of the two assessments divided by the 377 units would come to an 3032 

assessment. Now this I think is O and M and a debt service of $466.00. The condo units 3033 

are right now paying almost $1,200.00 per unit. So, you can see there is a huge 3034 

disparity. So, I think you need to look at it closely. So,  3035 

Ms. Kassel, We will keep it out and make sure I get on the agenda for January? 3036 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, and we already have Leah. So, between now and then she 3037 

will gather more information and kind of started putting together something. And then 3038 

have some rough draft or something for you guys to start looking at. And then whenever 3039 

there is a process and yeah. We will go through that. 3040 

Mr. Eckert, And keep in mind too, if it is an apartment building, it will not be a 3041 

separate assessment per apartment. It will be one bulk bill to the owner of the 3042 

apartment building. 3043 



Mr. Hamstra, I just want you know, Vista Lakes did this last year. So, you want me 3044 

to give you a copy with that? They hired somebody and they outsource that and did it. 3045 

So, 3046 

Ms. Montagna, Yeah, it is the same guy. We gave them that guy. Yeah, Leah is 3047 

really good. But again, there are options as they just stated. 3048 

Ms. Kramer, And do understand that when we start doing this, it may have a 3049 

negative impact on some of the owners. So, a house that has five-bedrooms but is on a 3050 

very small lot. They are owing may go up too. So, just be aware that that it has 3051 

repercussions. Any other supervisor requests? 3052 

Mr. Leet, Mine was just to echo that. I noticed the Cat Lake access that only 3053 

started showing up in our budget, I think two years ago. So, I do not know if that is, 3054 

Ms. Kramer, Yes, I found that and then they went and started an assessment. It 3055 

was not only that but a couple of their properties.  3056 

Mr. Leet, Ok, but that would not have any bond impact? I guess if there were to 3057 

now be something built out on there. 3058 

Mr. Eckert, I do not know whether there are bonds on that right now, or not. 3059 

Ms. Kramer, Not that and not parcel GA.  3060 

Ms. Montagna, Right.  3061 

Mr. Eckert, I just need to see was it the assessment area originally. And if it was 3062 

never in any assessment areas and it is a different answer. I If it was in an assessment 3063 

area, it just was not allocated, because it was originally thought not to be developable, 3064 

then, 3065 

Ms. Kramer, Yeah. 3066 

Mr. Eckert, But if it is now is going to be housing then we will look to reallocate 3067 

those debt assessments. And bondholders like it when you have more rooftops and 3068 

less. And for GA that is the empty lot across from the elementary school. 3069 

Ms. Kramer, Any other supervisor to request? Lucas, did you have anything you 3070 

want to discuss? 3071 

Mr. Chokanis, No, that is going to do it today. No, just a few things, Angel. Is it 3072 

possible to get a quote for the, this East side fence line, on the east side entrance, just 3073 

that front left corner? It is kind of look at from the side. 3074 



Ms. Montagna, I am non directional. East side fence line? 3075 

Ms. Kramer, East entrance, to where all developments fences is? 3076 

Mr. Chokanis, Just from the woods, from the central back side where our property 3077 

line starts, to the entrance where we have the signs that need be pressure washed, that 3078 

says doctors and all of that stuff. 3079 

Ms. Kramer, We do not, Lucas, we do not own all of that. 3080 

Mr. Chokanis, No, I am not saying all the way down there. I am saying is that side. 3081 

Mr. Leet, The portion that we took down for Code Enforcement. 3082 

Mr. Chokanis, You got me, right. 3083 

Mr. Leet, That little slice, just east entrance, going east until we leave our property. 3084 

Ms. Kramer, To the development land. 3085 

Mr. Leet, Just so it looks a little if we are talking aesthetically, 3086 

Mr. Chokanis, A quote for what we took down, to replace that. So can you, 3087 

Ms. Montagna, Can you just tell me, I am not directional. I got it. Yes, Lucas, we 3088 

can get you a quote. 3089 

Ms. Kassel, Can we do? We have leftover fencing material. We, 3090 

Ms. Montagna, We did take the stuff they took down that was salvageable. They 3091 

do have that. 3092 

Ms. Kramer, So, we could look at that. 3093 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah. So, I would just say it does not look the same, obviously. And 3094 

it does look a little tacky with having columns that are not fence. So, if we can piece part 3095 

certain areas with low cost, I think that is probably a good strategy. I think going forward 3096 

we need fence. I think probably community people will agree with that. I just want to see 3097 

how much it costs is for that little portion of what we need, such little.  3098 

Ms. Montagna, All right, then we get some quotes. 3099 

Ms. Kramer, Did you have something else, Lucas? 3100 

Mr. Chokanis, Yeah, this is not CDD, but there is a huge puddle that is in on Five 3101 

Oaks, going towards Feather Grass where I live. At when it rains a lot earlier. 3102 

Ms. Kassel, We discussed that earlier. 3103 

Mr. Leet, Yeah, that was the Engineer report. Yeah, we will have more. He is going 3104 

to send out a report. They did analysis and we might be, 3105 



Mr. Chokanis, All Right. Sorry, I missed that about that one. Thanks for the info. 3106 

But the other one just informational apartment dates in public. I had a couple community 3107 

members ask for some dates on when those things are happening. They are 3108 

happening. 3109 

Ms. Kassel, We do not know. 3110 

Mr. Chokanis, Ok. All right. Well, I take it. That is, it. Thank you. 3111 

Ms. Kramer, Ok, thank. 3112 

 3113 

TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS  Adjournment 3114 

 3115 

Ms. Kassel, Move to adjourn. 3116 

Ms. Kramer, I have a motion to adjourn. Do I hear a second? 3117 

Mr. Leet, I will second. 3118 

Ms. Kramer, I have a second. All in favor? 3119 

Ms. Kassel, Mr. Leet, Ms. Kramer, Ms. Phillips, Mr. Chokanis, I 3120 

 3121 

     3122 

Upon VOICE VOTE, on a motion by Supervisor, Kassel and a second 3123 

by Supervisor, Leet and with all in favor, the Board voted to adjourn the 3124 

meeting at 10:01 p.m. 3125 

 3126 

 3127 

 _____________________________   ________________________________ 3128 

Secretary/Assistant Secretary  Chair/Vice Chair 3129 

 3130 



TO: Board of Supervisors, Harmony CDD

FROM: Charlie Babouri, Accountant 

CC: Angel Montagna, District Manager 

DATE:

SUBJECT: September 2023 Financials 

General Fund

■ Total Revenue through September is approximately 103% of the annual budget. This is typical for this time of year.
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► Debt Service
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General Fund Reserves

►

●

Administrative

Capital Outlay-Vehicles - Includes 2022 club car, purchased from Advantage Golf Cars.

R&M-Parks & Facilities - Various supplies and repairs, including dog waste bags, field staff supplies, swing repair, bathroom exhaust fan deposit, patio umbrellas, 
gate, mower tires, electrical panel repairs, signs, and two benches.

Principal Expense - Principal portion of VC1 debt service assessment transferred from the general fund to the series 2015 debt service fund in March 2023.

Landscaping Services

Contracts-Landscape - Contract with Servello and Sons through January 2023. Includes credit on November 2022 and January 2023 invoices. New vendor as of 
February 2023 is Benchmark Landscaping.

Field

Utilities

Misc-Records Storage - Includes charges for records research and monthly records storage.

Contracts-Irrigation - Contract with Servello and Sons through January 2023.

Electricity-Streetlighting -  Services provided by OUC.  

Annual District Filing Fee - FY22-23 filing fee paid to the department of economic opportunity.

Electricity-General -  Services provided by OUC.  

Trailer Rental - Includes monthly rental of 1 container and 1 office trailer.

MEMORANDUM

Please find the attached September  2023 financial report. During your review, please keep in mind that the goal is for revenue to meet or exceed the annual budget and for 
expenditures to be at or below the annual budget. To assist with your review, an overview is provided below. Should you have any questions or require additional information, 
please contact me at Charlie.Babouri@Inframark.com.

October 12, 2023

ProfServ-Engineering - Pegasus Engineering services through July 2023.

ProfServ-Legal Services - Kutak Rock general counsel through September 2023.

P/R-Board of Supervisors - Includes payroll for meetings through August 2023.

Non Ad Valorem Assessment collections are currently at 99.6%.

ProfServ-Recording Secretary - Inframark provides near verbatim minutes. 

ProfServ-Management Consulting - Contract with Inframark. 

Total Expenditures through September are at 90% of the annual budget. 

Garden Lot - Includes lease payments for garden lot.

Insurance Reimbursements - Includes reimbursements received from Florida Insurance Alliance.

ProfServ-Property Appraiser - Annual fees charged by Katrina S Scarborough property appraiser's office.  

ProfServ-Special Assessment - Assessment roll services. 

Insurance-General Liability - Egis Insurance Advisors provides auto, general liability, inland marine and property insurance.

Legal Advertising - Legal and public notices by Sun Publications.

Utility-Refuse Removal - Services provided by Waste Connections of FL.  

Postage and Freight - FedEx services, postage reimbursements to Inframark and survey mailing.

ProfServ-Field Management - Contract with Inframark.

Operation & Maintenance

Utility-Water & Sewer -  Services provided by TOHO.

Rental - Meeting Room - Includes charges for Zoom, Amazon ethernet switch, Microsoft email, web hosting, and onboarding of ADA compliant website.

Contracts-Trees & Trimming - Contract with Servello and Sons through January 2023.

Contracts-Trash & Debris Removal - Contract with Servello and Sons through January 2023.

Contracts-Shrub/Ground Cover - Contract with Servello and Sons through January 2023.

R&M Irrigation - Includes various irrigation supplies and repairs by Servello and Sons through January 2023. New vendor as of February 2023 is Benchmark 
Landscaping.

R&M-Pools - Includes control leases for Ashley Park and splash pad, permits, chemicals. Also includes pool pump by Spies Pool, splash pad fountain repairs by 
Professional Fountain Services, and pool motor replacement by Florida Aqua Group.

R&M-Trees and Trimming - Includes tree trimming and replacement by Servello and Sons, Brightview Landscape Services, and Benchmark Landscaping.

Reserve-Other - Includes storm drain repairs by Atlantic Pipe Services, road grading and stone by Gary's Grading Inc, gazebo awning repairs by Sunshades 
Awning, and pay apps 1 and 2 towards roadway rehab project by Carr and Collier.

R&M-User Supported Facility - Includes jet clean line at dog park and poolhouse bathroom repairs by Tom Parrish Plumbing. 

Interest Expense - Interest portion of VC1 debt service assessment transferred from the general fund to the series 2015 debt service fund in March 2023.

Security Enhancements - Includes internet service, access control cards, repair to dock access control unit, and lock replacement.

Op Supplies-Fuel, Oil - Includes fuel purchases.

R&M-Invasive Plant Maintenance - Includes wetland exotics treatment by Aquatic Weed Management and annual monitoring and reporting by Bowman and Blair 
Ecology.

$60,440 fund balance = $1 Million fund balance transferred from General Fund in FY22, minus $452,994 FY22 expenditures, plus $300,000 fund balance transferred 
from General Fund in FY23, minus $786,566 FY23 expenditures.
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HARMONY

Community Development District

Balance Sheet
September 30, 2023

Governmental Funds

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION GENERAL FUND

GENERAL FUND 

RESERVES

SERIES 2014 DEBT 

SERVICE FUND

SERIES 2015 DEBT 

SERVICE FUND TOTAL

ASSETS

Cash - Checking Account 244,118$                 -$                             -$                             -$                             244,118$               

Accounts Receivable 319 - - - 319

Due From Other Funds - 60,440 - - 60,440

Investments:

Money Market Account 711,612 - - - 711,612

Prepayment Account - - 18,510 26,511 45,021

Reserve Fund - - 607,313 340,000 947,313

Revenue Fund - - 652,534 329,046 981,580

Prepaid Items 27,420 - - - 27,420

TOTAL ASSETS 983,469$                 60,440$                   1,278,357$              695,557$                 3,017,823$            

LIABILITIES

Accounts Payable 42,851$                   -$                             -$                             -$                             42,851$                 

Due To Other Funds 46,476 - 13,964 - 60,440

TOTAL LIABILITIES 89,327 - 13,964 - 103,291

FUND BALANCES

Nonspendable:

Prepaid Items 27,420 - - - 27,420

Restricted for:

Debt Service - - 1,264,393 695,557 1,959,950

Assigned to:

Operating Reserves 467,801 - - - 467,801

Unassigned: 398,921 60,440 - - 459,361

TOTAL FUND BALANCES 894,142$                 60,440$                   1,264,393$              695,557$                 2,914,532$            

TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES 983,469$                 60,440$                   1,278,357$              695,557$                 3,017,823$            

1



HARMONY

Community Development District
General Fund

ANNUAL

ADOPTED YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE VARIANCE ($)

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION BUDGET BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES

Interest - Investments 3,678$             3,678$             48,891$              45,213$           

Interest - Tax Collector - - 18,049 18,049

Special Assmnts- Tax Collector 2,452,225 2,452,225 2,412,788 (39,437)

Special Assessments-Tax Collector-VC1 (28,737) (28,737) - 28,737

Special Assmnts- Discounts (98,088) (98,088) (77,003) 21,085

Other Miscellaneous Revenues - - 5,373 5,373

Access Cards 1,200 1,200 1,060 (140)

Insurance Reimbursements - - 7,709 7,709

Facility Revenue 600 600 - (600)

User Facility Revenue 15,000 15,000 (24) (15,024)

Garden Lot 1,207 1,207 1,292 85

TOTAL REVENUES 2,347,085 2,347,085 2,418,135 71,050

EXPENDITURES

Administration

P/R-Board of Supervisors 14,000 14,000 9,400 4,600

FICA Taxes 1,071 1,071 719 352

ProfServ-Arbitrage Rebate 1,200 1,200 600 600

ProfServ-Dissemination Agent 1,500 1,500 1,500 -

ProfServ-Engineering 60,000 60,000 86,854 (26,854)

ProfServ-Legal Services 60,000 60,000 72,177 (12,177)

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting 69,250 69,250 69,250 -

ProfServ-Property Appraiser 392 392 694 (302)

ProfServ-Recording Secretary 4,200 4,200 3,850 350

ProfServ-Special Assessment 8,822 8,822 8,822 -

ProfServ-Trustee Fees 10,160 10,160 10,160 -

Auditing Services 4,400 4,400 4,400 -

Postage and Freight 1,000 1,000 4,067 (3,067)

Rental - Meeting Room 3,000 3,000 3,211 (211)

Insurance - General Liability 28,000 28,000 18,732 9,268

Printing and Binding - - 1,309 (1,309)

Legal Advertising 1,000 1,000 1,703 (703)

Miscellaneous Services - - 773 (773)

Misc-Records Storage 1,500 1,500 2,494 (994)

Misc-Assessment Collection Cost 49,045 49,045 47,445 1,600

Annual District Filing Fee 175 175 175 -

Total Administration 318,715 318,715 348,335 (29,620)

Field

ProfServ-Field Management 338,872 338,872 338,872 -

Trailer Rental 8,500 8,500 4,844 3,656

Total Field 347,372 347,372 343,716 3,656

For the Period Ending September 30, 2023

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
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HARMONY

Community Development District
General Fund

ANNUAL

ADOPTED YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE VARIANCE ($)

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION BUDGET BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV)

For the Period Ending September 30, 2023

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Landscape Services

Contracts-Mulch 146,608 146,608 - 146,608

Contracts-Irrigation 42,822 42,822 14,274 28,548

Contracts-Trees & Trimming 46,909 46,909 15,636 31,273

Contracts-Annuals 12,672 12,672 3,500 9,172

Contracts-Trash & Debris Removal 19,565 19,565 6,522 13,043

Contracts - Landscape 294,685 294,685 526,187 (231,502)

Cntrs-Shrub/Grnd Cover Annual Svc 86,074 86,074 28,691 57,383

R&M-Irrigation 30,000 30,000 8,667 21,333

R&M-Trees and Trimming 40,000 40,000 38,510 1,490

Miscellaneous Services 35,000 35,000 140 34,860

Total Landscape Services 754,335 754,335 642,127 112,208

Utilities

Electricity - General 40,700 40,700 35,034 5,666

Electricity - Streetlights 121,000 121,000 125,804 (4,804)

Utility - Water & Sewer 198,000 198,000 157,166 40,834

Total Utilities 359,700 359,700 318,004 41,696

Operation & Maintenance

Utility - Refuse Removal 3,000 3,000 3,412 (412)

R&M-Ponds 20,000 20,000 6,708 13,292

R&M-Pools 35,000 35,000 39,313 (4,313)

R&M-Roads & Alleyways 2,000 2,000 - 2,000

R&M-Sidewalks 20,000 20,000 - 20,000

R&M-Streetlights 10,000 10,000 - 10,000

R&M-Vehicles 15,000 15,000 6,111 8,889

R&M-User Supported Facility 5,000 5,000 1,015 3,985

R&M-Equipment Boats 10,000 10,000 8,506 1,494

R&M-Parks & Facilities 25,000 25,000 64,007 (39,007)

R&M-Garden Lot 2,000 2,000 235 1,765

R&M-Invasive Plant Maintenance 105,000 105,000 54,800 50,200

Security Enhancements 5,700 5,700 10,164 (4,464)

Op Supplies - Fuel, Oil 8,000 8,000 1,702 6,298

Cap Outlay - Vehicles 30,000 30,000 10,961 19,039

Total Operation & Maintenance 295,700 295,700 206,934 88,766

Debt Service

Principal Debt Retirement 13,507 13,507 13,507 -

Interest Expense 13,093 13,093 13,093 -

Total Debt Service 26,600 26,600 26,600 -

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 2,102,422 2,102,422 1,885,716 216,706
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HARMONY

Community Development District
General Fund

ANNUAL

ADOPTED YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE VARIANCE ($)

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION BUDGET BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV)

For the Period Ending September 30, 2023

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Excess (deficiency) of revenues

Over (under) expenditures 244,663 244,663 532,419 287,756

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

Operating Transfers-Out - - (300,000) (300,000)

Contribution to (Use of) Fund Balance 244,663 - - -

TOTAL FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 244,663 - (300,000) (300,000)

Net change in fund balance 244,663$         244,663$         232,419$            (12,244)$          

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2022) 661,723 661,723 661,723

FUND BALANCE, ENDING 906,386$         906,386$         894,142$            

4



HARMONY

Community Development District
General Fund Reserves

ANNUAL

ADOPTED YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE VARIANCE ($)

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION BUDGET BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES

Interest - Investments -$                      -$                      -$                        -$                      

TOTAL REVENUES - - - -

EXPENDITURES

Operation & Maintenance

Reserve - Other 300,000 300,000 786,566 (486,566)

Total Operation & Maintenance 300,000 300,000 786,566 (486,566)

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 300,000 300,000 786,566 (486,566)

Excess (deficiency) of revenues

Over (under) expenditures (300,000) (300,000) (786,566) (486,566)

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

Interfund Transfer - In - - 300,000 300,000

Contribution to (Use of) Fund Balance (300,000) - - -

TOTAL FINANCING SOURCES (USES) (300,000) - 300,000 300,000

Net change in fund balance (300,000)$        (300,000)$        (486,566)$           (186,566)$        

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2022) 547,006 547,006 547,006

FUND BALANCE, ENDING 247,006$         247,006$         60,440$              

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

For the Period Ending September 30, 2023
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HARMONY

Community Development District
Series 2014 Debt Service Fund

ANNUAL

ADOPTED YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE VARIANCE ($)

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION BUDGET BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES

Interest - Investments 61$                   61$                   31,391$              31,330$           

Special Assmnts- Tax Collector 1,217,276 1,217,276 1,209,810 (7,466)

Special Assmnts- Discounts (48,691) (48,691) (38,611) 10,080

TOTAL REVENUES 1,168,646 1,168,646 1,202,590 33,944

EXPENDITURES

Administration

Misc-Assessment Collection Cost 24,345 24,345 23,790 555

Total Administration 24,345 24,345 23,790 555

Debt Service

Principal Debt Retirement 695,000 695,000 695,000 -

Principal Prepayments - - 75,000 (75,000)

Interest Expense 459,663 459,663 457,844 1,819

Total Debt Service 1,154,663 1,154,663 1,227,844 (73,181)

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1,179,008 1,179,008 1,251,634 (72,626)

Excess (deficiency) of revenues

Over (under) expenditures (10,362) (10,362) (49,044) (38,682)

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

Contribution to (Use of) Fund Balance (10,362) - - -

TOTAL FINANCING SOURCES (USES) (10,362) - - -

Net change in fund balance (10,362)$          (10,362)$          (49,044)$             (38,682)$          

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2022) 1,313,437 1,313,437 1,313,437

FUND BALANCE, ENDING 1,303,075$      1,303,075$      1,264,393$         

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

For the Period Ending September 30, 2023
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HARMONY

Community Development District
Series 2015 Debt Service Fund

ANNUAL

ADOPTED YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE VARIANCE ($)

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION BUDGET BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES

Interest - Investments 40$                   40$                   6,691$                6,651$             

Special Assmnts- Tax Collector 796,597 796,597 686,509 (110,088)

Special Assmnts- Other 26,600 26,600 26,600 -

Special Assmnts- Prepayment - - 929,892 929,892

Special Assmnts- Discounts (31,864) (31,864) (21,910) 9,954

TOTAL REVENUES 791,373 791,373 1,627,782 836,409

EXPENDITURES

Administration

Misc-Assessment Collection Cost 15,932 15,932 13,499 2,433

Total Administration 15,932 15,932 13,499 2,433

Debt Service

Principal Debt Retirement 390,000 390,000 390,000 -

Principal Prepayments - - 2,010,000 (2,010,000)

Interest Expense 389,775 389,775 360,269 29,506

Total Debt Service 779,775 779,775 2,760,269 (1,980,494)

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 795,707 795,707 2,773,768 (1,978,061)

Excess (deficiency) of revenues

Over (under) expenditures (4,334) (4,334) (1,145,986) (1,141,652)

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

Contribution to (Use of) Fund Balance (4,334) - - -

TOTAL FINANCING SOURCES (USES) (4,334) - - -

Net change in fund balance (4,334)$            (4,334)$            (1,145,986)$        (1,141,652)$     

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2022) 1,841,543 1,841,543 1,841,543

FUND BALANCE, ENDING 1,837,209$      1,837,209$      695,557$            

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

For the Period Ending September 30, 2023
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Discount/ Gross Series 2014 Series 2015

Date Net Amount (Penalties) Collection Amount General Debt Service Debt Service 

Received Received Amount Cost Received Fund Fund  
(1)

Fund  
(1)

ASSESSMENTS LEVIED FY 2023 4,328,217$         2,423,488$           1,215,175$        689,554$            

Allocation % 100% 55.99% 28.08% 15.93%

#DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11/17/22 13,410$             704$                274$                  14,387$              8,056$                  4,039$               2,292$                

11/22/22 286,879$           12,197$           5,855$               304,931$            170,739$              85,611$             48,580$              

12/09/22 2,729,319$        116,043$         55,700$             2,901,062$         1,624,385$           814,492$           462,185$            

12/22/22 213,418$           8,631$             4,355$               226,405$            126,771$              63,565$             36,070$              

Adjustment 
(2)

(37,649)$            (1,569)$            -$                   (39,217)$             (21,959)$               (11,011)$            (6,248)$               

01/10/23 113,868$           3,594$             2,324$               119,785$            67,071$                33,630$             19,084$              

01/10/23 4,701$               148$                96$                    4,945$                2,769$                  1,388$               788$                   

02/07/23 2,955$               44$                  60$                    3,059$                1,713$                  859$                  487$                   

02/08/23 43,734$             982$                893$                  45,609$              25,537$                12,805$             7,266$                

03/08/23 22,648$             233$                462$                  23,344$              13,071$                6,554$               3,719$                

04/10/23 94,350$             (41)$                 1,926$               96,235$              53,884$                27,018$             15,332$              

04/10/23 5,755$               -$                 117$                  5,873$                3,288$                  1,649$               936$                   

05/09/23 103,058$           (2,971)$            2,103$               102,190$            57,219$                28,691$             16,281$              

05/09/23 521$                  -$                 11$                    531$                   297$                     149$                  85$                     

Adjustment (2)
(12,088)$            (472)$               -$                   (12,559)$             (7,032)$                 (3,526)$              (2,001)$               

06/09/23 23,359$             -$                 491$                  23,851$              13,355$                6,696$               3,800$                

06/09/23 2,187$               -$                 46$                    2,233$                1,250$                  627$                  356$                   

06/16/23 476,424$           -$                 10,021$             486,444$            272,374$              136,572$           77,498$              

TOTAL 4,086,849$        137,523$         84,734$             4,309,107$         2,412,788$           1,209,810$        686,509$            

Collected in % 99.6%

TOTAL OUTSTANDING 19,110$              10,700$                5,365$               3,045$                

Note (1): Variance between budget and assessment levy is due to prepayments received during the budget process.

Note (2): Adjustments made by the Osceola County Tax Collector.

Non-Ad Valorem Special Assessments 

Osceola County Tax Collector - Monthly Collection Report

For the Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2023

Allocation by Fund
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HARMONY
Community Development District

General Fund

Account Name Bank Name Investment Type Maturity Yield Balance

Checking Account- Operating Bank United Checking Account n/a 0.00% $244,118

Money Market Account BankUnited Money Market Account n/a 5.15% $711,612

Subtotal $955,730

Debt Service and Capital Projects Funds

Account Name Bank Name Investment Type Maturity Yield Balance

Series 2014 Reserve Fund US Bank US Bank Gcts n/a 3.80% $607,313

Series 2014 Revenue Fund US Bank US Bank Gcts n/a 3.80% $652,534

Series 2014 Revenue Fund US Bank US Bank Gcts n/a 3.80% $18,510

Series 2015 Prepayment Fund US Bank US Bank Gcts n/a 3.80% $26,511

Series 2015 Reserve Fund US Bank US Bank Gcts n/a 3.80% $340,000

Series 2015 Revenue Fund US Bank US Bank Gcts n/a 3.80% $287,233

Subtotal $1,932,101

Total $2,887,831

September 30, 2023

Cash and Investment Report
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